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Abstract. We construct a KO-valued families index for a class of 1|1-dimensional Eu-
clidean field theories. This realizes a conjectured cocycle map central to the Stolz–

Teichner program. We further show that a bundle of spin manifolds leads to a family

of partially-defined 1|1-Euclidean field theories. This determines a cocycle refinement
of the families analytic index. The methods are chosen with the goal of generalizing to

2|1-dimensional field theories, where quantization is expected to construct an analytic

index valued in topological modular forms.

1. Statement of results

Stolz and Teichner have outlined constructions of categories of 1|1- and 2|1-dimensional
Euclidean field theories over a smooth manifold M indexed by a degree n ∈ Z [ST04, HST10,
ST11]. They conjecture that these categories determine geometric cocycle models for real
K-theory and topological modular forms [ST11, §1.5-1.6],{

d|1-dimensional Euclidean field
theories of degree n over M

} {
KOn(M) d = 1
TMFn(M) d = 2.

cocycle
(1)

It is further expected that these cocycle models inherit an analytic pushforward from quan-
tization of field theories. The ultimate goal is to use these pushforwards to prove a TMF-
generalization of the Atiyah–Singer index theorem.

The feeling has always been that a proper understanding of the relationship between 1|1-
Euclidean field theories and the index theorem in K-theory will provide significant insight
into the 2|1-dimensional case [Seg88, §6], [ST04, §3]. With this in mind, the goal of this
paper is to formulate and prove a version of (1) when d = 1 that communicates with the
families analytic index. We use a variation on the notion of degree n field theories over M ,
denoted 1|1-eftn(M), described below.

Theorem 1.1. The families index construction determines a cocycle map

1|1-eftn(M)→ KOn(M)(2)

valued in the differential KO-theory of M . If the renormalization group flow sends an object
E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M) to the zero theory, then its underlying class in KOn(M) is zero.

The families analytic index admits a refinement to an object in 1|1-eftn(M).

Theorem 1.2. The Bismut super connection of a family of Riemannian spin manifolds
X → M determines an object α(X) ∈ 1|1-eft−n(M) whose image under (2) is the families
differential analytic index of X →M .

With the knowledge that the existing definitions are unlikely to be the final word (see
Remark B.1), the cocycle map (2) is designed to be as robust as possible under changes
to the framework. The categories 1|1-eftn(M) and Theorem 1.1 come from evaluating a
field theory on specific families of bordisms, and the structures relevant to index theory
are inherited from the geometry of these 1|1-Euclidean bordisms. The upshot is that any
version of 1|1-Euclidean field theory whose definition involves these families of 1|1-Euclidean
bordisms has a subcategory on which a cocycle map (2) is defined; see Remark 1.12.

The categories 1|1-eftn(M) also have a generalization to the d = 2 conjecture (1). This
paper lays the groundwork for the d = 2 sequel [BE22c] that extends the results of [BE22a].
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1.1. The main idea. In the physics literature, a 1|1-dimensional field theory is more com-
monly called N = 1 supersymmetric quantum mechanics. The basic datum is a Z/2-graded
inner product space H = Hev ⊕Hodd and an odd operator Q : Hev/odd → Hodd/ev [Wit82,
§1]. This determines a representation of the super semigroup

R1|1
≥0 → End(H), (t, θ) 7→ e−tQ

2+θQ,(3)

that enhances the usual time-evolution semigroup in Wick-rotated quantum mechanics.
Depending on the type of theory desired, one demands additional structure and property
on (3). For example, compact theories require that (3) take values in trace-class operators,
and reflection-positive theories require Q be self-adjoint. The main example motivating (1)
takes Q = /D to be the Dirac operator for a compact spin manifold X [ST04, Example
3.2.9]. This theory is both compact and reflection positive.

The super semigroup R1|1
≥0 has a geometric interpretation as a moduli space of super

intervals [ST04, §3], where multiplication in the super semigroup corresponds to concate-
nation. Super intervals are naturally a subcategory of a larger 1|1-Euclidean bordism cate-
gory [HST10, §6],{

super
intervals

}
ι
↪−→
{

1|1-Euclidean
bordisms

}
=⇒

{
1|1-Euclidean
field theories

}
ι∗−→ Rep(R1|1

≥0)(4)

and 1|1-Euclidean field theories are defined as representations of this bordism category.
The representations (3) that come from restriction along ι in (4) have additional structure,
e.g., compactness is automatic [ST12, §2]. The first definition of 1|1-Euclidean field the-

ory from [ST04, §3] simply equipped representations of R1|1
≥0 with this expected additional

structure. The definition from [ST11] gave a precise notion of the 1|1-Euclidean bordism
category and equipped these bordisms with a maps to a (background) manifold M .

By also considering super paths in a smooth manifold M , one obtains a families-
generalization of (4){

super paths
in M

}
ι
↪−→
{

1|1-Euclidean
bordisms over M

}
=⇒

{
1|1-Euclidean field

theories over M

}
ι∗−→ Rep

(
super paths

in M

)
.

Examples of representations of the category of super paths arise from super parallel transport
along a super connection [Dum08]. A folklore theorem extends this to a functor from (finite-
rank) super connections to 1|1-Euclidean field theories over M [ST11, §1.3].

The basic mechanism behind Theorem 1.1 is an inverse to this super parallel transport
construction: a 1|1-Euclidean field theory over M determines a super connection via re-
striction to nearly constant super paths in M , denoted sPath0(M). These are super paths
whose maps to M factors through the super point R0|1.

Lemma 1.3. There is a functor

Rep(sPath0(M))→ VectA(M)

from (not necessarily finite-rank) representations of sPath0(M) to the groupoid of (not
necessarily finite-rank) super vector bundles with super connection on M .

This leads to a natural candidate for the cocycle map (1){
1|1-Euclidean field

theories over M

}
ι∗−→ Rep(sPath0(M))

Lemma 1.3−−−−−−−→ VectA(M)
Index
99K KO0(M)(5)

where the last arrow is the families index construction applied to a super connection, e.g.,
see [BGV92, Chapter 9]. For an arbitrary super connection this construction may not be
valid—one needs additional structure and property that typically boils down to properties of
elliptic operators, e.g., see [GL15] for a treatment of super connections on Hilbert bundles.

An extension of a representation of sPath0(M) to a 1|1-Euclidean field theory provides
some of the additional structure required for the index, e.g., trace-class properties. Theo-
rem 1.1 arises from characterizing the structure that is automatic, and then introducing the
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additional features required for the index bundle construction. Proposition 1.7 summarizes
the resulting bridge between 1|1-Euclidean field theories and index theory.

Remark 1.4. For finite rank examples, the super connection extracted from a field theory as
in (5) is an inverse to super parallel transport; see Proposition 7.7. An infinite-dimensional
generalization of super parallel transport would therefore provide a sharp dictionary between
1|1-Euclidean field theories and super connections. However, in the infinite rank setting
Dumitrescu’s construction from [Dum08] need not apply owing to the failure of existence
and uniqueness results for differential equations in general topological vector spaces, e.g.,
see [Ham82, Example 5.6.1] for counterexamples in Fréchet spaces. From the physics point
of view, one expects field theories to be determined by infinitesimal data, suggesting one
should demand more analytical control than in [ST11]. We note that some of the prior
definitions of 1|1-Euclidean field theory leverage existence and uniqueness results in Hilbert
spaces [HST10, §6]. In a different direction, there are existence and uniqueness results
for tame Fréchet spaces and tame maps. When attempting to weigh these options, the
main concern is that the correct analytical context for the d = 2 case in conjecture (1) is
not yet clear. As such, we prefer to leave these subtle choices of analysis flexible to avoid
over-constraining the possible definitions in this d = 2 generalization.

1.2. Technical overview. The categories 1|1-eftn(M) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are defined
in terms of explicit supergeometric data that comes from distilling the information of a
degree n Euclidean field theory in the framework developed by Stolz and Teichner in [ST11].
We start with a brief review of their main definition; see §B for further details.

Definition 1.5 ([ST11, §4-5]). For n ∈ Z the degree n twist is a ⊗-invertible functor

T n : 1|1-EBord(pt)→ Alg.(6)

where Alg is a Morita category of (topological) algebras, bimodules, and bimodule maps.
Pulling back along the canonical functor 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(pt) we obtain a twist
for the 1|1-Euclidean bordism category over M . A degree n field theory is a natural trans-
formation

1|1-EBord(M) Alg.E ⇓

1

T n

(7)

The above is a complete definition for the d = 1 conjecture in (1) modulo the construc-
tion of the degree n twist, discussed in the following remark.

Remark 1.6. All candidate constructions of nontrivial functors out of 1|1-EBord(M) depend
on a proposed generators and relations presentation. The basic geometry of this statement
is more-or-less clear, e.g., see (23) and (24) below, as well as [HST10, 6.7] and [ST11, 3.2].
However, a precise statement and proof has yet to appear, and depends sensitively on the
chosen framework. This framework remains in flux. The desired examples constructed via
generators and relations presentations include the field theory from super parallel transport
along a super connection (discussed above) and the degree n twist (6).

In §5.3-5.4 we sketch a construction of the degree n twist that relies on the cobor-
dism hypothesis for topological field theories. This hypothesis should hold for any reason-
able definition of (extended) field theory, and hence the salient features of the degree n
twist should not depend on the nuances of a 1|1-Euclidean bordism category; see Hypoth-
esis 5.8. In short, degree n field theories are (non-topological) boundary conditions for
the 2-dimensional topological field theory determined by the Morita invertible (and hence
fully-dualizable) algebra Cln, the nth Clifford algebra. The Morita equivalences between
Cln⊗Clm and Cln+m then give the desired (graded) multiplication on degree n field theories
via the tensor product.
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In §3, we construct a category sPath0(M) of nearly constant super Euclidean paths
in M and describe some additional structures on this category inherited from 1|1-Euclidean
geometry. Next we construct an internal functor ι in §4

sPath0(M) 1|1-EBord(M) Alg.⇓ι
1

T n

(8)

The objects and morphisms of sPath0(M) are (finite-dimensional) supermanifolds, and so
the restriction of a degree n theory along (8) provides data that can be analyzed using
standard techniques in super geometry.

Proposition 1.7. The restriction of a degree n Euclidean field theory (7) along the func-
tor (8) determines:

(1) vector bundles V+, V− → M with fiberwise Cln- and Cl−n-actions and Clifford-
linear super connections A+ and A−, respectively (Proposition 6.18);

(2) a pairing between section-valued differential forms (Proposition 6.24)

〈−,−〉 : Cln ⊗Cl−n⊗Cln

(
Ω•(M ;V−)⊗ Ω•(M ;V+)

)
→ Ω•(M)(9)

for which the super connections satisfy 〈A−x, y〉 = (−1)|x|〈x,A+y〉;
(3) differential forms Z,Z` ∈ Ω•(M ;C∞(R>0) satisfying

dZ = 0, ∂`Z = dZ`, deg(Z) = n mod 2, deg(Z`) = n− 1 mod 2

where ` is the standard coordinate on R>0 (Proposition 6.42).

The renormalization group flow on degree n field theories induces the Getzler rescaling of
super connections (Proposition 6.20): renormalization flow by µ ∈ R>0 restricts to

A± 7→ µ(A±)0 + (A±)1 + µ−1(A±)2 + µ−2(A±)3 + . . .(10)

The additional structures on field theories defined in §5.2 restrict along (8) as follows.

(1) A reflection structure determines isomorphisms V± ' V ∓ of bundles of Clifford
modules relative to the ∗-superalgebra structure Cl±n → Cl∓n defined in (140).
Using this data, the pairing (9) determines a graded hermitian pairing on V+ and V−
for which the super connections A+ and A− are graded self-adjoint. The positivity
condition requires the hermitian pairing to be positive (Proposition 6.30).

(2) A real structure determines isomorphisms V± ' V ± relative to the standard real
structure on Cln. The super connection is compatible with this real structure on V±.
For a reflection positive theory with real structure, the hermitian inner product is
also real (Proposition 6.35).

Remark 1.8. A long-standing challenge in the conjectures (1) has been nailing down a pre-
cise definition of the categories of d|1-dimensional Euclidean field theories of degree n. All
the existing definitions are incomplete, and there are many (inequivalent) proposed ap-
proaches that have their own strengths and insights, e.g., [ST04, HK04, Che07, HST10,
Cos10, Cos11b, ST11, DH11, DG20, LS21, BEP22]. We expect the statement of Propo-
sition 1.7 to be robust under changes in definition of field theory. In this way it brings
clarity to previous definitions in dimensions 1|1 and how they interrelate. For example, by
modifying the definition of Alg one has the freedom to modify the types of vector bundles on
which the super connections are defined. Below we consider nuclear Fréchet vector bundles
with continuous maps, but one could instead consider more general sheaves of topological
vector spaces as in [ST11]; see Remark 1.13. Replacing 1|1-EBord(M) with a non-unital
bordism category allows one to consider unbounded operators as in [HST10, §6], and hence
offer field theories associated with unbounded super connection on Hilbert bundles.

The upshot of Proposition 1.7 is that a degree n Euclidean field theory (7) with real
and reflection positive structures determines a super connection for which a KOn-valued
families index construction might apply. The main additional condition demanded by the
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index construction is that a certain direct sum of eigenspaces for eigenvalues less than a fixed
λ ∈ R>0 form a smooth vector bundle over (an open submanifold) of M ; see Definition 7.3.
Physically, this subbundle of eigenspaces is the subspace of states with energy less than λ.
Rephrasing this condition, the existence of the index bundle is the same as demanding
the existence of a smooth cutoff theory in the sense of Wilsonian effective field theory, e.g.,
see [Cos11a, §1.3] for a mathematical exposition of the key ideas. This leads to the following.

Definition 1.9 (Assuming Hypothesis 5.8). Define an object E ∈ 1|1-EFTn(M) to be an
internal natural transformation (7) where E is furthermore required to be real, reflection
positive (Definitions B.32, B.34, and 5.15) and admit smooth energy cutoffs (Definition 7.4).
Morphisms in 1|1-EFTn(M) are isomorphisms between internal natural transformations that
are compatible with the real reflection positive structure.

Remark 1.10. Cutoffs make sense for a broad class of field theories. Indeed, in Witten’s
study of the N = (0, 1) supersymmetric sigma model [Wit88, §1], he suggested that cutoffs
be used to analyze the field theories in the d = 2 version of the conjectures (1). We emphasize
that the existence of a cutoff is a property of a field theory rather than additional data.
Hence, field theories with cutoffs form a subcategory of the category of all field theories.

The categories 1|1-eftn(M) are defined in terms of the values of E ∈ 1|1-EFTn(M) on
specific S-families of bordisms whose map to M factors through S×R0|1; see Definition 7.4.
These families are constructed explicitly in §4, and the resulting values of a field theory
lead to the data in Proposition 1.7. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, we have a restriction map
(Proposition 7.5)

1|1-EFTn(M)→ 1|1-eftn(M),(11)

and so Theorem 1.1 gives a cocycle map for Stolz and Teichner’s degree n theories modified
as in Definition 1.9. The definition of 1|1-eftn(M) involves explicit values of a field theory;
hence, it does not depend on Hypothesis 5.8 and is set up to compare easily with other
candidate definitions of 1|1-Euclidean field theory.

Remark 1.11. Assuming a generators and relations description of the category 1|1-EBord(M)
(following [HST10, 6.7] and [ST11, 3.2]), the category 1|1-eftn(M) is a degree n field theory
defined on the subcategory

1|1-ebord(M) ↪→ 1|1-EBord(M)

whose S-families of bordisms have a map to M factoring through S × R0|1.

Remark 1.12. Suppose 1|1-EFTn(M) is any category of reflection positive, real, degree n
field theories defined for a 1|1-Euclidean bordism category containing the families of small
bordisms (see Definition 4.23) and the degree twist satisfies Hypothesis 5.8. Then the
subcategory of objects in 1|1-EFTn(M) admitting energy cutoffs (Definition 7.4) determine
objects in 1|1-eftn(M) by restriction to small bordisms. Hence, this subcategory has a

cocycle map valued in K̂On(M) by composing with (2).

Remark 1.13. A stronger form of the conjectures (1) asserts that the cocycle map induces
an isomorphism on concordance classes, so that the corresponding cohomology theories
are a complete invariant of field theories [ST11, Conjecture 1.17]. In the 1|1-dimensional
case, an intermediate result would be to construct a category of super connections whose
concordance classes yield K-theory. Such a result fails in all of the standard definitions of a
super connection. This likely requires a generalization of super connections defined on (not
necessarily locally free) sheaves of topological vector spaces, e.g., see [ST11, Remark 3.16]
and also [Ulr21] for some finite-rank results.

Outline. The motivation from physics is explained in §2. In §3 we define super paths in a
smooth manifold. In §4 we show that super paths give examples of bordisms in Stolz and
Teichner’s 1|1-Euclidean bordism category from [ST11]. In §5 we sketch a construction of
the degree n twist and the values of the resulting degree n twisted field theories. In §6 we
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restrict these values to the nearly constant super paths, proving Proposition 1.7. In §7,
the relationship between cutoff theories and the families index construction leads us to
the definition of the groupoids 1|1-eftn(M). Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 follow from standard
constructions in index theory applied to these definitions. In §A we review some background
super algebra and super geometry, and §B is a fairly detailed summary of [ST11].

Acknowledgements. It is a pleasure to thank Kevin Costello, Theo Johnson-Freyd, Stephan
Stolz, Peter Teichner, and Arnav Tripathy for stimulating conversations on this material.
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2. Motivation from supersymmetric quantum mechanics

In this section we overview the arguments in supersymmetric quantum mechanics that
lead to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in the case that M = pt. The discussion is intentionally
informal with precise definitions delayed until later sections.

2.1. Quantum mechanics on X. To build intuition, we start by explaining ordinary
quantum mechanics without supersymmetry.

Let X be a closed, oriented Riemannian manifold. Quantum mechanics on X studies
the space of states H = C∞(X;C) endowed with the hermitian inner product inherited from
integration with respect to the Riemannian volume form on X. The Laplacian H = ∆ on X
is the Hamiltonian of the theory, generating time-evolution. In the Wick-rotated theory,
this gives a representation of the semigroup R≥0,

R≥0 → End(H), t 7→ e−tH ,(12)

where t ∈ R≥0 is identified with a time parameter. This representation has important
additional properties: e−tH is self-adjoint, and for t > 0 the trace is finite

Z := Tr(e−tH) ∈ C∞(R>0)(13)

since X was assumed to be compact. The function of t given by (13) is called the partition
function. A general quantum mechanical system is given by data like (12) satisfying a
self-adjoint and trace-class property.

Remark 2.1. Often one takes the Hilbert completion of the Fréchet space H = C∞(X;C),
resulting in a Hilbert space of states with an unbounded operator ∆. For the definition of
field theory from [ST11] the domain of the operator ∆ (as a Fréchet space) turns out to
be more fundamental. By contrast, the Hilbert completion is the basic object of study for
definitions of field theories in [ST04] and [HST10]. This flexibility in Stolz and Teichner’s
definitions is an important feature, as it allows one to consider refinements of the various
functional analytic models for K-theory. However, it is unclear which of these is easiest to
generalize to the d = 2 conjecture in (1). In this paper we will largely follow [ST11], though
we will ignore these functional analytic distinctions for the remainder of this section.
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In the formalism of [ST04, HST10, ST11], a quantum mechanical system determines a
1-dimensional Euclidean field theory, defined as a representation of a 1-dimensional oriented
Riemannian bordism category 1-EBord. The objects of 1-EBord are finite disjoint unions of
• = pt+ and ◦ = pt−, the point with its two choices of orientation. The morphisms are
disjoint unions of 1-dimensional Riemannian bordisms:

pt+ pt+
I+t

pt− pt−
I−t

pt−

pt+

R−t

pt+

pt−

R+
t

pt−

pt+

L+
t

pt+

pt−

L−t St(14)

The 1-manifold St is the circle of circumference t, viewed as a bordism from the empty
set to itself. The 1-manifolds underlying the bordisms I±t , R±t and L±t are all intervals
of length t; the distinctions between them come from their source and target data. The
notation in (14) follows [HST10, ST11], where L±t and R±t are the “left-” and “right-elbows”
of length t, respectively, where the + or − decoration refers to the orientation, indicated
pictorially in (14) by an arrow. We also follow the convention from [HST10, ST11] to
read these pictures of bordisms from right to left. For example, R+

t is a bordism from the
empty set to pt−

∐
pt+, while L+

t is a bordism from pt+
∐

pt− to the empty set. Bordisms
compose by gluing along matching source and target data. The disjoint union of 0- and
1-manifolds endows the category 1-EBord with a symmetric monoidal structure.

One can compute relations associated with compositions of bordisms. For example,
there are isometries of Riemannian 1-manifolds:

I±s ◦ I±t ' I±s+t, L±0 ◦ σ± ' L∓0 , L±r ◦ (I∓t
∐

I±s ) ' L±r+s+t,(15)

where in the middle identity σ± : pt∓
∐

pt±
∼→ pt±

∐
pt∓ is the switching isomorphism.

The first identity is a geometric counterpart to the semigroup R≥0 from (12): the lengths

of intervals add. Define the category Fun⊗(1-EBord,Vect) whose objects are symmetric
monoidal functors

E : 1-EBord→ Vect(16)

and morphisms are natural isomorphisms of functors. Above, Vect denotes the category
of super (i.e., Z/2-graded) nuclear Fréchet spaces over C endowed with the Z/2-graded
projective tensor product. Physically, the Z/2-grading H = Hev ⊕Hodd keeps track of the
even subspace Hev as bosonic states and the odd subspace Hodd as fermionic states. This
grading will become more important when we add supersymmetry.

For the data of a functor (16) to match the standard data of a quantum mechanical
system (12), one must demand an additional structure on the functors (16) called reflection
positivity, e.g., see [FH21, §3] or [KS21, page 18]. This begins with the Z/2-action on
1-EBord generated by orientation reversal of 1-manifolds; in terms of (14), this is

pt± 7→ pt∓, I±t 7→ I∓t , R±t 7→ R∓t , L±t 7→ L∓t .(17)

Physically, this action reverses the arrow of time. There is also a Z/2-action on vector
spaces generated by complex conjugation. A reflection structure for the functor (16) is
Z/2-equivariant data with respect to the actions on the source and target (e.g., see [FH21,
§B]), which includes the data of an isomorphism

H := E(pt+)
∼→ E(pt−).

A representation (16) with a reflection structure is reflection positive if the hermitian pairing

〈−,−〉 : H⊗H ' E(pt−)⊗ E(pt+)
E(L−0 )
−→ C

is positive. A 1-dimensional Euclidean field theory is a reflection positive representa-
tion (16). A property demanded by reflection positivity is that E(I±t ) be a self-adjoint
representation of the semigroup R≥0 on H.
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From the discussion above, a 1-dimensional Euclidean field theory is determined by its
restriction along (17) as the data of a self-adjoint semigroup representation (t 7→ E(I+t ))
on the vector space H = E(pt+) endowed with the hermitian inner product 〈−,−〉 =
E(L−0 ). Furthermore, this semigroup representation must satisfy the trace property for
endomorphisms of H associated with the subspace R>0 ⊂ R≥0, where the partition function

Z = Tr(E(I+t )) = E(St), t ∈ R>0

can be viewed as a function on the moduli of metrized circles with circumference t > 0.
Quantum mechanics on a closed, oriented Riemannian manifold X provides an example of
a field theory with values

E(pt+) = C∞(X;C), E(I+t ) = e−t∆, E(L−0 )(s1, s2) =

∫
X

s1s2 dvol.

Remark 2.2. We comment briefly on an important technical detail ignored above. Various
quantities in a 1-dimensional Euclidean field theory ought to depend smoothly on geometric
parameters, e.g., the semigroup t 7→ E(I+t ) and the partition function Z = E(St) should
depend smoothly on t. In Stolz and Teichner’s formalism [HST10, ST11], this is addressed by
requiring field theories to assign smoothly varying quantities to smooth families of bordisms.
More precisely, 1-EBord and Vect are defined as categories fibered over smooth manifolds,
and the functors (16) are fibered functors; see §B below.

2.2. Supersymmetric quantum mechanics. Let X be a closed, even-dimensional Rie-
mannian spin manifold, and /S → X be the Z/2-graded spinor bundle with Dirac operator /D.
Supersymmetric quantum mechanics on X studies the space of states H = Γ(X; /S) as a
Z/2-graded vector space with hermitian inner product determined by pairing and integrat-
ing spinors. The Dirac Laplacian H = /D2 is the Hamiltonian for this theory. An important
feature in this theory is the odd square root Q = /D of the Hamiltonian

1

2
[Q,Q] =

1

2
(QQ+QQ) = Q2 = /D

2
= H,(18)

where [−,−] is the graded commutator. The operator Q defines a supersymmetry, e.g.,
see [Wit82, §1]. A first consequence of supersymmetry is that the partition function

Z = sTr(e−tH) = sTr(e−tQ
2

) = dim(ker(Q))+ − dim(ker(Q))− = Ind(Q)(19)

is independent of t and equal to the super dimension of the kernel of Q, i.e., the index
of the Dirac operator Q = /D. This follows from the McKean–Singer formula [MS67]; see
also [BGV92, Theorem 3.50]. It is crucial in this argument that the partition function (19)
uses the supertrace, defined as

sTr(e−tH) = Tr((−1)F ◦ e−tH)

where (−1)F acts by +1 on the even subspace of H and −1 on the odd subspace.
The supersymmetry Q allows one to extend the usual time-evolution (12) to a repre-

sentation of a super semigroup,

R1|1
≥0 → End(H) (t, θ) 7→ e−tH+θQ,(20)

where R1|1
≥0 is the supermanifold with boundary defined by restricting the structure sheaf

of R1|1 along the inclusion R≥0 ⊂ R (see Example A.12), and the semigroup multiplication

on R1|1
≥0 is the restriction of multiplication in the super Lie group defined as follows.

Definition 2.3. Define the super Lie group R1|1 with multiplication

(t, θ) · (s, η) = (t+ s+ θη, θ + η) (t, θ), (s, η) ∈ R1|1(S),(21)

where the above formula is understood in terms of the functor of points of R1|1.
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Remark 2.4. A closely related (and perhaps better known) example of supersymmetric
quantum mechanics takes as its space of states H = Ω•(X), differential forms on an ori-
ented Riemannian manifold [Wit82, §2]. The Hamiltonian is then defined to be the Hodge
Laplacian H = dd∗ + d∗d, which has a pair of commuting odd square roots,

Q1 = d+ d∗, Q2 = i(d− d∗), [Q1, Q2] = 0, Q2
1 = Q2

2 = H.(22)

This is the data of N = 2 supersymmetry, rather than the N = 1 example above. With
our intended connections to index theory, the example pf N = 1 supersymmetry from (20)
is more fundamental. Forgetting one of the Qi in (22) extracts an N = 1 theory.

A general supersymmetric quantum mechanical system is given by data like (20) satis-
fying analogous properties. In the formalism of [ST04, HST10, ST11], such data determine
a 1|1-dimensional Euclidean field theory.

Remark 2.5. Restricting (20) along the homomorphism R≥0 ⊂ R1|1
≥0 of semigroups forgets

the supersymmetry, extracting an ordinary quantum mechanical theory. Similarly, any
1|1-dimensional Euclidean field theory determines a 1-dimensional Euclidean field theory;
see [ST11, Equation 4.14].

One can repackage supersymmetric quantum mechanics on X as a representation of
a 1|1-dimensional Euclidean bordism category 1|1-EBord, arising as a generalization of
1-EBord. The objects of 1|1-EBord are finite disjoint unions of • = spt+ and ◦ = spt−,
the super point with its two choices of orientation. The morphisms can be visualized as

spt+ spt+
I+t,θ

spt− spt−
I−t,θ

spt−

spt+

R−t,θ

spt+

spt−

R+
t,θ

spt−

spt+

L+
t,θ

spt+

spt−

L−t,θ
S−t,θ

S+
t,θ

(23)

much the same as (14), but where the parameter t measuring the Riemannian length is
replaced by a pair (t, θ) ∈ R1|1 measuring a “super” length. This super length has the usual
even parameter t, but also an odd parameter θ; correctly interpreted, these parameters
determine (super) families of bordisms as we explain in §3.3. It turns out to be convenient1

for I+t,θ,R
+
t,θ, L

+
t,θ and S+

t,θ to have super length parameters (t, θ) in R1|1
≥0, whereas I−t,θ,R

−
t,θ, L

−
t,θ

and S−t,θ have (t, θ) in R1|1
≤0. The supermanifolds underlying the bordisms I±t,θ, R±t,θ and L±t,θ

are again all the same, being super intervals. We similarly find relations associated with
compositions of bordisms, e.g.,

I±s,η ◦ I±t,θ ' I±s+t+ηθ,η+θ, L±0 ◦ σ± ' L∓0 , L±0 ◦ (I±t,θ
∐

I∓s,η) ' L±(s,η)−1(t,θ)(24)

where in the middle identity, σ± : spt∓
∐

spt±
∼→ spt±

∐
spt∓ is the switching isomorphism.

The first identity is the geometric counterpart to multiplication in the super semigroups R1|1
≥0

from (20). Note that the gluing of super intervals encodes a non-commutative super group;
this is as one expects since (18) is not an abelian super Lie algebra.

With this in place, we may consider the category Fun⊗(1|1-EBord,Vect) whose objects
are symmetric monoidal functors

E : 1|1-EBord→ Vect.(25)

For the data of a functor (25) to properly match with the physicists notion of a supersym-
metric quantum mechanical theory, we again must impose a version of reflection positivity;
this is defined analogously to the case without supersymmetry. We define a 1|1-dimensional
Euclidean field theory to be a reflection-positive functor (25). One consequence is that a

1The isomorphism R1|1
≥0 ' (R1|1

≤0)op equivalently allows one to view the bordisms I−t,θ,R
−
t,θ, L

−
t,θ and S−t,θ

with (t, θ) in R1|1
≥0, but then compositions involving these bordisms use the opposite super semigroup struc-

ture. This is a non-issue for ordinary Euclidean bordisms, since R≥0 and R≤0 are isomorphic semigroups.
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1|1-dimensional Euclidean field theory determines a self-adjoint representation of the super

semigroup R1|1
≥0 on a Z/2-graded topological vector space H with hermitian inner product

〈−,−〉. This data satisfies a trace property on R1|1
>0 ⊂ R1|1

≥0, where the trace is the value of

the functor (25) on a super circle (which turns out to be a constant function of (t, θ)). Su-
persymmetric quantum mechanics determines a reflection positive functor (25) with values

E(spt+) = Γ(X; /S), E(I+t,θ) = e−t /D+θ /D, E(L−0 )(s1, s2) =
∫
X

(s1, s2)dvol.(26)

2.3. The renormalization group flow, low-energy cutoffs, and K0(pt). Given µ ∈
R>0, there is a functor 1-EBord → 1-EBord that dilates the metric on Euclidean bordisms
by the factor µ. In terms of the elementary bordisms (14), this has the effect

pt± 7→ pt±, I±t 7→ I±µt, R±t 7→ R±µt, L±t 7→ L±µt, St 7→ Sµt.

Precomposing a functor (16) with this action defines the renormalization group flow acting
on 1-dimensional Euclidean field theories. A field theory is invariant under the renormal-
ization group (RG) flow if and only if E(I+t ) = idH for all t. The trace class condition on
E(I+t ) implies that RG-invariant field theories have a finite-dimensional space of states H,
and hence determine a 1-dimensional topological field theory.

Similarly, there are functors 1|1-EBord → 1|1-EBord that dilate the super lengths as
(t, θ) 7→ (µ2t, µθ). On the elementary bordisms (23) this gives

pt± 7→ pt±, I±t,θ 7→ I±µ2t,µθ, R±t,θ 7→ R±µ2t,µθ, L±t,θ 7→ L±µ2t,µθ, S±t,θ 7→ S±µ2t,µθ.

The nontrivial action on the odd part of the super length θ is necessary to make dilation
action compatible with composition (and hence a functor). Precomposing (25) with the
above functor defines the renormalization group flow on 1|1-dimensional super Euclidean
field theories. In the presence of supersymmetry, the partition function is invariant under
the renormalization group flow: it is a constant function of the geometric parameters (t, θ).

Given a quantum mechanical system of the form (12) or (20), let Hλ ⊂ H denote the
λ-eigenspace of the self-adjoint Hamiltonian H (so λ ∈ R). Then Hλ is the space of states
with energy λ. Define the vector space of states with energy < λ,

H<λ :=
⊕
ν<λ

Hν(27)

with hermitian inner product given by the restriction of the inner product on H to the
subspace H<λ ⊂ H. The trace class condition on e−tH implies that eigenspaces of H are
finite-dimensional, the spectrum of H is discrete, and Hλ = {0} for λ� 0. Hence, H<λ is
finite-dimensional. Define λ-cutoff theory as the quantum mechanical system given by the
finite-dimensional vector space H<λ equipped with the identity time-evolution operator.
The λ-cutoff theory is therefore invariant under the renormalization group flow.

Remark 2.6. One could equally equip H<λ with the restricted Hamiltonian H|H<λ when
defining the cutoff theory. It turns out to be slightly more convenient to define the cutoff
theory to be RG-invariant.

Since H is Z/2-graded and H is an even map, Hλ is Z/2-graded for each λ ∈ R. Given a
fixed choice of λ and 1- or 1|1-dimensional Euclidean field theory E, consider the assignment

E 7→ [H<λ] = [(H<λ)ev]− [(H<λ)odd] ∈ K0(pt).(28)

In the absence of supersymmetry, the map (28) generally depends on λ. However, when H
has an odd square root Q, then the assignment is independent of λ: Q gives isomorphisms

Q : Hev/odd
λ

∼→ Hodd/ev
λ , λ 6= 0

and so

[H<λ] = [H0] ∈ K0(pt) ' Z
for all λ. This integer-valued invariant in supersymmetric quantum mechanics is the Witten
index, originally studied in [Wit82]. The Witten index is a deformation invariant of a
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1|1-dimensional Euclidean field theory. We note that the McKean–Singer formula (19)
equates the Witten index and the partition function, though this equality will cease to
hold for families of field theories studied below (instead, the two quantities will essentially
be related by the Chern character). In the example where Q = /D is the Dirac operator
on an even dimensional spin manifold, the Witten index agrees with the analytic index
Ind( /D) = [H0] ∈ K0(pt) of the Dirac operator. In the example discussed in Remark 2.4,
the Witten index is the Euler characteristic of X.

By contrast, 1-dimensional Euclidean field theories without supersymmetry form a con-
tractible space [HST10, Theorem 6.35] and so have no interesting deformation invariants.

2.4. Symmetries and real structures. Given a quantum mechanical system in the
form (12) or (20), a super algebra A acting on H is an algebra of symmetries if it commutes
with the action of H or Q. Reflection positivity for a theory with A-symmetry again en-
dows H with a hermitian inner product, but additionally requires the data of a ∗-structure
on A and the property that the A-action on H be a ∗-action.

It is often convenient to organize field theories according to their symmetries, i.e., for
a given super algebra A one can consider the collection of theories with A-symmetry. Stolz
and Teichner’s degree n field theories are supersymmetric quantum mechanical systems (20)
with symmetry specified by the the nth (complex) Clifford algebra

Cln :=

{
〈f1, . . . fn | [fj , fk] = −2δjk〉 n ≥ 0
〈e1, . . . en | [ej , ek] = 2δjk〉 n < 0.

(29)

where {e1, . . . , en} or {f1, . . . , fn} denotes the standard basis of Rn. These Clifford algebras
carry a standard ∗-structure; see §A.2.

One can also ask for a real structure on a quantum mechanical system, i.e., a grading-
preserving C-antilinear involution ofH commuting with the Hamiltonian. When considering
theories with A-symmetry, one should demand a compatible real structure on A. In the
case of the Clifford algebras, this is equivalent to declaring the generators in (29) to be real
so that the real structure is determined by complex conjugation. Using the Atiyah–Bott–
Shapiro description of KOn(pt) in terms of Clifford modules [ABS64], such real, degree n
theories determine classes in KOn(pt) using the construction (28).

Examples of real, degree n theories arise naturally in spin geometry. Let X be an n-
dimensional spin manifold with principal spin bundle P , i.e., P → X is a Spin(n)-principal
bundle that double covers of the oriented frame bundle of TX. Define the spinor bundle as

S := P ×Spin(n) Cln(30)

with Z/2-grading inherited from the Z/2-grading on the real Clifford algebra Cl(Rn) =
Cln. This version of the spinor bundle carries a right Cln-action, which hereafter we will
identify with a left Cl−n-action (see Example A.8). The odd, self-adjoint, Cl−n-linear
Dirac operator /D acts on global sections Γ(X;S). The same constructions as before give
a quantum mechanical system, but now with additional structures: the space of states
H = Γ(X; /S) is a real, self-adjoint Cln-module and the operator Q = /D commutes with the
Clifford action. The energy cutoff (27) gives a finite-dimensional Clifford module. Via the
Atiyah–Bott–Shapiro construction, the assignment (28) is the Clifford index of the Dirac
operator, taking values in KO−n(pt). This fundamental geometric example motivates Stolz
and Teichner’s definitions of degree n field theories, see [ST04, Example 2.3.3].

Remark 2.7. For an inner product space W , the Clifford algebra Cl(W ) can be understood
as the quantization of a free (fermionic) particle moving in the odd vector space ΠW ,
e.g., see [Fre99, page 19]. Free fermions in higher dimensions illuminate a path towards a
general framework for degree n field theories. In particular, this suggests a 2|1-dimensional
generalization for the second conjecture in (1).

3. Super Euclidean paths in a manifold
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3.1. Warm-up: The category of (non-super) Euclidean paths in a manifold.
Let A1 be the affine real line, regarded as an oriented Riemannian manifold. The isometry
group of A1 is the Lie group R, acting on A1 by translation. We will describe Euclidean
paths in a manifold modeled on A1 with an eye towards the generalization to 1|1-Euclidean
paths.

The Riemannian manifold A1, isometry group R, and a choice of codimension 1 sub-
manifold A0 ⊂ A1 determines the 1-dimensional Euclidean geometry (R,A1,A0) in the sense
of Stolz and Teichner [ST11, §2.5]; see §B.1 for a review. Below, for s ∈ R let Ts : A1 → A1

denote translation by s.

Definition 3.1. Let M be a smooth manifold. A positively oriented Euclidean path in M is
a triple (φ, tin, tout) for a smooth map φ : A1 →M and points tin, tout ∈ A1 with tout− tin ∈
R≥0. Similarly, a negatively oriented Euclidean path in M is a triple (φ, tin, tout) with
tout − tin ∈ R≤0. A Euclidean path is a positively or negatively oriented Euclidean path.
The point φ(tin) ∈M is the incoming boundary and φ(tout) ∈M is the outgoing boundary

of a Euclidean path. An isometry (φ, tin, tout)
∼→ (φ′, t′in, t

′
out) between a pair of Euclidean

paths is the data of s ∈ R such that φ′ = φ ◦ T−1
s , Ts(tin) = t′in, and Ts(tout) = t′out.

Euclidean paths and isometries form a groupoid that is equivalent to a discrete groupoid
(i.e., a groupoid with only identity morphisms) whose objects are

R≥0 ×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0 ×Map(R,M),(31)

where we regard Map(R,M) as a presheaf on the site of manifolds. Indeed, for a given
Euclidean path (φ, tin, tout), the basepoint tin ∈ A1 gives an identification A1 ' R1, so that
φ : R→M and tout is determined by a point in R≥0

∐
R≤0.

The 1-dimensional Euclidean geometry has some additional structures that lead to addi-
tional structures on Euclidean paths. First, the basepoint A0 ⊂ A1 provides an isomorphism
A1 ' R1 (that may be different than the identification using tin). This gives a preferred
orientation-reversing map of A1,

A1 ' R1 or−→ R1 ' A1, or(t) = −t, t ∈ R.(32)

Next, for any µ ∈ R>0 there is a diffeomorphism

A1 ' R1 rgµ−−→ R1 ' A1, rgµ(t) = µ · t(33)

that dilates the metric on A1. The notation rgµ is in reference to the connection with the

renormalization group. We emphasize that (32) and (33) are not regarded as isometries of A1

since an orientation is part of the geometry; roughly we view them as outer automorphisms.
The structures (32) and (33) provide the following additional structures on Euclidean

paths. The orientation reversal of a Euclidean path (φ, tin, tout) applies the orientation-
reversing isometry (32), giving an assignment

(φ, tin, tout) 7→ (φ ◦ or−1, or(tin), or(tout)).

For µ ∈ R>0 the µ-dilation of a Euclidean path (φ, tin, tout) applies the diffeomorphism (33)
to a Euclidean path so that

(φ, tin, tout) 7→ (φ ◦ rg−1
µ , rgµ(tin), rgµ(tout)).

In terms of the description (31) of Euclidean paths, orientation reversal and µ-dilation are

R≥0 ×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0 ×Map(R,M) → R≥0 ×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0 ×Map(R,M)

(t, φ) 7→ (−t, φ ◦ or−1)(34)

(t, φ) 7→ (µ · t, φ ◦ rg−1
µ ).

In particular, the orientation reversal of a positively oriented Euclidean path is a negatively
oriented Euclidean path. The incoming and outgoing boundary φ(tin), φ(tout) ∈ M are
preserved by orientation reversal and µ-dilation.
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Next, we consider the extent to which Euclidean paths can be viewed as morphisms in
a category. There are a pair of maps

in, out : R≥0 ×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0 ×Map(R,M)⇒M
∐

M

sending a Euclidean path to its incoming or outgoing boundary. We would like the above
to determine the source and target maps in a category in which composition comes from
concatenation of paths. However, this runs into a problem: concatenation is only piecewise
smooth. There are different approaches to resolving this problem. One option is to consider
collared paths in M , which is the route followed by Stolz and Teichner [ST11]; see §B.3.
Another option is to encode cutting laws rather than gluing laws as in [BEP22, DG20].
These approaches to the bordism category are not equivalent, and it isn’t clear which one is
“correct” when generalizing the quantum mechanical systems discussed in §2.1. However,
there is a subspace of (31) where the difficulties of concatenation disappear: the constant
Euclidean paths in M .

Definition 3.2. Define the (Lie) category of constant paths in M , denoted Path0(M), as
having objects and morphisms the smooth manifolds

Ob(Path0(M)) = M
∐

M, Mor(Path0(M)) = R≥0 ×M
∐

R≤0 ×M.

The source and target maps in Path0(M) are given by the projections. The unit map is
determined by inclusion at 0 ∈ R, and composition is given by addition in R.

Under the inclusion of the constant maps

Mor(Path0(M)) = R≥0 ×M
∐

R≤0 ×M ⊂ R≥0 ×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0 ×Map(R,M)

concatenation of paths corresponds to composition in the category Path0(M). The assign-
ments (34) furthermore extend to functors

Or : Path0(M)→ Path0(M), RGµ : Path0(M)→ Path0(M).(35)

Next we explain the relationship between Euclidean paths and Euclidean loops. There
is a Z-action on (31) given by (t, φ) 7→ (t, nt · φ) where nt · φ : R→M is the map

(nt · φ)(s) = φ(s+ nt), n ∈ Z.

The Z-fixed subspace (as a presheaf) is the Euclidean loop space of M

L(M) := (R≥0×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0×Map(R,M))Z ⊂ R≥0×Map(R,M)
∐

R≤0×Map(R,M)

whose points (t, φ) are loops in M of circumference t. Furthermore, L(M) has an S1-action
by rotation of loops. Any constant path of positive length determines a loop, giving a span

Mor(Path0(M))←↩ R>0 ×M
∐

R<0 ×M ↪→ L(M),(36)

and the S1-action on L(M) preserves the image of the above inclusion.
In summary, constant Euclidean paths lack the geometric richness of the full path

space, but they provide two technical simplifications: (1) constant paths form a finite-
dimensional smooth manifold, and (2) concatenation of constant paths always results in
a (smooth) constant path. We also observe that a representation of positively oriented
constant paths gives a smooth M -family of semigroup representations (12). Representations
of Path0(M) satisfying a reflection positivity condition therefore offer a reasonable families-
generalization of the quantum mechanical systems studied previously. With this in mind,
we purse a generalization of the above; the goal of the remainder of the section is to
generalize Definition 3.2 to a category of (nearly) constant super Euclidean paths in M ,
with functors (35) and a map to the super loop space of M generalizing (36)
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3.2. 1|1-dimensional Euclidean geometry. Recall from (21) the super Lie group R1|1,
and let A1|1 denote the (affine) supermanifold underlying the super Lie group R1|1. This no-
tation emphasizes that R1|1 has a distinguished basepoint (the identity 0 ∈ R1|1) whereas A1|1

does not. Similarly, let A0|1 denote the supermanifold underlying the super Lie group R0|1.
Let A0|1 ⊂ A1|1 be the embedding modeled on the standard2 inclusion R0|1 ⊂ R1|1. We
again refer to §B.1 for a review of rigid super geometries.

Definition 3.3 ([HST10, Example 6.16] and [ST11, §4.2]). Form the semidirect product
R1|1 o Z/2 where Z/2 = {±1} acts on R1|1 by (t, θ) 7→ (t,±θ). The 1|1-dimensional
Euclidean geometry is specified by the triple

(G,M,Mc) = (R1|1 o Z/2,A1|1,A0|1)

for the evident action of R1|1 oZ/2 on A1|1 and the inclusion A0|1 ⊂ A1|1 described above.

The stack (R1|1oZ/2,A1|1)-SMfld of 1|1-dimensional Euclidean manifolds has as objects
submersions Y → S whose fibers are 1|1-dimensional manifolds endowed with a super
Euclidean structure. The stack of 1|1-dimensional Euclidean pairs has as objects fiber
bundles Y → S of 1|1-manifolds endowed with super Euclidean structure together with a
family of embedded 0|1-dimensional supermanifolds Y c ⊂ Y over S.

Example 3.4. Our main example of an S-family of 1|1-dimensional Euclidean pairs de-
pends on (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S) and is given by

Y c = S × R0|1 it,θ
↪−−→ S × R1|1 = Y(37)

where

it,θ : S × R0|1 ⊂ S × R1|1 Tt,θ−−→ S × R1|1(38)

using the standard inclusion and the map Tt,θ defined as the composition

S × R1|1 id×(t,θ)×id−−−−−−−→ S × R1|1 × R1|1 id×act−−−−→ S × R1|1,(39)

where the second arrow is the action of R1|1 on itself. For any (t, θ) and (s, η) the associated
1|1-dimensional Euclidean pairs are isomorphic via the isometry

S × R1|1 T(s,η)·(t,θ)−1

−−−−−−−−→ S × R1|1.

In particular, all pairs (37) are isomorphic to the standard one S × R0|1 ⊂ S × R1|1.

The stack of 1|1-dimensional super Euclidean manifolds has some extra structures gen-
eralizing orientation reversal (32) and dilation (33) of ordinary Euclidean 1-manifolds.

Definition 3.5. Orientation reversal is the automorphism of the 1|1-dimensional Euclidean
geometry determined by the homomorphism

or : R1|1 → R1|1, (t, θ) 7→ (−t,−iθ), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S).(40)

We observe that when restricted to R ⊂ R1|1 (40) is the standard (32) orientation reversing
map on R.

Remark 3.6. The map (40) is called the pin generator in [HST10, Example 6.16].

Definition 3.7. For µ ∈ R>0, the renormalization group action is the automorphism of
the 1|1-dimensional Euclidean geometry determined by the homomorphism

rgµ : R1|1 → R1|1, (t, θ) 7→ (µ2t, µθ), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S).(41)

2We caution that R0|1 ⊂ R1|1 is not a homomorphism for the group structure (21) on R1|1.
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Definition 3.8 ([ST11, Example 2.39 and §4.1]). The spin flip is the automorphism of
the 1|1-dimensional Euclidean geometry determined by the action of −1 ∈ {±1} ' Z/2 <
R1|1 o Z/2

fl : R1|1 → R1|1, (t, θ) 7→ (t,−θ), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S).(42)

Since Z/2 < R1|1 o Z/2 is in the center, the spin flip commutes with the action of the
isometry group.

The 1|1-Euclidean geometry also has a real structure in the sense of Definition B.5.

Lemma 3.9 ([HST10, Example 6.20]). The super Lie group R1|1 has a real structure

r : R1|1 ∼−→ R1|1
, r ◦ r = idR1|1 .(43)

Proof. Following Example A.16, first choose an identification R1|1 ' Π(RC) where R is the
trivial real line bundle on R and RC is its complexification. This endows the supermanifold
underlying R1|1 with a real structure. To promote this to a real structure on the super Lie
group, let θ ∈ C∞(R1|1)odd ' Γ(R,Λ1(RC)) denote the function associated with a (real)
trivialization of R. With this choice, the group multiplication (21) is real. �

Definition 3.10. Define a real structure on the 1|1-dimensional super Euclidean model
geometry from the real structure on the super Lie group R1|1 oZ/2 from Lemma 3.9, using
that Z/2 preserves this real structure on R1|1.

Example 3.11. By Lemma B.4, the maps (40), (41) and (42) determine endofunctors of
the stack of 1|1-Euclidean manifolds,

Or,RGµ,Fl : (R1|1 o Z/2,A1|1)-SMfld→ (R1|1 o Z/2,A1|1)-SMfld,

that send an S-family of 1|1-dimensional Euclidean manifolds to another S-family. Explic-
itly, applied to the super Euclidean pair (37), we find

Or(S × R0|1 it,θ
↪−−→ S × R1|1) = (S × R0|1 i−t,−iθ

↪−−−−→ S × R1|1)

RGµ(S × R0|1 it,θ
↪−−→ S × R1|1) = (S × R0|1

iµ2t,µθ
↪−−−−→ S × R1|1)

Fl(S × R0|1 it,θ
↪−−→ S × R1|1) = (S × R0|1 it,−θ

↪−−−→ S × R1|1)

Similarly, the map (43) determines a map of stacks

R : (R1|1 o Z/2,A1|1)-SMfld→ (R1|1 o Z/2,A1|1)-SMfld, (Y c, Y ) 7→ (Y c, Y )

covering complex conjugation of supermanifolds, that sends an S-family of 1|1-dimensional
Euclidean manifolds to a S-family. There are natural isomorphisms of functors

Or2 ' Fl, RGµ ◦ RGµ′ ' RGµµ′ , R ◦ Or ' Fl ◦ Or ◦ R, R ◦ R ' id(44)

coming from the equalities of maps

or2 = fl, rgµ ◦ rgµ′ = rgµµ′ , or ◦ r = fl ◦ r ◦ or, r ◦ r = idR1|1 .

3.3. Super Euclidean paths in a smooth manifold. Given a triple (φ, (t, θ), (s, η))
where φ : S × R1|1 →M is a map and (t, θ), (s, η) ∈ R1|1(S), consider

S × R0|1 S × R1|1 S × R0|1

M.

it,θ is,η

φ(45)

for the maps defined in (38).
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Definition 3.12. Let M be a smooth manifold and S a supermanifold. An S-family of pos-
itively oriented super Euclidean paths in M is a triple (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)) determining
a diagram (45) with the property

(tout, θout) · (tin, θin)−1 ∈ R1|1
≥0(S) ⊂ R1|1(S).

Similarly, an S-family of negatively oriented super Euclidean paths in M is a triple where

(tout, θout) · (tin, θin)−1 ∈ R1|1
≤0(S) ⊂ R1|1(S).

An S-family of super Euclidean paths in M is a triple (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)) that over each
component of S is a family of positively or negatively oriented super paths. The incoming
and outgoing boundaries of (φ, (t, θ), (s, η)) are the compositions

φout : S × R0|1 i(tout,θout)

↪−−−−−−→ S × R1|1 φ−→M, φin : S × R0|1 i(tin,θin)

↪−−−−−→ S × R1|1 φ−→M.

An isometry (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin))
∼→ (φ′, (t′out, θ

′
out), (t

′
in, θ

′
in)) between a pair of S-families

of super paths is the data of (s, η) ∈ R1|1(S) such that

φ′ = φ ◦ Ts,η, Ts,η ◦ φin = φ′in, Ts,η ◦ φout = φ′out

where Ts,η is the super translation by (s, η) ∈ R1|1(S) defined in (39).

Super Euclidean paths in M and their isometries form a stack: for each S we have a
groupoid of S-families of super Euclidean paths over S, and for a map f : S′ → S of super-
manifolds we obtain a functor between groupoids by pulling back the triples (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin))
along f .

3.4. The category of nearly constant super paths. Concatenation of S-families of
super paths in M runs into essentially the same issues as in the case of ordinary paths: to
get a (smooth) super path one requires agreement in a neighborhood of the gluing. Just as
before, the problem goes away when one only considers suitably constant maps to M .

Definition 3.13. An S-family of nearly constant super Euclidean paths in M is the data
of a super Euclidean path (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)) for which φ is determined by a map φ0,

φ : S × R1|1 q−→ S × R1|1/R ' S × R0|1 φ0→M,(46)

where the first arrow is the quotient of S × R1|1 by the R-action on R1|1.

Lemma 3.14. Up to unique isomorphism, a family of nearly constant oriented super paths
in M is determined by a map to the finite-dimensional supermanifold,

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

∐
R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M),(47)

where the two components correspond to the positively and negatively oriented nearly
constant super Euclidean paths.

Proof. Given an S-family of positively (respectively, negatively) oriented super Euclidean
path (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)), there is a unique isomorphism to a super path with (tin, θin) =
(0, 0) ∈ R1|1(S). With this identification fixed, the remaining data is

φ0 : S × R0|1 →M, (tout, θout) = (t, θ) ∈ (R1|1
≥0

∐
R1|1
≤0)(S)(48)

where φ is then given by (46). The result follows. �

Lemma 3.15. Suppose that γ = (φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)) and γ′ = (φ′, (t′out, θ
′
out), (t

′
in, θ

′
in))

are S-families of positively (respectively, negatively) oriented nearly constant super paths
in M and that φout = φ′in : S×R0|1 →M . Then there is a well-defined concatenation γ ∗ γ′
as a positively (respectively, negatively) oriented nearly constant super path in M that is
unique up to unique isomorphism.
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Proof. It suffices to work in the universal case (47), for which the concatenation of positively
oriented super paths is given by

(R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M))×Map(R0|1,M) (R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M))

' R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)
m×id−→ R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)(49)

wherem is the restriction of multiplication on R1|1. The concatenation map in the negatively
oriented case is completely analogous. �

Super Lie categories are reviewed in Definition B.9.

Definition 3.16. The super Lie category of nearly constant super paths in M , denoted
sPath0(M), has objects and morphisms,

Ob(sPath0(M)) = Map(R0|1,M)
∐

Map(R0|1,M),

Mor(sPath0(M)) = R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

∐
R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M),

where source, target, and unit data are given by the incoming and outgoing boundaries
of a super path and the identity super path (using Lemma 3.14) while composition is the
concatenation of super paths from Lemma 3.15.

The above super Lie category can be understood as a subcategory of a (more explicit)
super Lie groupoid.

Lemma 3.17. There is an essentially surjective and faithful (but not full) functor

sPath0(M) ↪→
(

Map(R0|1,M)
∐

Map(R0|1,M)
)
//R1|1,(50)

to the quotient super Lie groupoid for the R1|1-action factoring through the homomor-
phism R1|1 → R0|1 (see (52)), with the functor (50) determined by the standard inclusions

R1|1
≥0,R

1|1
≤0 ⊂ R1|1.

Proof. By definition, the source map on an S-point of sPath0(M) is

(φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)) 7→ φin, φin : S × R0|1 i0
↪−→ S × R1|1 φ−→M,

with φ as in (46). Since q ◦ i0 = idS×R0|1 , we find φin = φ0 in the notation of (46). The
source map is therefore the projection s = p : Mor(sPath0(M)) → Ob(sPath0(M)). The
target map on an S-point of sPath0(M) is

(φ, (tout, θout), (tin, θin)) 7→ φout, φout : S × R0|1 Tt,θ◦i0
↪−−−−→ S × R1|1 φ−→M(51)

Again using that q ◦ i0 = idS×R0|1 , the target map is the restriction of the (left) action

act : R1|1 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Map(R0|1,M)(52)

coming from the precomposition with the R1|1-action on R0|1,

R1|1 × R0|1 → R0|1, (t, θ) · η = (θ + η), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S), η ∈ R0|1(S).

The lemma is proved. �

We recall the isomorphism of supermanifolds Map(R0|1,M) ' ΠTM leading to the
isomorphism between functions and differential forms

C∞(Map(R0|1,M)) ' C∞(ΠTMC) ' Ω•(M).(53)

Together with Lemma 3.17, this will allow us to give explicit formulas for the structure
maps in the super Lie category sPath0(M), presented in terms of differential forms on M .

Remark 3.18. Using (53), functions on the quotient groupoid Map(R0|1,M)//R0|1 give a
supergeometric interpretation of the de Rham complex of M , e.g., see [HKST11, §3]. The
category of super paths is closely related to this groupoid, as seen in Lemma 3.17.
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The isomorphism (53) implies

C∞(R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)) ' Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

≥0)),

C∞(R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)) ' Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

≤0)).
(54)

Lemma 3.19. Using (53) and (54), the source and target maps s, t : Mor(sPath0(M)) ⇒
Ob(sPath0(M)) are determined by the superalgebra maps

Ω•(M)⊕ Ω•(M)→ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0))⊕ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

≤0))

s∗(α, β) = (α, β), t∗(α, β) = (α− θdα, β − θdβ), α, β ∈ Ω•(M),

where we use the canonical inclusions

Ω•(M) ↪→ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0)), Ω•(M) ↪→ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

≤0))

along the constant functions on R1|1
≥0 or R1|1

≤0

Proof. Standard results (e.g., [HKST11, Lemma 3.8]) compute the R0|1-action on Map(R0|1,M)
in terms of a map on differential forms:

Ω•(M) ' C∞(Map(R0|1,M)) → C∞(R0|1 ×Map(R0|1,M)) ' Ω•(M ;C∞(R0|1))

α 7→ α− θdα, α ∈ Ω•(M), C∞(R0|1) ' C∞(R)[θ](55)

where d is the de Rham differential on Ω•(M). From Lemma 3.17, the source and target
maps in sPath0(M) are therefore determined by restrictions of (55). �

Remark 3.20. The formula (55) differs from [HKST11, Lemma 3.8] by a sign; their formula
is for the right action of R0|1 on ΠTMC, whereas (55) is for the left action.

3.5. Automorphisms of the category of super paths.

Lemma 3.21. The maps (40), (41), (42) and (43) determine smooth functors

Or : sPath0(M)→ sPath0(M), (t, θ, φ) 7→ (−t,−iθ, φ ◦ or−1)(56)

RG : R>0 × sPath0(M)→ sPath0(M), (µ, t, θ, φ) 7→ (µ2t, µθ, φ ◦ rg−1
µ )(57)

Fl : sPath0(M)→ sPath0(M), (t, θ, φ) 7→ (t,−θ, φ ◦ fl−1)(58)

R : sPath0(M)→ sPath0(M), (t, θ, φ) 7→ (t, θ, φ ◦ r)(59)

given by the indicated maps on S-points of morphisms. Furthermore, there are equalities
of smooth functors

Or ◦ Or = Fl, R ◦ Or = Fl ◦ Or ◦ R(60)

and RG gives the structure of a strict R>0-action on sPath0(M) in the sense that the diagram
of super Lie categories strictly commutes

R>0 × R>0 × sPath0(M) R>0 × sPath0(M)

R>0 × sPath0(M) sPath0(M)

idR>0
× RG

m× idsPath0(M)

RG

RG(61)

where R>0 is regarded as a discrete super Lie category and m : R>0 × R>0 → R>0 is
multiplication.

Proof. The formulas (56)-(58) follow from Example 3.11. The equalities (60) and commu-
tativity (61) follow from (44). The real structure is inherited from the real structure on
1|1-dimensional Euclidean supermanifolds in Example 3.11, together with the canonical real
structure on M so that we have

S × R1|1 idS×r−−−−→ S × R1|1 φ−→M 'M.

�
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We use the notation
RGµ : sPath0(M)→ sPath0(M)

to denote the restriction of RG along µ ∈ R>0.

Corollary 3.22. The functors (56)-(58) are determined by the maps on morphisms induced
by the superalgebra maps

Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0))⊕ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

≤0))→ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0))⊕ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

≤0))

Or∗(α(t, θ), β(t, θ)) = (i|β|β(−t,−iθ), i|α|α(−t,−iθ))(62)

RG∗µ(α(t, θ), β(t, θ)) = (µ|α|α(µ2t, µθ), µ|β|β(µ2t, µθ)(63)

Fl∗(α(t, θ), β(t, θ)) = ((−1)|α|α(t,−θ), (−1)|β|β(t,−θ))(64)

for α, β ∈ Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0)), where |α|, |β| denote the Z-grading of α and β.

Proof. This follows from (56)-(58) and standard results (e.g., [HKST11, Lemma 3.8]) that
compute the R0|1oC×-action on Map(R0|1,M). The above statements follow by specializing
to subgroups of C×. �

3.6. Super paths as super loops.

Definition 3.23. Given an S-point (`, λ) ∈ R1|1
>0(S), define the family of 1|1-dimensional

super Euclidean circles as the quotient

S
1|1
`,λ := (S × R1|1)/Z(65)

for the left Z-action over S determined by the formula

n · (t, θ) = (t+ n`+ nλθ, nλ+ θ), n ∈ Z(S), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S).(66)

Remark 3.24. The S-family of subgroups S×Z ↪→ S×E1|1 generated by (`, λ) ∈ R1|1
>0(S) is

normal if and only if λ = 0. Hence, the standard super circle S1|1 inherits a group structure

from E1|1, but a generic S-family of super Euclidean circles S
1|1
`,λ does not.

Let R1|1/Z denote the quotient by the (normal) subgroup Z ⊂ R ⊂ R1|1. For any (`, λ)
there is an isomorphism

S
1|1
`,λ

∼−→ S × (R1|1/Z)(67)

determined by the Z-equivariant map

S × R1|1 → S × R1|1(68)

(`, λ, t, θ) 7→ (`, λ, t(`+ λθ), θ + tλ), (`, λ) ∈ R1|1
>0(S), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S).

Definition 3.25. Define the super Euclidean loop space as the generalized supermanifold

L1|1(M) := R1|1
>0 ×Map(S1|1,M).

We identify an S-point of L1|1(M) with a map S
1|1
`,λ →M given by the composition

S
1|1
`,λ ' S × S

1|1 →M(69)

using the isomorphism (67). There is a left action of R1|1 oZ/2 on L1|1(M) determined by
the diagram

S
1|1
`,λ S × S1|1

S
1|1
`′,λ′ S × S1|1

M

'

f
'

φ

φ′

(70)

where the horizontal arrows are the isomorphism (67) and the super Euclidean isometry f is
inherited from the action of R1|1oZ/2 on S×R1|1. The arrow φ′ is uniquely determined by
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these isomorphisms and the input map φ. Hence, given (`, λ, φ) ∈ R1|1
>0(S)×Map(S1|1,M)(S)

and an S-point of R1|1 o Z/2, the action on L1|1(M) outputs (`′, λ′, φ′) as in (70).
There is an evident S1-action on L1|1(M) coming from the precomposition action of

S1 = R/Z < R1|1/Z on Map(S1|1,M). Since the quotient is given by S1|1/S1 ' R0|1, the
S1-fixed points are

L1|1
0 (M) := R1|1

>0 ×Map(R0|1,M) ⊂ R1|1
>0 ×Map(S1|1,M) = L1|1(M).(71)

We identify an S-point of L1|1
0 (M) with a map S

1|1
`,λ →M that factors as

S
1|1
`,λ ' S × S

1|1 = S × R1|1/Z p→ S × R0|1 →M(72)

where the map p is induced by the projection R1|1 → R0|1. The R1|1 o Z/2-action in (70)
preserves this factorization condition, and is computed explicitly in [BE22a, §2.3].

We compute the equalizer of the source and target maps in sPath0(M)

R≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)
∐

R≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(sPath0(M))⇒ Ob(sPath0(M))

which identifies the constant super paths with the same source and target. A further
subspace of this equalizer gives a subspace of the nearly constant super loops.

Lemma 3.26. There is a span of inclusions

Mor(sPath0(M))←↩ R>0 ×Map(R0|1,M)
∐

R<0 ×Map(R0|1,M) ↪→ L1|1
0 (M)

that views a constant super path with positive super length and the same source and target
as a constant super loop.

4. Super Euclidean paths as bordisms

The main goal of this section is to construct an internal functor

ι : sPath0(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M)(73)

from the super Lie category of constant super paths in M to Stolz and Teichner’s 1|1-
Euclidean bordism category over M . We further show that (73) is compatible with addi-
tional structures from Lemma 3.21: the spin flip, orientation reversal, renormalization group
action, and real structure. The arguments are all phrased within the framework of [ST11]
(see §B for a review). However, (73) is a totally geometric construction that we expect to
hold in any reasonable definition of the 1|1-Euclidean bordism category.

4.1. The 1|1-Euclidean bordism category.

Definition 4.1. Let 1|1-EBord(M) denote the geometric bordism category associated with
the super Euclidean geometry from Example 3.3. We call 1|1-EBord(M) the 1|1-dimensional
Euclidean bordism category over M .

We refer to §B.3 for Stolz and Teichner’s definition of a geometric bordism category
associated to a rigid geometry. To briefly summarize, 1|1-EBord(M) is a category internal
to the category of symmetric monoidal stacks with involution determined by the spin flip
(see Definition 3.8 and Example B.27). Hence, part of the data of 1|1-EBord(M) are maps
of symmetric monoidal stacks with involution

s, t : Mor(1|1-EBord(M))⇒ Ob(1|1-EBord(M)), u : Ob(1|1-EBord(M))→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

c : Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2] → Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

giving the source, target, unit and composition maps, where we use the notation3

Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2] = Mor(1|1-EBord(M))×Ob(1|1-EBord(M)) Mor(1|1-EBord(M)).

for the fibered product relative to the source and target maps, i.e., Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2] is
the stack that classifies pairs of composable bordisms. The full definition of 1|1-EBord(M)
includes further associator and unitor data satisfying certain coherence properties; see §B.2.

3By Lemma B.15, the strict fibered product agrees with the weak fibered product.
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Structures in the 1|1-Euclidean geometry discussed in §3.2 equip the internal category
1|1-EBord(M) with certain endofunctors.

Lemma 4.2. The internal category 1|1-EBord(M) admits internal endofunctors:

(1) orientation reversal, Or : 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M),
(2) the renormalization group action, RGµ : 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M), and
(3) a real structure, R : 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M),

where Or, and RGµ are maps of categories internal to symmetric monoidal stacks with
involution, whereas the functor R is an internal functor that covers complex conjugation on
supermanifolds.

Proof. From Definition 3.5 and Example B.30, we obtain an orientation reversal functor

Or : 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M).(74)

Using Definition 3.7 and Example B.35, we obtain an internal functor

RGµ : 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M).(75)

Finally, Definition 3.10 determines an internal functor (see Example B.31)

R : 1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M)(76)

whose values are given by

(S ← Y →M)
R07→ (S ← Y →M 'M) (S ← Σ→M)

R17→ (S ← Σ→M 'M)

where Y → S and Σ → S have the canonical structure of an S-family of super Euclidean
manifolds. We emphasize that the family parameter changes under the functor R to the
conjugate supermanifold. �

A map of smooth manifolds M → N determines an internal functor

1|1-EBord(M)→ 1|1-EBord(N)

see Lemma B.16. In particular, the 1|1-Euclidean bordism category over M is always an
internal category over 1|1-EBord(pt), the 1|1-Euclidean bordism category over a point.

4.2. Families of bordisms in 1|1-EBord(M). Definition B.14 reviews the details of the
symmetric monoidal stacks with involution Ob(1|1-EBord(M)) and Mor(1|1-EBord(M)).
In this subsection, we use the same notation for the underlying stack, i.e., forgetting the
monoidal structure and spin flip. Throughout, the family S × R1|1 → S will always have
the canonical structure of a 1|1-Euclidean family. When M = pt, the definitions below
specialize to the pictures (23), and we use analogous notation to impart this intuition.

Definition 4.3 (Compare [HST10, Remark 6.40]). Define maps of stacks

spt+
M , spt−M : Map(R1|1,M)→ Ob(1|1-EBord(M))(77)

as follows. Given an S-point φ : S×R1|1 →M of the source, define objects (spt+, φ), (spt−, φ)
in the groupoid Ob(1|1-EBord(M))(S) by

Y c = S × R0|1 ⊂ S × R1|1 = Y
φ→M,

Y \ Y c ' S × R1|1
>0

∐
S × R1|1

<0 =

{
Y +

∐
Y − (spt+, φ)

Y −
∐
Y + (spt−, φ)

(78)

where Y c ↪→ Y (the core) is determined by the standard inclusion 0: R0|1 ↪→ R1|1. As
indicated in the second line, one obtains a positively or negatively oriented super point
depending on the partition of the collar. By pulling back families, the above is natural in S
and hence leads to the claimed maps (77).

Remark 4.4. A pair of S-points of Map(R1|1,M) determine isomorphic objects under spt±M
if the the maps S×R1|1 →M agree on a neighborhood of the inclusion S×R0|1 ↪→ S×R1|1.
Hence, the families in Definition 4.3 pull back from a quotient Map(R1|1,M) (in sheaves)
that parameterizes germs of super paths in M .
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The following gives a map from super Euclidean paths in M to bordisms.

Definition 4.5 (Compare [HST10, Definition 6.41]). Define maps of stacks

I+M : R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

I−M : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

(79)

as follows. Given Φ: S × R1|1 →M and (t, θ) : S → R1|1, consider

S × R0|1
∐

S × R0|1 ι0
∐
ιt,θ

↪−−−−−→ S × R1|1 = Σ
Φ−→M,(80)

using the notation from (38). To promote (80) to an object in the groupoid Mor(1|1-EBord(M))(S),
we require a choice of source and target data. Take

(Y cin, Y
c
out) =


(

(spt+,Φ), (spt+,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ )

)
=⇒ (I+

t,θ,Φ), (t, θ) ∈ R1|1
≥0(S)(

(spt−,Φ), (spt−, φ ◦ T−1
t,θ )

)
=⇒ (I−t,θ,Φ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1

≤0(S)
(81)

i.e., the ordering in the coproduct in (80) lists the source followed by the target 1|1-Euclidean
pair. The resulting options and the restriction on (t, θ) in (81) follow from requiring the
existence of collars for the source and target. Any pair of choices of collar provide isomorphic
functors (79); see Remark 4.8.

Remark 4.6. In parallel to Remark 4.4, S-points of R1|1
≥0×Map(R1|1,M) or R1|1

≤0×Map(R1|1,M)

determine isomorphic objects in Mor(1|1-EBord(M)) under I±M if the associated maps S ×
R1|1 →M agree on a neighborhood of the core of the bordism, and so the family pulls back
from the associated quotient.

Changing the source and target data give variations on (79).

Definition 4.7 (Compare [HST10, Definition 6.41]). Define maps of stacks

L+
M : R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

L−M : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M)),

R+
M : R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

R−M : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

(82)

as follows. Again for Φ: S × R1|1 → M and (t, θ) : S → R1|1 consider (80), but choose
source and target data

(Y cin, Y
c
out) =



((
(spt+,Φ), (spt−,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ )
)
, ∅
)

=⇒ (L+
t,θ,Φ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1

≥0(S)((
(spt−,Φ), (spt+,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ )
)
, ∅
)

=⇒ (L−t,θ,Φ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1
≤0(S)(

∅,
(
(spt−,Φ), (spt+,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ )
))

=⇒ (R+
t,θ,Φ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1

>0(S)(
∅,
(
(spt+,Φ), (spt−,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ )
))

=⇒ (R−t,θ,Φ) (t, θ) ∈ R1|1
<0(S)

(83)

where the restriction on (t, θ) is necessary for the existence of collars for the source and
target. Any pair of choices provide isomorphic functors (79); see Remark 4.8.

Remark 4.8. The requirements on (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S) in (81) and (83) come from demanding
the existence of the collars W±in/out with properties demanded by Definition B.14; any pair

of choices of W±in/out lead to isomorphic objects in Mor(1|1-EBord(M)) by intersecting the

choices of collar. We emphasize that the families (R±t,θ,Φ) in (81) do not have a limit in

1|1-EBord(M) as (t, θ)→ 0; compare [HST10, Theorem 6.23].
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Lemma 4.9. The restriction of the spin flip on Ob(1|1-EBord(M)) or Mor(1|1-EBord(M))
along spt±M , I±M , L±M or R±M is determined by the maps

Map(R1|1,M) → Map(R1|1,M), φ 7→ φ ◦ fl−1

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M), (t, θ, φ) 7→ (t,−θ, φ ◦ fl−1)

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M), (t, θ, φ) 7→ (t,−θ, φ ◦ fl−1)

Proof. This follows from Definition 3.8 of the spin flip. �

4.3. Composition of bordisms. The source and target of the families of bordisms I±M , L±M
and R±M are specified in their definitions. This source and target data can equivalently be
phrased in terms of 2-commuting diagrams of stacks, where in this case the 2-commutativity
data is the identity. For example, we have

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

Map(R1|1,M)×Map(R1|1,M) Ob(1|1-EBord(M))×Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

⇒

I+M

proj+
∐

act+

spt+
M × spt+

M

s× t(84)

where proj and act are the projection and action maps

proj, act : R1|1 ×Map(R1|1,M) → Map(R1|1,M)

proj(t, θ,Φ) = Φ(85)

act(t, θ,Φ) = Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ .

for (t, θ) ∈ R1|1(S) and Φ: S × R1|1 → M , and proj+, act+ (respectively, proj−, act−) are

the restrictions of proj, act to R1|1
≥0 ⊂ R1|1 (respectively, R1|1

≥0 ⊂ R1|1). The other structure

maps in 1|1-EBord(M) lead to similar 2-commuting diagrams.

Proposition 4.10. Let u be the functor in 1|1-EBord(M). There is a 2-commutative
diagrams of stacks

Map(R1|1,M)

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

⇒

spt+
M

ι0 × idMap(R1|1,M) u

I+M

(86)

where the left vertical arrow is inclusion along 0 ∈ R1|1
≥0. Let c be the composition functor.

There is a 2-commutative diagrams of stacks

R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2]

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(2|1-EBord(M))

⇒

I+M ◦ p2 × I+M ◦ p1

m

I+M

c(87)

where the top vertical arrow is determined by the family I+M and the maps

pi : R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M),

p1

(
(s, η), (t, θ),Φ

)
= (t, θ,Φ), p2

(
(s, η), (t, θ),Φ

)
= (s, η,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ )(88)

and m is inherited from multiplication in R1|1,

m
(
(s, η), (t, θ),Φ

)
= (s+ t+ ηθ, η + θ,Φ).(89)
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There are analogous diagrams to (86) and (87) for spt−M and I−M .

Proof. The commutativity of the diagram (86) is almost immediate; the only subtlety comes
the choice of collars in the construction of the family I+M . Indeed, rather than a strictly com-
mutative diagram this choice leads to 2-commutativity data gotten from the isomorphism
between objects of Mor(1|1-EBord(M)) from shrinking the collar in (78).

Turning to the diagram (87), the definition of the S-family (It,θ,Φ) of bordisms implies
that the pair (88) is indeed in the fibered product. The construction of 2-commutativity
data comes from unpacking the definition of the functor c, i.e., composition of bordisms.
We indicate the main ideas. Consider the diagram

S × R0|1
∐

S × R0|1
∐

S × R0|1 ι0
∐
ιt,θ

∐
ι(s,η)·(t,θ)

↪−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S × R1|1 Φ−→M.(90)

By forgetting any of the three inclusions of S×R0|1, one obtains three possible S-points of the
source of I+M via the input datum (80): forgetting ι(s,η)·(t,θ) gives the S-family of bordisms
(It,θ,Φ), forgetting ιt,θ gives the S-family of bordisms (I(s,η)·(t,θ),Φ), and forgetting ι0 gives

a family that is isomorphic to (Is,η,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ ) (where the isomorphism is specified by Tt,θ).

These three S-families of bordisms gotten from (90) coincide with the two projections out of
the fibered product and the value of the functor c. The only subtle aspect in commutativity
of the diagram (87) is the choice of collars in the definitions of these families of bordisms,
i.e., the choices in the construction of the functor I+M . However, since any pair of choices lead
to isomorphic bordisms (by intersecting the collars), we obtain canonical 2-commutativity
data in (87).

The arguments involving spt−M and I−M are identical. �

Remark 4.11. In terms of S-families of bordisms, the top horizontal map in (87) is(
(s, η), (t, θ),Φ

)
7→
(
(I+
s,η,Φ), (I+

t,θ,Φ ◦ T
−1
t,θ )

)
.

Notation 4.12. Let I±0 denote the composition u ◦ spt±M ,

I±0 : Map(R1|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M)).

For an S-point of the source above, let (I±0 ,Φ) denote the associated S-family of (identity)
1|1-Euclidean bordisms.

The following generalizes the adjunction between super semigroups coming from the
last relation in (24).

Proposition 4.13. There is a 2-commutative diagrams of stacks

R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 × R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2]

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

⇒

L+
M ◦ p2 × (I+M ◦ p1

∐
I−M ◦ p3)

L+
M

c(91)

where the top vertical arrow is determined by the families L+
M , I+M and I−M and the maps

pi : R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 × R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

p1((t, θ), (s, η), (r, ρ),Φ) = (t, θ,Φ), p2((t, θ), (s, η), (r, ρ),Φ) = (s, η,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ )(92)

p3 : R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 × R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

p3((t, θ), (s, η), (r, ρ),Φ) = (r, ρ,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ ◦ T

−1
s,η )(93)

and the left vertical arrow is determined by multiplication in R1|1,

((t, θ), (s, η), (r, ρ), φ) 7→ ((r, ρ)−1 · (s, η) · (t, θ),Φ).

There is a similar 2-commutative diagram for L−M .
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Proof. From the definitions of source and target data, the top map in (92) does indeed
yield an object in the fibered product. As before, the 2-commutativity data comes from
unpacking the definition of the functor c. Similar to before, consider the diagram

S × R0|1∐S × R0|1∐S × R0|1∐S × R0|1
ι0

∐
ιt,θ

∐
ι(s,η)·(t,θ)

∐
ι(r,ρ)−1·(s,η)·(t,θ)

↪−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S × R1|1 Φ−→M.

In this case, forgetting any pair of factors in the coproduct gives the input data to an
S-family of bordisms. For example, forgetting the middle two factors corresponds to the S-
family of bordisms (L+

(r,ρ)−1·(s,η)·(t,θ),Φ), which is the claimed composition. The bordisms

in (92) can similarly be extracted by forgetting the appropriate pair of inclusions and
applying a translation action to S × R1|1. �

Remark 4.14. In terms of S-families of bordisms, the top horizontal map in (91) is

((t, θ), (s, η), (r, ρ),Φ) 7→
(

(L+
s,η,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ ),
(
(I+
t,θ,Φ)

∐
(I−r,ρ,Φ ◦ T−1

t,θ ◦ T
−1
s,η )

))
.

The following shows that the family of bordisms I±M factors as a composition involving

L±M and R±M . The proof uses similar techniques as above.

Proposition 4.15. There is a 2-commutative diagrams of stacks

R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

>0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2]

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

⇒

(L+
M ◦ p1

∐
I+0 ◦ q2)× (I+0 ◦ q1

∐
R+
M ◦ q2)

m

I+M

c(94)

where the top vertical arrow is determined by the families L+
M , R+

M , I±0 , and the maps

pi : R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

>0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ ×R1|1
>0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

p1((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) = (t, θ,Φ), p2((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) = (s, η,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ ),(95)

qi : : R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

>0 ×Map(R1|1,M)→ ×Map(R1|1,M)

q1((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) = Φ, q2((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) = Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ ◦ T

−1
s,η

and m is (89). There is a similar 2-commutative diagram factoring I−M as a composition.

Remark 4.16. In terms of S-families of bordisms, the top horizontal arrow in (94) is

((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) 7→
(

(L+
t,θ,Φ)

∐
(I+

0 ,Φ ◦ T
−1
t,θ ◦ T

−1
s,η )

)
◦
(

(I+
0 ,Φ)

∐
(R+

s,η,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ )

)
.

Proposition 4.17. Let L±M ◦σ denote the functor L±M post-composed with the isomorphism
in Mor(1|1-EBord(M)) that exchanges the order of components of the target, i.e.,

t(L±t,θ ◦ σ,Φ) = (spt∓,Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ )

∐
(spt±,Φ).

There is a 2-commutative triangle

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

⇒

L+
M ◦ σ

L−M

(96)

for the left vertical arrow

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M),

(t, θ, φ) 7→ (−t,−θ, φ ◦ T−1
t,θ ).(97)
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Proof. Starting with the data that determines (L+
t,θ,Φ),

S × R0|1
∐

S × R0|1 ι0
∐
ιt,θ

↪−−−−−→ S × R1|1 Φ−→M.

exchanging the factors of the coproduct and acting on S×R1|1 by T−1
t,θ = T(−t,−θ) provides

the data determining (L−−t,−θ,Φ ◦ T
−1
t,θ ). �

We recall the super Euclidean loop space L1|1(M) from Definition 3.25. By [BE22a,
Lemma 2.12], there is a functor

L1|1(M)→ 1|1-EBord(M),

sending a super Euclidean loop in M to a bordism over M .

Proposition 4.18. There is 2-commutative diagrams of stacks

(R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

<0 ×Map(R1|1,M))Z Mor(1|1-EBord(M))[2]

L1|1(M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

⇒

L+
M ◦ p1 × R−M ◦ p2

c(98)

where the Z-fixed subspace has S-points

Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ = Φ ◦ T−1

s,η ⇐⇒ Φ = Φ ◦ (T−1
(s,η)−1·(t,θ))

n, n ∈ Z(99)

the top vertical arrow is determined by the families L+
M and R−M and the maps

p1((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) = (t, θ,Φ), p2((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) = (s, η,Φ)(100)

and the left vertical arrow is determined by

((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) 7→ ((s, η)−1 · (t, θ),Φ) ∈
(
R1|1
>0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

)
(S) ⊃ L1|1(M)(S)

which determines an S-point of L1|1(M) by the condition (99). A similar statement holds
involving L−M and R+

M .

Proof. The compatibility Φ ◦ T−1
t,θ = Φ ◦ T−1

s,η in (99) guarantees that the target of (R−s,η,Φ)

agrees with the source of (L+
t,θ,Φ). Hence, the bordisms are indeed composable and their

composition is necessarily a bordism from the empty set to itself. Unpacking the definition of
the functor c and examining the periodicity condition (99), one finds that this composition is
indeed the claimed super Euclidean loop in M with circumference (`, λ) = (s, η)−1·(t, θ). �

Remark 4.19. In terms of S-families of bordisms, the top horizontal arrow in (98) is

((t, θ), (s, η),Φ) 7→
(

(L+
t,θ,Φ), (R−s,η,Φ)

)
.

4.4. Restriction of additional structures. Consider the restriction of extra structures
from Lemma 4.2 to the families of bordisms above.

Proposition 4.20. The real structure on 1|1-EBord(M) sends S-families of bordisms to
S-families of bordisms specified by

R(spt±, φ) ' (spt±, φ ◦ r)

R(It,θ,Φ) ' (I±
t,θ
,Φ ◦ r)

R(Lt,θ,Φ) ' (I±
t,θ
,Φ ◦ r)

R(Rt,θ,Φ) ' (I±
t,θ
,Φ ◦ r)

where (in an abuse of notation) r : S×R1|1 → S×R1|1 and r : S×R0|1 → S×R1|1 are the maps
determined by the real structure (43) on R1|1, (t, θ) : S → R1|1 is value of the conjugation
functor on the map (t, θ) : S → R1|1, and (in an abuse of notation) Φ: S × R1|1 → M ,
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φ : S × R0|1 →M are the maps conjugate to Φ and φ that use the canonical real structure
M 'M on the ordinary manifold M .

Proof. The real structure on 1|1-EBord(M) evaluated on any of the above families is deter-
mined by the diagram

M 'M

S × R0|1 S × R1|1 S × R0|1

S × R0|1 S × R1|1 S × R0|1

ιt,θ

r r r

Φ
ι0

where the middle row is the value of the conjugation functor on a bordism over M , and
the isomorphisms with the lower row use the real structure on the 1|1-Euclidean geometry.

Together with the fact that the real structure preserves the subspaces R1|1
≥0,R

1|1
≤0 ⊂ R1|1, one

can choose isomorphisms as indicated in the proposition. These isomorphisms are unique
up to the choice of collar data for the source and target. �

Proposition 4.21. The orientation reversal automorphism of 1|1-EBord(M) takes values

Or(spt±, φ) ' (spt∓, φ ◦ or−1)

Or(It,θ,Φ) ' (I∓−t,−iθ,Φ ◦ or−1)

Or(Lt,θ,Φ) ' (L∓−t,−iθ,Φ ◦ or−1)

Or(Rt,θ,Φ) ' (R∓−t,−iθ,Φ ◦ or−1)

where (in an abuse of notation) or : S × R1|1 → S × R1|1 is determined by the map (40).

Proof. The orientation reversal automorphism of 1|1-EBord(M) evaluated on any of the
above families is determined by the diagram

M

S × R0|1 S × R1|1 S × R0|1

S × R0|1 S × R1|1 S × R0|1

ιt,θ

or or or

ι−t,−iθ ι0

Φ

ι0

where the inclusions in the lower row are the unique ones making the diagram commute.

Together with the fact that orientation reversal exchanges the subspaces R1|1
≥0,R

1|1
≤0 ⊂ R1|1,

one can choose isomorphisms as in the statement. These isomorphisms are unique up to
the choice of collar data for the source and target. �

Proposition 4.22. For µ ∈ R>0, the renormalization group automorphism of 1|1-EBord(M)
takes values

RGµ(spt±, φ) ' (spt±, φ ◦ rg−1
µ )

RGµ(It,θ,Φ) ' (I±µ2t,µθ,Φ ◦ rg−1
µ )

RGµ(Lt,θ,Φ) ' (L±µ2t,µθ,Φ ◦ rg−1
µ )

RGµ(Rt,θ,Φ) ' (R∓µ2t,µθ,Φ ◦ rg−1
µ )

where (in an abuse of notation) rgµ : S × R1|1 → S × R1|1 is determined by the map (41).
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Proof. The argument is analogous to the proof of Proposition 4.21, using this time that rgµ

preserves the subspaces R1|1
≥0,R

1|1
≤0 ⊂ R1|1. �

4.5. Small bordisms and nearly constant super paths.

Definition 4.23. Consider the families of bordisms associated to the maps of stacks

spt±M : Map(R0|1,M)→ Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

i+M : R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

i−M : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

l+M : R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

l−M : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

r+
M : R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

r−M : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

(101)

by restriction of (77), (79) and (82) to the (finite-dimensional) subspace

Map(R0|1,M) ⊂ Map(R1|1,M), φ0 7→ (S × R1|1 p−→ S × R0|1 φ0−→M).

We refer to the families (101) as small bordisms in M .

Remark 4.24. Morally, composition and disjoint union of small bordisms generates a sub-
category 1|1-ebord(M) ⊂ 1|1-EBord(M) of small bordisms in M , and 1|1-eftn(M) in Theo-
rems 1.1 and 1.2 considers degree n field theories defined on these subcategories. However, it
is difficult to formulate the notion of generating a subcategory in the framework from [ST11].

In particular, the families (101) determine maps of stacks

Ob(sPath0(M))→ Ob(1|1-EBord(M)), Mor(sPath0(M))→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M)).(102)

Proposition 4.25. The maps of stacks (102) are part of the data of an internal functor (73)
from the super Lie category of nearly constant super paths in M (viewed as a category
internal to stacks) to the 1|1-Euclidean bordism category over M . Under this functor, the
restriction of the structures Or,RGµ and R in Lemma 4.2 are compatible with the structures
on sPath0(M) in Lemma 3.21.

Proof. The data of an internal functor is reviewed in Definition B.7. In addition to the maps
of stacks (102), we require compatibility data for composition and units. This is given by
Proposition 4.10. The fact that the 2-isomorphism data in this proposition is canonical
(coming from intersecting collars of bordisms), the coherence property demanded by these
2-isomorphisms is automatic. This completes the construction of the internal functor (73).

The compatibility of this functor with the additional structures follows from Proposi-
tions 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22: the isomorphisms in these propositions restricted to the appro-
priate families in (101) supply 2-commutativity data,

sPath0(M) 1|1-EBord(M)

sPath0(M) 1|1-EBord(M)

RGµ,Or RGµ,Or⇒

sPath0(M) 1|1-EBord(M)

sPath0(M) 1|1-EBord(M)

R R⇒(103)

witnessing the claimed compatibility. �

5. 1|1-Euclidean field theories of degree n

In this section we review Stolz and Teichner’s degree n twist and degree n twisted field
theories over M from [ST11]. In brief, these are internal natural transformations (7) for a
⊗-invertible functor T called the degree twist. A complete construction of T has yet to
appear. Expected properties of T are described in [ST04, HST10, ST11] for three distinct
variations on the definition of the bordism category 1|1-EBord(M). With all of these slightly
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different past formalisms and others under current development, our goal below is provide a
conceptual description of the degree n twist that can be parsed in any reasonable framework
for field theories. Our description relies on the assumption that the cobordism hypothesis
for extended topological field theories holds. Under this assumption, one can calculate
the values of the degree n twist (and twisted field theories) for the families of bordisms
constructed in the previous section.

We briefly review previous work on the degree twist. A sketch for arbitrary d-dimensional
Euclidean field theories without supersymmetry is given in [ST11, §5.3]. Roughly, this
non-supersymmetric twist comes from quantizing a theory of free fermions on Euclidean
bordisms.4 It is not clear how to extend this construction to super Euclidean bordisms.
One possible option is to use a conjectured generators and relations presentation of the
super Euclidean bordism category, e.g., implicit in the proof of [ST11, Proposition 4.16]
for the 2-dimensional case. Unfortunately, such presentations have proven difficult to for-
mulate in the framework for field theories in [ST11]. In prior definitions of field theory
from [ST04, HST10] the degree twist is also sketched, and 1|1-Euclidean field theories of
degree n were expected to lead to a quantum mechanical theory with values in Clifford
modules, e.g., see [ST04, §3.2] and [HST10, Main Theorem]. The construction sketched
below is compatible with these prior expectations.

5.1. The values of twisted field theories. Twisted geometric field theories are defined as
internal natural transformations (197) for an internal functor T from a geometric bordism
category to the internal Morita category; see §B.4 for a review. We unpack the values of
a twisted 1|1-Euclidean field theory on the families of bordisms from the previous section;
this expands upon the discussion [ST11, page 52].

Proposition 5.1. Given an internal functor T : 1|1-EBord(M) → Alg, a T -twisted field
theory E determines data

(1) bundles of left modules

T (spt+M )E(spt+
M )→ Map(R1|1,M), T (spt−M )E(spt−M )→ Map(R1|1,M)

where T (spt±M ) are superalgebra bundles over Map(R1|1,M);

(2) maps of bimodule bundles over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

E(I+M ) : T (I+M )⊗proj∗+T (I+M ) proj∗E(spt+
M )→ act∗+E(spt+

M ),

E(L+
M ) : T (L+

M )⊗proj∗+T (spt+M )⊗act∗+T (spt−M ) proj∗+E(spt+
M )⊗ act∗+E(spt−M )→ C,

E(R+
M ) : T (R+

M )→ proj∗+E(spt−M )⊗ act∗+E(spt+
M ),

and maps of bimodule bundles over R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M),

E(I−M ) : T (I−M )⊗proj∗−T (I−M ) proj∗−E(spt−M )→ t∗E(spt−M ),

E(L−M ) : T (L−M )⊗proj∗−T (spt−M )⊗act∗−T (spt+M ) proj∗−E(spt−M )⊗ act∗−E(spt+
M )→ C,

E(R−M ) : T (R−M )→ proj∗−E(spt+
M )⊗ act∗−E(spt−M ),

for the projection and action maps proj and act defined in (85);
(3) a section of the dual of the line bundle T (L1|1(M)) over the stack L1|1(M)

E(L1|1(M)) : T (L1|1(M))→ C

that is invariant under the action of super Euclidean isometries on L1|1(M).

4There remain some details to pin down in this sketch: the data analogous to the map (104) when d = 2
is fixed in the last paragraph of the proof of the periodicity theorem [ST11, Theorem 1.16]. Different choices

lead to periodicities of order 24, 48, or∞. In particular, there are non-isomorphic degree twists when d = 2,
and it is unknown which one is the “right” one to generalize for the 2|1-dimensional supersymmetric twist.
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Proof. By Definition B.7 of an internal functor, the twist determines maps of stacks

Ob(1|1-EBord(M))→ Ob(Alg), Mor(1|1-EBord(M))→ Mor(Alg)

which can be evaluated the objects of the source stacks defined in §4.2. Hence, the twist
determines bundles:

• T (spt±M )→ Map(R1|1,M) of superalgebras;

• T (I+M )→ R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) of proj∗+T (spt+

M )-act∗+T (spt−M )-bimodules;

• T (I−M )→ R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) of proj∗−T (spt−M )-act∗−T (spt+

M )-bimodules;

• T (L+
M )→ R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) of right proj∗+T (spt+
M )⊗ act∗+T (spt−M )-modules;

• T (L−M )→ R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) of right proj∗−T (spt−M )⊗ act∗−T (spt+

M )-modules;

• T (R+
M )→ R1|1

>0 ×Map(R1|1,M) of left proj∗+T (spt−M )⊗ act∗+T (spt+
M )-modules;

• T (R−M )→ R1|1
<0 ×Map(R1|1,M) of left proj∗−T (spt+

M )⊗ act∗−T (spt−M )-modules;

• and T (L1|1(M))→ L1|1(M), a vector bundle.

The additional data µ in (185) of an internal functor provides maps of bimodule bundles
associated with compositions of bordisms; we spell out the data inherited from Proposi-
tions 4.10, 4.13, 4.15, 4.17, and 4.18. We obtain a map of T (spt+

M )-bimodules,

p∗2T (I+M )⊗p∗2T (spt+M ) p
∗
1T (I+M )→ m∗T (I+M ),

over R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

where p1, p2 are the maps in (88). There is a similar isomorphism of T (spt−M ) bimodules.

We also obtain a map of right T (spt+
M )⊗T (spt−M )-module bundles

p∗2T (L+
M )⊗p∗2T (spt+M )⊗p∗3T (spt−M ) T (p∗1T (I+M )⊗ p∗3T (I−M ))→ m∗T (L+

M ),

over R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 × R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

where p1, p2, p3 are the maps in (92). There is a similar isomorphism involving T (L−M ).
There is a map of vector bundles

p∗1T (L+
M )⊗p∗1T (spt+M )⊗p∗2T (spt−M ) p

∗
2T (R−(M))→ c∗T (L1|1(M)), over L1|1(M)(104)

for p1, p2 the maps in (95). There is an isomorphism of right proj∗+T (spt+
M )⊗act∗+T (spt−M )-

module bundles

inv∗T (L−M ) ' T (L+
M ) over R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)(105)

where inv is the map (97). The isomorphisms above associated to composition are subject
to further coherence conditions, as dictated the definition of an internal functor.

A twisted field theory is defined as an internal natural transformation (see Defini-
tion B.8), and hence is the data of a map of symmetric monoidal stacks with involution
η : Ob(1|1-EBord(M))→ Mor(Alg) and compatibility data (186). The map of stacks η hence
determines morphisms over Map(R1|1,M)

E(spt±M ) ∈ Mor(Alg), with t(E(spt±M )) = T (spt±M ), s(E(spt±M )) = C.

By the definition of Alg, this provides the bundles of left modules in (1): the right action
by C is no additional data. The data ρ of a twisted field theory yields the data in (2) and
(3) by the argument from [ST11, page 52]. For example, ρ evaluated on the family I±M is a
map of bimodules

E(I+M ) : T (I+M )⊗proj∗+T (I+M ) proj∗E(spt+
M )→ act∗+E(spt+

M )

which is the first map of bimodules listed above. �

Proposition 5.2. The data in Proposition 5.1 satisfy compatibility properties with respect
to composition of bordisms. In particular, we have an equality of bimodule maps

p∗1E(I+M ) ◦ p∗2E(I+M ) = m∗E(I+M ), over R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)(106)
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where p1, p2 are the maps (88); the equality of bimodule maps

p∗2E(L+
M ) ◦ (p∗1E(I+M )⊗ p∗3E(I−M )) = m∗E(L+

M ), over R1|1
≥0 × R1|1

≥0 × R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)(107)

where p1, p2, p3 are the maps in (92). We have the equality of dual sections of T (L1|1(M))

p∗1E(L+
M ) ◦ p∗2E(R−(M)) = m∗E(L1|1(M)), over L1|1(M)(108)

for p1, p2 the projections to the factors in (100). Proposition 4.17 yields the equality of
maps

inv∗E(L−M ) = E(L+
M ) over R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)(109)

where inv is the map (97).

Proof. The claim follows from Definition B.8 of an internal natural transformation, where
the data in Proposition 5.1 must satisfy compatibility properties for composition in the
internal category 1|1-EBord(M) and invariance properties for isomorphisms in the stack
Mor(1|1-EBord(M)). We emphasize that the relations demanded above are now conditions
that certain maps of vector bundles be equal rather than additional data.

In more detail, (106) follows from compatibility with composition for the families I+M as
computed in Proposition 4.10. The equality (107) follows from compatibility for composition
of the families L+

M and I+M
∐

I−M computed in Proposition 4.13. The equality (108) follows

from compatibility with the composition of L+
M and R−M computed in Proposition 4.18.

Finally, (109) follows from the isomorphism of families of bordisms computed in Proposi-
tion 4.17. �

5.2. Reflection and real structures. Next we describe reflection and real structures
for twists and twisted field theories. We require a little notation: extend the conjugation
functor on supermanifolds to a conjugation functor on generalized supermanifolds that sends
a presheaf F to

F(S) := F(S).

We will phrase reflection positivity and reality data using the map of sheaves

R : Map(R1|1,M) → Map(R1|1,M),

(φ : S × R1|1 →M) 7→ (S × R1|1 idS×r−−−−→ S × R1|1 φ−→M 'M).

which also determines maps

r × R : R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M),

r × R : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M).

Proposition 4.20 gives 2-commuting data

Map(R1|1,M) Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

Map(R1|1,M) Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

spt±M

R

spt
±
M

R0⇒

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

I+M

r × R1

I
+

M

R⇒

with similar diagrams for I−M , L±M and R±M . Next define the map

Or : Map(R1|1,M) → Map(R1|1,M),

(φ : S × R1|1 →M) 7→ (S × R1|1 idS×or
−1

−−−−−−→ S × R1|1 →M),

which also determines maps

or × Or : R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

or × Or : R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) → R1|1

≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M)
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Proposition 4.21 gives 2-commuting data

Map(R1|1,M) Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

Map(R1|1,M) Ob(1|1-EBord(M))

spt±M

Or

spt∓M

Or⇒

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M) Mor(1|1-EBord(M))

I+M

or × Or

I−M

Or⇒

with similar diagrams for I−M , L±M and R±M .

Lemma 5.3. A reflection structure for a twist T : 1|1-EBord(M) → Alg determines an

invertible T (spt±M )-R∗Or
∗
T (spt∓M ))-bimodule R±T → Map(R1|1,M), and isomorphisms of

bimodules

T (I±M )⊗act∗±T (spt±M ) act∗±R±T
∼−→ proj∗±R±T ⊗Or∗R∗proj

∗
∓T (spt∓M )

Or∗R∗T (I∓M ),

T (L±M )⊗proj∗±T (spt±M )⊗act∗±T (spt∓M ) (proj∗±R±T ⊗ act∗±R∓T )
∼−→ Or∗R∗T (L−M ),

over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) or R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M), and

T (R+
M )

∼−→ (proj∗±R∓T ⊗ act∗±R±T )⊗
Or∗R∗(proj

∗
∓T (spt±M )⊗act

∗
∓T (spt∓M ))

Or∗R∗T (R−M ),(110)

over R1|1
>0×Map(R1|1,M) or R1|1

<0×Map(R1|1,M), using the notation for values of the twist
listed in the proof of Proposition 5.1.

Proof. By Definition B.32, a reflection structure is an invertible internal natural transfor-
mation. From Definition B.8, this is a map of stacks

η : Ob(1|1-EBord(pt))→ Mor(Alg)×

valued in invertible bimodules, together with coherence data ρ satisfying properties. Ap-
plying η to the family spt±M , we obtain the claimed bundle of invertible bimodules. Ap-

plying ρ to the families I±M , L±M and R±M from §4.2, a reflection structure specifies data of
isomorphisms of bimodules involving the values of the twist listed in the proof of Proposi-
tion 5.1. �

Lemma 5.4. Fix a reflection structure for a twist T : 1|1-EBord(M)→ Alg. Then a reflec-
tion structure for a T -twisted field theory is an isomorphism of bundles of left T (spt±M )-

modules over Map(R1|1,M)

E(spt±M )
∼→ R±T ⊗Or∗R∗T (spt∓M )

Or∗R∗E(spt∓M )).(111)

These isomorphisms are required to satisfy compatibility conditions for the families L±(M),
R±(M), and I±(M), namely commutative squares,

T (I±M )⊗proj∗±T (spt±M ) proj∗±E(spt±M ) act∗±E(spt±M )

Or∗R∗
(
T (I∓M )⊗

proj
∗
∓T (spt∓M )

proj
∗
∓E(spt∓M )

)
Or∗R∗act

∗
∓E(spt∓M )

E(I±M )

'

Or∗R∗E(I∓M )

'(112)

T (L±M )⊗proj∗±T (spt±M )⊗act∗±T (spt∓M ) proj∗±E(spt±M )⊗ act∗±E(spt∓M ) C

Or∗R∗(T (L∓M )⊗
proj

∗
∓T (spt∓M )⊗act

∗
∓T (spt±M )

proj
∗
∓E(spt∓M )⊗ act

∗
∓E(spt±M ) Or∗R∗C

E(L+
M )

'

Or∗R∗E(L∓M )

'(113)
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over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M), and commutative squares over R1|1
>0 ×

Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1
<0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

C T (R±M )⊗proj∗±T (spt∓M )⊗act∗±T (spt±M ) proj∗±E(spt∓M )⊗ act∗±E(spt±M )

Or∗R∗C Or∗R∗(T (R∓M )⊗
proj

∗
∓T (spt±M )⊗act

∗
∓T (spt∓M )

proj
∗
∓E(spt±M )⊗ act

∗
∓E(spt∓M )

E(R±M )

'

Or∗R∗E(R∓M )

'

where the vertical arrows use data from Lemma 5.3 and (111), though we have suppressed
the tensor products with the bimodules R±T that mediate between T (spt±)-modules and

Or∗R∗T (spt∓)-modules to avoid (further) cluttering the notation.

Proof. Reflection positivity data for a twisted field theory is defined as an isomorphism
between internal natural transformations (188). From Definition B.8, this is an isomorphism
between the maps of stacks Ob(1|1-EBord(M))→ Mor(Alg) that are part of the data of the
internal natural transformation. Evaluating this isomorphism between maps of stacks on
the families spt±M yields the data (111).

For the data (111) to determine an isomorphism between internal natural transforma-
tions, there are compatibility requirements for each object of Mor(1|1-EBord(M)). Evalu-
ating on the families I±M , L±M and R±M recovers the claimed commutative squares. �

We may consider real structures for twists and twisted field theories in the sense of
Definition B.34, using the real structure on 1|1-EBord(M) from Lemma 4.2, inherited from
the real structure on the 1|1-Euclidean geometry determined by (43).

Lemma 5.5. A real structure for a twist T : 1|1-EBord(M)→ Alg determines an invertible

T (spt±M )-R∗T (spt±M ))-bimodule R±T → Map(R1|1,M), and isomorphisms of bimodules
analogous to those in Lemma 5.3.

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 5.3. �

Lemma 5.6. Fix a real structure for a twist T : 1|1-EBord(M)→ Alg. Then a real structure
for a T -twisted field theory is an isomorphism of bundles of left T (spt±M )-modules

E(spt±M )
∼→ R±T ⊗R∗T (spt±M )

R∗E(spt±M ))(114)

over Map(R1|1,M). These isomorphisms are required to satisfy compatibility properties
analogous to those in Lemma 5.4.

Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 5.4. �

5.3. Invertible twists. The main twists of interest for the conjectures (1) are the degree n
twists for n ∈ Z. These are determined by an invertible twist

d|1-EBord(pt)
T−→ Alg×, d = 1, 2(115)

which then gives the degree n twists T ⊗n : d|1-EBord(M)→ Alg× by taking tensor powers
and precomposing with the canonical functor d|1-EBord(M) → d|1-EBord(pt) determined
by the map p : M → pt. The twists T ⊗n give a Z-grading on the associated collection of
degree n twisted field theories for n ∈ Z. This grading is compatible with the tensor product
of field theories: the tensor product of a degree n and degree m field theory is a field theory
of degree n + m. Under the conjectured maps (1), the tensor product is expected to be
compatible with the product in cohomology.

When d = 1, (115) determines an invertible object of the (usual) Morita bicategory,

A := T (spt+)(116)
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gotten from evaluatation on the family of bordisms over pt = Map(R1|1,pt) from Defini-
tion 4.3, using that an algebra bundle over pt is just an algebra. By the cobordism hypoth-
esis, A determines a 2-dimensional topological field theory. Such a topological theory also
determines an invertible twist via the composition

1|1-EBord(pt)→ 1-Bord(pt) ↪→ 2-Bord(pt)
TFT(A)−−−−−→ Alg(117)

where the first arrow is a forgetful functor from 1|1-dimensional Euclidean bordisms to 1-
dimensional spin bordisms, and the second arrow includes 1-dimensional bordisms into the
(fully extended, spin) 2-dimensional bordism category. The arrow labeled TFT(A) takes
the fully-extended spin topological field theory determined by the invertible (and hence
dualizable) algebra A.

Hypothesis 5.7. When d = 1, an invertible twist T is equivalent to the invertible
twist (117) constructed from the value (116) of T on spt+.

Assuming this hypothesis, we can compute the values of the twist on various families
of bordisms over M = pt (compare Proposition 5.1)

A = T (spt+), Aop = T (spt−), AAA = T (I+), AopAop
Aop = T (I−),

A/[A,A] = T (L1|1(pt))), CAA⊗Aop = T (L+), CAAop⊗A = T (L−),(118)

Aop⊗AAC = T (R+), A⊗AopAC = T (R−),

where the above are interpreted as bimodule bundles over the corresponding family param-

eter for the bordisms involved. For example, T (I+) is the trivial bundle over R1|1
≥0 with

fiber A as a bimodule over itself. The twist also requires the data of isomorphisms between
various compositions of the above bordisms; this data is canonical in the case above, e.g.,
concatenation of super paths corresponds to the isomorphisms

A⊗A A ' A, Aop ⊗Aop Aop ' Aop,

and the relation amongst bordisms in Proposition 4.18 corresponds to the canonical iso-
morphism

A⊗A⊗Aop A ' A/[A,A].

We refer to Definitions B.32 and B.34 for reflection and real data for a twist. Again
by the cobordism hypothesis, reflection and real data for the twist determined by (116)
amounts to additional structure on A. By Lemma 5.3, a reflection structure for the degree
twist is determined by an anti-linear anti-involution

A = T (spt+)
∼−→ T (spt−) = Aop,

which allows us to view A itself as a A-A
op

bimodule. This is the data of a ∗-superalgebra
structure, which is equivalent to the data of an ordinary ∗-structure on A; see §A.2. Sim-
ilarly, Lemma 5.5 shows that a real structure for the twist is determined by an anti-linear
involution

A = T (spt+)
∼−→ T (spt+) = A.

i.e., a real structure on A.

5.4. The degree twist and degree n field theories. For Z/2-graded algebras over C,
any ⊗-invertible algebra is Morita equivalent to C or Cl1. Hence, assuming Hypothesis 5.7,
the degree twist is necessarily equivalent to the twist determined by Cl1.

Hypothesis 5.8. The degree twist T = T ⊗1 is determined under (116) by the Clif-
ford algebra, Cl1. A reflection structure for the degree twist is fixed by the standard ∗-
structure (172) on Cl1. A real structure for the twist is fixed by the standard real structure
on Cl1.

Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, the degree n twist is determined by the nth Clifford alge-
bra Cln, since Cl−1 is the ⊗-inverse to Cl1 and Cl⊗n±1 ' Cl±n for n ≥ 0. The real and
reflection structure on the degree twists uniquely determines a real and reflection structure
on the degree n twist.
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Remark 5.9. The 2-dimensional topological field theory associated to a Clifford algebra has
been studied in detail by Gunningham [Gun16].

Propositions 5.1 and 5.2 extract the following data from a degree n theory.

Corollary 5.10. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, a degree n twisted field theory E determines

• bundles of Cl±n-modules

V± := E(spt±M )→ Map(R1|1,M)

• maps of bundles of Cl±n-modules over R1|1
≥0×Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0×Map(R1|1,M)

E(I±M ) : proj∗±E(spt±M )→ act∗±E(spt±M ),

compatible with composition (106);

• maps of vector bundles over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M)

E(L±M ) : Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl∓n

(
proj∗±E(spt±M )⊗ act∗±E(spt∓M )

)
→ C,(119)

satisfying the adjunction relation (107) and the symmetry relation (109);

• maps of left Cl∓n⊗Cl±n-modules over R1|1
>0×Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

<0×Map(R1|1,M)

E(R±M ) : Cl∓n → proj∗±E(spt∓M )⊗ act∗±E(spt±M ),

• a section of the dual of the trivial line bundle with fiber Cln/[Cln,Cln] over the
stack L1|1(M)

E(L1|1(M)) : Cln/[Cln,Cln]→ C
that is invariant under the action of super Euclidean isometries on L1|1(M) and
agrees with the value gotten from (108).

Lemma 5.4 extracts data from a reflection structure on a degree n theory.

Corollary 5.11. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, a reflection structure on a degree n twisted
field theory E determines

• An isomorphism of bundles of Cl±n-modules over Map(R1|1,M)

V±
∼→ Or∗R∗V∓,(120)

relative to the ∗-structure on Cl±n;

• a commutative square of bundles of Cl±n-modules over R1|1
≥0 × Map(R1|1,M) and

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M),

proj∗±V± act∗±V±

Or∗R∗proj
∗
∓V∓ Or∗R∗act

∗
∓V∓

E(I±M )

'

Or∗R∗E(I∓M )

'(121)

• a commutative square of vector bundles over R1|1
≥0 × Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0 ×
Map(R1|1,M),

Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl∓n

(
proj∗±V± ⊗ act∗±V∓

)
C

Or∗R∗
(
Cl∓n ⊗Cl∓n⊗Cl±n

(
proj

∗
∓V∓ ⊗ act

∗
∓V±

))
Or∗R∗C

E(L±M )

'

Or∗R∗E(L∓M )

'(122)

over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M).
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Lemma 5.6 extracts data from a real structure on a degree n theory.

Corollary 5.12. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, a real structure on a degree n twisted field
theory E determines

• An isomorphism of bundles of Cl±n-modules over Map(R1|1,M)

V±
∼→ R∗V∓,(123)

relative to the real structure on Cl±n;

• a commutative square of bundles of Cl±n-modules over R1|1
≥0 × Map(R1|1,M) and

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M),

proj∗±V± act∗±V±

R∗proj
∗
∓V± R∗act

∗
∓V±

E(I±M )

'

R∗E(I±M )

'

• a commutative square of vector bundles over R1|1
≥0 × Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0 ×
Map(R1|1,M),

Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl∓n

(
proj∗±V± ⊗ act∗±V∓

)
C

R∗
(
Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl∓n

(
proj

∗
∓V± ⊗ act

∗
∓V∓

))
R∗C

E(L±M )

'

R∗E(L±M )

'

over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R1|1,M) and R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R1|1,M).

We observe that the data and structures in Corollaries 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12 can be
restricted along the inclusions

M ⊂ ΠTM ' Map(R0|1,M) ⊂ Map(R1|1,M),(124)

yielding bundles of Cl±n-bundles

V± := V±|M , Ω•(M ;V±) ' V±|ΠTM .

where the isomorphism follows from Lemma A.17. In particular, the restriction of (119)
and (120) combine to give a map

Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl±n

(
V ± ⊗ V±

)
' Cl∓n ⊗Cl∓n⊗Cl±n

(
V∓ ⊗ V±

)
→ C

which determines a pairing for which the Clifford actions are adjoint,

〈−,−〉 : V + ⊗Cln V+ → C, 〈ω∗ · x, y〉 = (−1)|ω||x|〈x, ω · y〉, ω ∈ Cln.(125)

Lemma 5.13. The pairing (125) is hermitian in the Z/2-graded sense

〈x, y〉 = (−1)|x||y|〈y, x〉.(126)

Proof. The argument uses similar ideas to the first part of [HST10, Corollary 6.25], though
the signs here are different as we are working in the oriented setting (versus the unoriented
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framework of [HST10]). Equation (126) follows from commutativity of the diagram

Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl±n
(Or∗R∗proj

∗
±V± ⊗ act∗∓V±)

Cl∓n ⊗Cl∓n⊗Cl±n (proj∗∓V∓ ⊗ act∗∓V±) C

Or∗R∗
(
Cl±n ⊗Cl±n⊗Cl∓n

(proj
∗
±V± ⊗ act

∗
±V∓)

)
Or∗R∗C

Or∗R∗
(
Cl∓n ⊗Cl∓n⊗Cl±n

(act
∗
±V∓ ⊗ proj

∗
±V±)

E(L∓M )

E(L±M )

'

σ
inv
∗
E(L∓M )

restricts to 〈−,−〉

(127)

where the ∗-structure on Cl±n is used implicitly throughout the diagram. The indicated
arrow restricts to the pairing 〈−,−〉 by definition. Commutativity of the lower triangle
follows from (109). Commutativity of the inner square is the condition (122) on reflection
positivity data. The composition of arrows starting from the top left and using the lower
triangle is the right hand side of (126), and hence the restriction of this diagram along (124)
implies the claimed formula. �

Remark 5.14. We further in more detail about the differing signs in the above argument
and [HST10, Corollary 6.25]. First, in the unoriented framework of [HST10] there is a C-
linear isomorphism V± ' Or∗V∓. This results in a C-bilinear pairing through a definition

analogous to (125). Second, Or2 = (−1)F whereas (R ◦ Or) ◦ (R ◦ Or) = id. This extra
factor of (−1)F results in a pairing that is naively symmetric, as compared with the graded
symmetry of (126).

We refer to (167) for a discussions of the signs involved when formulating the positivity
property for a Z/2-graded hermitian pairing.

Definition 5.15. A 1|1-Euclidean field theory of degree n with reflection positivity data
is reflection positive if the pairing (125) is a (graded) positive-definite hermitian pairing on
the super vector bundle V+ over M .

Remark 5.16. For a reflection positive field theory, (125) implies that the Cln-action on V+

is automatically a ∗-representation relative to the hermitian inner product.

Remark 5.17. We contrast Definition 5.15 with the definition of positivity in [HST10], where
the 1|1-Euclidean bordism category includes the orientation reversing map as an isometry.
By functoriality, this isometry must therefore be sent to a C-linear map. In particular,
the positivity condition in [HST10, Definition 6.26 and 6.49] is not equivalent to reflection
positivity above. However, after one imposes real structures on field theories, positivity in
the sense of [HST10] demands additional structure and property on a real reflection-positive
theory in the sense above.

6. Representations of super paths over M

In this section we consider the restrictions (8) of degree n field theories along the
functor ι constructed in §4. From this we extract Clifford linear super connections with
additional structure and property, depending on the input type of degree n field theory.

6.1. Twisted representations of super Lie categories. We start with some general
definitions of representations of super Lie categories. The strict 2-category of super Lie cat-
egories, smooth functors, and smooth natural transformations is recalled in Definition B.9.
Throughout, a vector bundle is taken to be a locally free sheaf of nuclear Fréchet spaces;
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we make no finite rank assumption. The following generalizes the standard definition of a
representation of a Lie groupoid, e.g., see [Mac87, Definition 1.7.1].

Definition 6.1. A representation of a super Lie category C is the data of a vector bundle
V → Ob(C) and a map of vector bundles ρ : s∗V → t∗V over Mor(C). This data is required to
satisfy the condition u∗ρ = idV on Ob(C) and p∗1ρ◦p∗2ρ = c∗ρ on Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C). An
isomorphism (V, ρ) ' (V ′, ρ′) between representations is an isomorphism of vector bundle
V → V ′ over Ob(C) for which ρ and ρ′ satisfy a compatibility property over Mor(C).

Example 6.2. A supermanifold S determines a super Lie category C with Ob(C) =
Mor(C) = S, i.e., a discrete super Lie category. In this case, a representation of C is
the same data as a vector bundle over S.

Example 6.3. Let C be the super Lie category with a single object and Mor(C) = R1|1
≥0

with composition from the super semigroup structure on R1|1
≥0. Then a representation of C

as a super Lie category is equivalent to a super semigroup representation (20).

Definition 6.4. A twist T for a super Lie category C is the data of:

(1) T0 → Ob(C) a bundle of algebras;
(2) T1 → Mor(C) a bundle of t∗T0-s∗T0-bimodules;

(3) an isomorphism of bimodule bundles ε : u∗T1
∼→ T0 over Ob(C) where T0 is regarded

as a bimodule over itself;
(4) a map of bimodule bundles µ : p∗1T1⊗p∗2t∗T0 p

∗
2T1

∼→ c∗BT1 over the fibered product
of pairs of composable morphisms, Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C).

The maps of T0-bimodules are required to satisfy further coherence conditions for compo-
sition with the identity and associativity of composition (see Lemma 6.8). An isomorphism
T ' T ′ between twists is an invertible T0-T ′0 bimodule B over Ob(C) and an isomor-
phism T1 ⊗s∗T0

s∗B ' t∗B ⊗t∗T ′0
T ′1 of bimodules over Mor(C) satisfying a property over

Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C).

Definition 6.5. Given a twist for a super Lie category C, a twisted representation is

(1) η : V → Ob(C) a bundle of left T0-modules;
(2) ρ : T1 ⊗s∗T0

s∗V → t∗V a map of bundles of left t∗T0-modules over Mor(C)

with the condition that the module maps (2) are compatible with composition in C. Given
an isomorphism between twists, and isomorphism between twisted representations (V, ρ) '
(V ′, ρ′) is an isomorphism of left modules B ⊗T0

V ' V ′ over Ob(C) with a compatibility
condition over Mor(C).

Definition 6.6. For any super Lie category C and super algebra A, define the twist TA

given by the trivial bundle of algebras over Ob(C) with fiber A, and trivial bundle of
bimodules over Mor(C) with fiber A regarded as a bimodule over itself. The isomorphism
ε is the identity, and µ is determined by the isomorphism A ⊗A A ' A. We observe that
Morita equivalent algebras give rise to isomorphic twists. For A = C, the twist TC is the
trivial twist.

The following is immediate from the definitions, compare [ST11, Lemma 5.7].

Lemma 6.7. A twisted representation for the trivial twist is a representation of C in the
sense of Definition 6.1.

Lemma 6.8. A twist for a super Lie category C is the same as an internal functor T : C→
Alg, and a T -twisted representation is equivalent to an internal natural transformation

C Alg,E ⇓
1

T
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where Alg is the internal Morita category (see Definition B.19). Isomorphisms between
twists in the sense of Definition 6.4 are equivalent to internal natural isomorphisms be-
tween T ,T ′ : C→ Alg. Isomorphisms between twisted representations in the sense of Def-
inition 6.5 are the same as isomorphisms between internal natural transformations E ' E′.

Proof. The claim follows from unpacking the definitions. Super Lie categories can be re-
garded as categories internal to stacks; see §B.3 below. Using that Ob(C) and Mor(C) are
representable stacks, the data of the internal functor T (see Definition B.7) is the same
as a twist in the sense of Definition 6.4. The data of an internal natural transformation E
(see Definition B.8) is equivalent to a twisted representation (V, ρ) in the sense of Defi-
nition 6.5. The statements for isomorphisms between twists and isomorphisms between
twisted representations follow similarly. �

Example 6.9. Let C be the super Lie category from Example 6.3. Consider the twist from
Definition 6.6 relative to the algebra Cln. Then a twisted representation of C is a Clifford

linear super semigroup representation R1|1
≥0 → EndCln(V) for a Cln-module V.

6.2. Real representations. Lemma 6.8 allows us to import Stolz and Teichner’s notions
of Real representations (e.g., [HST10, §6.8]) to the setting of super Lie categories. This turns
out to provide a generalization of Atiyah’s Real vector bundles, see Example 6.14 below.
To start, we observe that the conjugation functor on supermanifolds (see Definition A.15)
induces a strict involution on the strict 2-category of super Lie categories. We use the
following notation and terminology for the values of this involution.

Definition 6.10. For a super Lie category C, the conjugate super Lie category, denoted C, is
defined by applying the conjugation functor on supermanifolds to the objects, morphisms,
and structure maps of C. Similarly, for a smooth functor F : C → D between super Lie
categories, let F : C → D be the conjugate smooth functor between conjugate categories,
and for a smooth natural transformation η : F ⇒ G, let η : F ⇒ G denote the conjugate
smooth natural transformation between the conjugate smooth functors.

The following is a special case of a real structure on a category internal to stacks, see
Definition B.11.

Definition 6.11. A Real structure on a super Lie category C is a smooth functor R : C→ C
and a smooth natural isomorphism R ◦R ⇒ idC. A super Lie category with a real structure
is a Real super Lie category, denoted (C,R).

The data of the natural isomorphism R ◦ R ⇒ idC will often be trivial in examples
below, and so we omit it from the notation of a Real super Lie category. Real (twisted)
representations of a super Lie category are then defined in terms of Z/2-equivariance data
for the Z/2-action on C given by a Real structure, and the Z/2-action on Alg given by
complex conjugation of vector bundles. The following is a special case of Definitions B.12
and B.13.

Definition 6.12. For C be a super Lie category with Real structure R, a Real structure
for a twist T is an internal natural isomorphism η

C

C

Alg

Alg,

⇑ η

T

R

T

( )

and an isomorphism of internal natural transformations β : η ◦η ' idT satisfying a compat-
ibility condition. The data (T , η, β) is a Real twist (in examples below, β will be trivial).
A Real structure for a T -twisted representation E is a Real structure for T and an isomor-
phism between internal natural transformations σ : η ◦ (id( ) ◦E ◦ idR)) ◦ c ' E : 1→ T in
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the diagram

C

C

Alg

Alg,

⇑ η

⇓ E
1

R

⇑ E
1

( )(128)

using the identity 1 = ( ) ◦ 1 ◦ R, where σ is further required to satisfy the involutive
property (189).

Lemma 6.13. For a Real super Lie category (C,R) and twist T , a Real structure on T
is the data of

(i) a bundle N → Ob(C) of invertible T0-R0
∗T0 bimodules;

(ii) an isomorphism of t∗T0-s∗R∗0T0 bimodule bundles over Mor(C)

T1 ⊗s∗T0 s∗N
∼−→ t∗N ⊗t∗R∗0T0

R∗1T1

satisfying a compatibility condition on Mor(C) ×Ob(C) Mor(C). Given a Real twist, a Real
twisted representation is a twisted representation with the additional data

(iii) an isomorphism of left T0-modules N ⊗R∗0T0
R∗0V

∼−→ V over Ob(C).

satisfying the property that the diagram of t∗R0T0-s∗T0 bimodule bundles over Mor(C)
commutes

T1 ⊗s∗T0
s∗(N ⊗R∗0T0

R∗0V)

t∗N ⊗t∗R∗0T0
R∗1 (T1 ⊗s∗T0

s∗V)

T1 ⊗s∗T0
s∗V

t∗V

t∗(N ⊗R∗0T0
R∗0V)

ρ(ii)⊗ id

id⊗ (iii)

id⊗R∗1ρ t∗(iii)

(129)

with maps defined by the data above as indicated.

Proof. By Definition B.8, the first piece of data of the internal natural transformation (128)
is a map of stacks

N : Ob(C)→ Mor(Alg),

which by the Yoneda lemma is equivalent to a bundle of bimodules over the supermanifold
Ob(C). The source of this bimodule is the algebra bundle R∗0T0, and the target is T0. As
the internal natural transformation is invertible, this bundle of bimodules is also required
to be invertible. This provides the data in part (i) of the lemma. Part (ii) supplies the
datum denoted ρ in (186) for an internal natural transformation. The condition on the
data (i) and (ii) similarly follows from the definition of an internal natural transformation
over Mor(C) and Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C).

The data of an isomorphism between internal natural transformations is an isomorphism
between their corresponding maps of stacks Ob(C)→ Mor(Alg); see Definition B.8. In this
case, this is precisely the datum (iii). The diagram (129) is the coherence condition so that
this isomorphism of maps of stacks determine an isomorphism between internal natural
transformations. �

Example 6.14. For an ordinary manifold X regarded as a super Lie category, an involution
α : X → X determines a Real structure on X by setting R to be the composition

X
α−→ X ' X
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for the canonical real structure on X coming from complex conjugation of smooth functions.
Taking the trivial twist with its canonical Real structure, a Real representation of (X,α) is
then the same data as a Real vector bundle in the sense of Atiyah [Ati66].

6.3. Degree n representations of super paths. Now we specialize to the super Lie
category sPath0(M) of nearly constant super paths in M .

Definition 6.15. The degree n twist for the super Lie category sPath0(M) is the coproduct
of trivial algebra bundles on objects,

Cln
∐

Cl−n → Map(R0|1,M)
∐

Map(R0|1,M) = Ob(sPath0(M))

and the coproduct of trivial bimodule bundles over morphisms

Cln
∐

Cl−n → R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

∐
R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M) = Mor(sPath0(M)).

The remaining data for this twist is specified by the identity isomorphism ε = id: Cl±n →
Cl±n and the canonical isomorphisms of Clifford bimodules, µ : Cl±n ⊗Cl±n Cl±n

∼→ Cl±n
(for ε and µ in the notation of Definition 6.4). The required properties in this case are
trivially satisfied.

Remark 6.16. We observe that an n-dimensional metrized vector bundle V → M de-
termines a twist for the super Lie category sPath0(M) given by the bundles of algebras
Cl(V )

∐
Cl(V )op → Ob(sPath0(M)) with the identity bimodules over morphisms. A choice

of spin structure affords an isomorphism from this twist to the degree n twist, using Stolz and
Teichner’s definition of spin structure as a bundle of invertible Cl(V )-Cln-bimodules [ST04,
Definition 2.3.1]. When V does not have a spin structure, modules over the bundle Cl(V )
determine classes in twisted K-theory, e.g., see Karoubi [Kar68], Donovan–Karoubi [DK70]
and Freed–Hopkins–Teleman [FHT11, §3.6]. Hence, twisted representations of sPath0(M)
offer one inroad to a variant of the first conjecture in (1) involving twisted K-theory; see
also [Sto19].

Proposition 6.17. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, the restriction of a degree n field theory
along (8) determines a degree n representation of sPath0(M).

Proof. The value of the restriction on objects and morphisms of sPath0(M) is immediate
from Corollary 5.10, after further restricting the data there to the subspace

Map(R0|1,M) ⊂ Map(R1|1,M),(130)

which includes along the S-families of maps that factor through the quotient

S × R1|1 → (S × R1|1)/R ' S × R0|1 →M.

The compatibility with source, target, and units is clear; compatibility with composition
comes from restricting (106) along (130). �

Proposition 6.18. A degree n representation of sPath0(M) determines Cl±n-linear super
connections A± on super vector bundles V± →M .

Proof. Following Definition 6.5, let V = V+

∐
V− denote the value of the representation

on objects, where V± → Map(R0|1,M) is a bundle of Cl±n-modules and Ob(sPath0(M)) =
Map(R0|1,M)

∐
Map(R0|1,M). Using Lemma A.17, we make the identification

Γ(Map(R0|1,M);V±) ' Ω•(M ;V±), V± = V±|M(131)

for vector bundles V± → M gotten by restriction along the canonical inclusion M ↪→
Map(R0|1,M).

The map of left A-modules in Definition 6.5 translates in this case to a maps ρ± of
Cl±n-module bundles

ρ+ : proj∗+V+ → act∗+V+ over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

ρ− : proj∗−V− → act∗−V− over R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)
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for the projection and action maps gotten by restriction of (85). Using (131) and applying
Lemma 3.17, ρ± are maps of Ω•(M)-modules for the action on the source and target gotten
by pulling back along the projection or the restriction of (55). This gives the description

ρ+ : R1|1
≥0 → EndCln(Ω•(M ;V+)), ρ− : R1|1

≤0 → EndCl−n(Ω•(M ;V−))(132)

ρ±(t, θ)(αv) = (α− θdα)ρ±(t, θ)(v), α ∈ Ω•(M), v ∈ Ω•(M ;V±),(133)

where EndCl±n denotes endomorphisms commuting with the Cl±n-actions on Ω•(M ;V±).
Compatibility with composition promotes the maps ρ+ and ρ− into semigroup representa-

tions, since multiplication in R1|1
≥0 and R1|1

≤0 corresponds to composition in sPath0(M).

The maps (132) are equivalently functions

ρ+ ∈ C∞(R1|1
≥0,EndCl±n(Ω•(M ;V+))), ρ− ∈ C∞(R1|1

≤0,EndCl±n(Ω•(M ;V−))).

Taylor expanding in the odd variable −θ ∈ C∞(R1|1
≥0), we obtain ρ± = A±(t)− θB±(t) for

A±(t) ∈ EndCl±n(Ω•(M ;V±))ev, B±(t) ∈ EndCl±n(Ω•(M ;V±))odd(134)

where A±(t) takes values in even endomorphisms and B±(t) takes values in odd endomor-
phisms. Define

A± := B±(0) : Ω•(M ;V±)→ Ω•(M ;V±)(135)

Since B±(t) is odd, so is A±. Furthermore, because B±(t) is Cl±n-linear, so is A±. Fi-
nally, (133) applied to (134) yields the pair of equations

A±(t)(αv) = αA±(t)(v), B±(t)(αv) = dαA±(t)(v) + (−1)|α|αB±(t)(v).

Using that A±(0) = idV± , the value of the second equation at t = 0 is the Leibniz rule
for A±. �

Under the above translation, the renormalization group flow occupies a familiar role in
index theory.

Definition 6.19 ([BGV92, page 267]). Define the (Getzler) rescaling of a Clifford linear
super connection by the R>0-action (10).

The action of the renormalization group is computed in Lemma 4.22 and restricts to
the category of nearly constant super paths via (103).

Proposition 6.20. The renormalization group flow on a degree n field theory corresponds
under restriction along (8) with Getzler rescaling of the super connections extracted in
Proposition 6.18.

Proof. Using (103), we can compute using the action of the renormalization group on
sPath0(M). This action was computed in (63). In particular, we have an isomorphism

V±
∼−→ RG∗µV±, s 7→ µdeg/2s

viewing the source and target as Ω•(M)-modules as in (131), where the target module struc-
ture is twisted by pulling back along the RG-action. Hence, under the above identification
a representation ρ±(t, θ) of sPath0(M) is sent under RGµ to µ−deg/2ρ(µ2t, µθ)µdeg/2. From
the definition (135) of the super connections A+ and A− in terms of the representations
ρ±(t, θ) this yields the formula (10). �

6.4. Degree n representations with a pairing. Consider the restriction of the map (97),

inv : R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ R1|1

≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M), (t, θ, φ) 7→ (−t,−θ, φ ◦ T−1
t,θ ).

Lemma 6.21. The pullback of ρ− along inv gives a map of vector bundles

inv∗ρ− : act∗+V− → proj∗+V−

over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M) commuting with the Cl−n-action.
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Proof. We observe that the triangles commute,

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

Map(R0|1,M)

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

inv

act+ proj−

R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

Map(R0|1,M)

R1|1
≤0 ×Map(R0|1,M)

inv

proj+ act−

using that

act±(t, θ, φ) = φ ◦ T−1
t,θ , proj±(t, θ, φ) = φ.

Hence, we have

act∗+V− ' inv∗proj∗−V−
inv∗ρ−−−−−→ inv∗act∗−V− ' proj+V−

so inv∗ρ− uniquely determines a map with the claimed source and target. �

Definition 6.22. A pairing on a degree n representation of sPath0(M) is a vector bundle
map over Map(R0|1,M)

L : Cln ⊗Cl−n⊗Cln (V− ⊗ V+)→ C(136)

with the property that the diagram of vector bundles over R1|1
≥0 ×Map(R0|1,M) commutes

Cln ⊗Cl−n⊗Cln (act∗+V− ⊗ proj∗+V+)

proj∗+(Cln ⊗Cl−n⊗Cln (V− ⊗ V+))

act∗+(Cln ⊗Cl−n⊗Cln (V− ⊗ V+))

C.

id⊗ ρ+

inv∗ρ− ⊗ id

proj∗+L

act∗+L
(137)

Lemma 6.23. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, the restriction of a degree n field theory along (8)
equips the resulting degree n representation of sPath0(M) with a pairing.

Proof. The datum (136) follows from restricting E(L−M ) in Corollary 5.10 along (130). The
property (137) follows from (107) in Proposition 5.2. �

Proposition 6.24. Given a pairing on a degree n representation of sPath0(M), the Clifford
linear super connections A+,A− from Proposition 6.18 satisfy the adjunction formula,

L(A−v, w) + (−1)|v|L(v,A+w) = dL(v, w).(138)

Proof. Using the descriptions of proj∗+V± and act∗+V± in terms of modules over Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0))

and Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≤0)) (see Lemma 3.19) and the notation from Proposition 6.18 we compute

(proj∗+L)((inv∗ρ−)(t, θ)v, w) = L(ρ−(−t,−θ)v, w) = L((a−(−t) + θb−(−t))v, w)

= (act∗+L)(v, ρ+(t, θ)w)

= L(v, ρ+(t, θ)w〉+ θd〈v, ρ+(t, θ)w)

= L(v, (a+(t)− θb+(t))w〉+ θd〈v, (a+(t)− θb+(t))w),

where the equalities above are between elements of Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1
≥0)). Collecting the terms

involving θ, setting t = 0, and using the definition of the super connections A+ and A−,
the result follows. �
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6.5. Reflection structures and real structures. We observe that (sPath0(M),R ◦ Or)

is a Real super Lie category in the sense of Definition 6.11, where (R ◦ Or) ◦ (R ◦ Or) = id.

Definition 6.25. A reflection structure for the degree n twist is a Real structure for the
twist relative to (sPath0(M),R ◦ Or).

We refer to §A.2 for the definition of a ∗-superalgebra.

Lemma 6.26. A ∗-superalgebra structure on Cl±n determines a reflection structure for
the degree n twist.

Proof. By Definition 6.12 and Lemma 6.13, a real structure for the twist is an isomorphism
of algebra bundles

T0 ' Or∗R∗T0

over Ob(sPath0(M)) ' Map(R0|1,M)
∐

Map(R0|1,M) with additional involutive data. For
the degree n, twist it suffices to consider the case M = pt. Such an invertible bimodule
then comes from isomorphisms of algebras

Cl±n ' Cl∓n = Cl
op

±n(139)

satisfying an involutive property. Indeed, the above allows us to view Cln as a Cl
op

±n-Cln
bimodule. An involutive algebra isomorphism (139) is precisely the data of a ∗-superalgebra
structure. �

Hereafter, we fix a reflection structure for the degree n twist from the following ∗-
superalgebra structure on Cl±n.

Definition 6.27. Define a ∗-superalgebra structure on Cln given by the C-antilinear ex-
tension of the map on generators,

f∗j = −ifj , e∗j = iej .(140)

using the notation of generators for the Clifford algebra from (29).

Definition 6.28. Suppose we are given a degree n representation E of sPath0(M) with
a pairing L. For the reflection structure for the degree n twist fixed by (140), define a
reflection structure on (E,L) as a Real twisted representation (see Definition 6.12) with the
additional property that the the pairing,

〈−,−〉 : Or∗R∗V+⊗Cln V+ ' Cln⊗Cln⊗Cln
(Or∗R∗V+⊗V+) ' Cln⊗Cl−n⊗Cln (V−⊗V+)

L−→ C

is hermitian in the Z/2-graded sense, where the second isomorphism above makes use of the
Real structure on the representation. A degree n representation with a reflection structure
is reflection positive if the above pairing restricts along M ⊂ Map(R0|1,M) to a positive
pairing (again in the Z/2-graded sense).

Proposition 6.29. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, the restriction of a reflection structure on a
degree n, 1|1-Euclidean field theory along (8) determines a reflection structure on a degree n
representation of sPath0(M). The restriction of a reflection positive degree n, 1|1-Euclidean
field theory along (8) determines a reflection positive degree n representation of sPath0(M).

Proof. We recall that Hypothesis 5.8 states that the reflection structure for the degree n
twist T ⊗n : 1|1-EBord(M) → Alg comes from the ∗-superalgebra structure on Cln. If we
then further examine the data in Proposition 5.3 and Corollary 5.10, the restriction of
a reflection structure along (130) evidentially determines a Real degree n representation
for the real structure on sPath0(M) given by R ◦ Or. The symmetry of the pairing in
Definition 6.28 follows from Lemma 5.13. Finally, we observe that the positivity condition
in Definition 5.15 is equivalent to the positivity condition in Definition 6.28. �

Proposition 6.30. The Cln-linear super connection A+ associated with a degree n reflec-
tion positive representation is self-adjoint with respect to the pairing from Definition 6.28.
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Proof. A reflection structure gives isomorphisms of vector bundles over Map(R0|1,M),

V∓
∼→ Or∗R∗V±.(141)

Relative to these isomorphisms, the super semigroup representations satisfy the identity

ρ±(t, θ) = (Or∗R∗ρ∓)(t, θ) = idegρ∓(−t, iθ)
Taylor expanding the above expression (as in (134)), we find that the super connection A−
is sent to −ideg+1A+ under the isomorphism (141). Then by the adjunction formula (138)
and the definition of the hermitian pairing (126), we obtain the desired self-adjointness
property for A+. �

We may also consider Real degree n representations of sPath0(M) for the Real structure
given by R. This leads to a discussion analogous to the one for reflection structures.

Lemma 6.31. For the Real super Lie category (sPath0(M),R), a Real structure for the
degree n twist is determined by a real structure on Cln.

Definition 6.32. Define an antilinear involution Cln → Cln by declaring the generators of
the Clifford algebra in (29) to be real, and take the extension to a C-antilinear map.

Definition 6.33. Suppose we are given a degree n representation E of sPath0(M) with a
pairing L. For the Real structure for the degree n twist fixed by Definition 6.32, define a real,
reflection positive degree n representation of sPath0(M) as a Real structure on E relative
to R (in the sense of Definition 6.12), a reflection structure on E satisfying the reflection
positivity condition, and the further condition that the pairing satisfies the reality condition

〈x, y〉 = (−1)|x|R∗〈x, y〉(142)

for x, y ∈ Γ(V+), and x, y their image under the isomorphism V+
∼−→ R∗V +.

Proposition 6.34. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, the restriction of a real, reflection positive,
degree n, 1|1-Euclidean field theory along (8) determines a real, reflection positive degree n
representation of sPath0(M).

Proof. The reality data on the degree n representation E of sPath0(M) is clear. It remains
to check the condition on the pairing. This follows from the argument in the proof of
[HST10, Theorem 6.48], where the relation between the reflection and real structures in (60)
introduces the sign (−1)|x|. �

Proposition 6.35. A real, reflection positive degree n representation of sPath0(M) equips
the vector bundle V = V+ with a real structure such that the pairing above comes from an
ordinary (i.e., not Z/2-graded) real pairing on the underlying real vector bundle and the
self-adjoint super connection A = A+ is a real super connection.

Proof. A Real structure for a degree n representation with respect to the involution R gives
isomorphisms of bundles of Cl±n-modules over Map(R0|1,M),

V±
∼→ R∗V±,(143)

relative to the chosen real structure on Cln. This gives an ordinary real structure on
V+, V− →M . The super semigroup representations satisfy the identity

ρ±(t, θ) = (R∗ρ±)(t, θ).(144)

Taylor expanding the above expression (as in (134)), the associated super connections are
real. The condition (142) implies that the pairing is real for pairings between even sections,
zero for pairings between even and odd sections, and purely imaginary for pairings between
odd sections. The translation between a super Hilbert space and a Z/2-graded Hilbert space
is (compare [DEF+99, page 91])

〈v, w〉0 :=

 〈v, w〉 v, w ∈ Γ(V+)ev

i−1〈v, w〉 v, w ∈ Γ(V+)odd

0 else
(145)
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and so we see that the condition (142) leads to a real pairing in the usual sense under this
translation. �

6.6. Trace class representations. We recall the super Euclidean loop space L1|1(M)
from Definition 3.25 with its action by R1|1 o Z/2. We observe that the loop space and its
equivariant structure are natural in the manifold M , and hence we have a map of stacks

L1|1(M)//(R1|1 o Z/2)→ L1|1(pt)//(R1|1 o Z/2) = R1|1
>0//(R

1|1 o Z/2)(146)

Definition 6.36. The Pfaffian line bundle Pf → L1|1(M)//R1|1oZ/2 is the pullback along
(146) of the line bundle classified by

R1|1
>0//R

1|1 o Z/2 p−→ pt//Z/2 ↪→ pt//C×

where p is determined by the projections R1|1
>0 → pt and R1|1 oZ/2→ Z/2, and we take the

standard C×-action on ΠC, the trivial odd line bundle over pt. The Pfaffian line bundle
is natural for maps of stacks L1|1(M)//(R1|1 o Z/2) → L1|1(N)//(R1|1 o Z/2) induced by
maps of smooth manifolds M → N .

Remark 6.37. Identify the quotient stack R>0//R o Z/2 with the stack of metrized circles
with periodic spin structure, where Z/2 acts by the spin flip on the spinor bundle, and
R acts by rotation of the circle. The Dirac operator on the circle for the chosen spin
structure gives an R o Z/2-equivariant family of operators over R>0. The terminology in
Definition 6.36 comes from the fact that the restriction of Pf along the canonical inclusion

R>0//RoZ/2 ⊂ R1|1
>0//R1|1oZ/2 is the Pfaffian line bundle of the family of Dirac operators.

This Pfaffian line bundle also appears in Stolz and Teichner’s sketch of the degree n twist
for the Euclidean bordism category without supersymmetry; see [ST11, §5.3].

Proposition 6.38. For n ∈ Z, let Pf⊗n denote the nth tensor power of the Pfaffian line
bundle over L1|1(M)//(R1|1 o Z/2). Sections are in bijection with

Γ(L1|1
0 (M)//(R1|1oZ/2); Pf⊗n) '

Z,Z` ∈ Ω•(M ;C∞(R>0)) |
dZ = 0, ∂`Z = dZ`

deg(Z) = n mod 2,
deg(Z`) = n− 1 mod 2

 .

Proof. Under the identification

C∞(R1|1
>0 ×Map(R0|1,M)) ' Ω•(M ;C∞(R1|1

>0))

sections of Pf⊗n can be identified with a differential form valued in C∞(R1|1
>0) with equiv-

ariance properties for the action by R1|1 o Z/2. Choosing coordinates (`, λ) on R1|1
>0 and

Taylor expanding a section s in the odd variable λ, consider the parameterization

s = `deg/2Z + 2iλ`(deg+1)/2Z`, Z, Z` ∈ Ω•(M ;C∞(R>0)).

By [BE22a, Proposition 1.4], R1|1-invariance is equivalent to the conditions dZ = 0 and
∂`Z = dZ`. The degree condition on (Z,Z`) comes from equivariance for the Z/2-action
which acts by (−1)deg on differential forms and λ 7→ ±λ. The result follows. �

Define the element Γn of the nth Clifford algebra

Γn :=

{
2−n/2f1f2 . . . fn n ≥ 0
2n/2e1e2 . . . en n < 0.

(147)

in the notation from (29). The Clifford super trace of a Cln-linear endomorphism T : V → V
is

sTrCln(T ) := sTr(Γn ◦ T ),

see §A.4 below.
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Definition 6.39. A trace class representation of sPath0(M) of degree n is the data of a

degree n representation E of sPath0(M) and a section (Z(E), Z(E)`) ∈ Γ(L1|1
0 (M); Pf⊗−n)

satisfying the property

Z(E) = `−deg/2TrCln(ρ+|R>0×Map(R0|1,M)) ∈ C∞(R>0 ×Map(R0|1,M)) ' Ω•(M ;C∞(R>0))(148)

where TrCln denotes the Clifford super trace.

Lemma 6.40. For a trace class degree n representation, Z(E) ∈ Ω•cl(M ;C∞(R>0)) is a
closed differential form in degrees equal to the parity of n (i.e., either even or odd degree).
When E is a real field theory, Z(E) is a real differential form. When E is real and reflection
positive, Z(E) is real and concentrated in degrees equal to n mod 4.

Proof. The first statement follows by definition, but we note that the element Γn ∈ Cln ⊂
Cln has parity equal to the parity of n, and so the endomorphism Γn ◦ ρ+ also has parity n
mod 2. Hence, it follows for any degree n representation for which the trace (148) is defined,
the resulting function is even or odd according to this parity. The real structure preserves
Γn ∈ Cln, and the reality condition (144) implies that Z(E) be equal to its conjugate.
Since Γn ∈ Cln determines a real trivialization (see (147)), this amounts to demanding that
Z(E) ∈ C∞(R>0 × Map(R0|1,M)) ' Ω•(M ;C∞(R>0)) is real as a differential form, for
the standard conjugation action on C-valued differential forms. When E is also reflection
positive, we observe that Γn 7→ inΓn under the ∗-superalgebra structure (140). This imposes
an additional invariance property on Z(E), implying that it takes values in 4-periodic
differential forms. �

Lemma 6.41. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, a choice of orientation on Rn determines an
isomorphism Pf⊗n ' T ⊗n(L1|1(M)//(R1|1oZ/2)) between the Pfaffian line bundle and the
valued of the degree n twist on L1|1(M)//(R1|1oZ/2). In particular, a degree n field theory
determines a section of the dual of Pf⊗n.

Proof. It suffices to take M = pt. Then the value of the twist on L1|1(pt) is the line bundle
with fiber

Cln ⊗Cln⊗Cl−n Cln ' Cln/[Cln,Cln].

A choice of orientation Γn ∈ Λtop(Cn) ' Cln/[Cln,Cln] trivializes this line, and so after
this choice it remains to compute the equivariance structure. Under Hypothesis 5.8, the
R1|1-action is trivial, and the Z/2-action is by parity. This completes the proof. �

Proposition 6.42. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8, the restriction of a degree n field theory
along (8) determines a trace class degree n representation of sPath0(M).

Proof. The argument is similar to [ST11, Lemma 3.20]. In the terminology of [ST12], the
morphisms in the image of the composition

R>0 ×Map(R0|1,M) ↪→ Mor(sPath0(M))→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M))(149)

are thick : this follows from Proposition 4.15. The categorical trace of a thick morphism is
an endomorphism of the monoidal unit. Proposition 4.18 shows that this categorical trace
is the image of the composition

R>0 ×Map(R0|1,M)→ L1|1
0 (M)→ Mor(1|1-EBord(M)).

Applying a degree n field theory to these families, Corollary 5.10 shows that the categorical
trace is of the family (149) is sent to the composition

Cln ⊗Cln⊗Cln Cln
idCln⊗R

+
t,0−−−−−−−→ Cln ⊗Cln⊗Cln (V+ ⊗ V−)

σ−→ Cln ⊗Cln⊗Cln (V− ⊗ V+)
L0−−→ C.

The element Γ provides an identification Cln⊗Cln⊗Cln Cln ' C with the trivial line bundle,
and the above composition becomes the Clifford super trace. Finally, using that nuclear
Fréchet spaces have the approximation property [Sch71, page 109], we find that the categor-
ical trace above is independent of the choice of thickener [ST12, Theorem 1.7], completing
the proof. �
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7. Energy cutoffs and the families index

In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 via an index bundle construction applied to the
self-adjoint super connections extracted from field theories in Proposition 1.7. To compare
with objects from index theory, we switch from the super sign conventions in the previous
section to the standard sign conventions from differential geometry for Z/2-graded inner
products, self-adjoint super connections, and Clifford actions; see §A for this translation.

7.1. Review of the Bismut super connection and families Clifford index. We recall
the families generalization of the Clifford linear Dirac operator from §2.4. Let π : X → M
be a Riemannian spin family, and E → X a real vector bundle with metric and compatible
connection. Let T (X/M) denote the vertical tangent bundle of π : X → M , and let P
be the corresponding principal spin bundle, i.e., P is a double cover of the oriented frame
bundle of T (X/M). The spinor bundle is defined as

S := P ×Spin(n) Cln(150)

and carries a right Cln-action, which hereafter we will identify with a left Cl−n-action
using (173) and Clopn = Cl−n. The direct image π∗(S ⊗ E) is a nuclear Fréchet bundle
on M whose fibers are the vector spaces Γ(Xm;Sm ⊗ E|Xm). The Dirac operator /D ⊗ E
determines a Cl−n-linear odd automorphism of π∗(S⊗E). Identifying the space of Clifford
linear Fredholm operators with a representing space for KO−n(−), the family /D⊗E of Dirac
operators determines a class [π!(E)] ∈ KO−n(M) [AS69], [LM94, III.10], [ST04, Remark
3.2.21]. We now review an alternative construction of this class from [BE22b, §7].

First, let H denote the (continuous) bundle of Hilbert spaces on M , gotten from the
fiberwise Hilbert completion of the Fréchet bundle π∗(S⊗E) with respect to the L2-metric
on the fibers. For each λ ∈ R>0, define a subset Uλ ⊂ M for λ ∈ R>0 as follows. A point

m ∈M belongs to Uλ if λ is not an eigenvalue of the (non-negative) operator /D
2
m:

Uλ =: {m ∈M | λ /∈ Spec( /D
2
m)} ⊂M.(151)

By [BGV92, Proposition 9.10], this determines an open cover {Uλ}λ∈R>0
of M . We choose

a locally finite subcover {Uλ}λ∈Λ for a discrete subset Λ ⊂ R>0. Next, for a fixed λ ∈ Λ
and m ∈ Uλ, define

H<λm :=
⊕
ν<λ

Hνm ⊂ Hm(152)

as the direct sum of ν-eigenspaces Hνm of /D
2
m with eigenvalue ν < λ. Letting m vary,

H<λ denotes the Cl−n-invariant subset of H|Uλ whose fibers are H<λm . This subset is
in fact a smooth, finite-rank bundle of Cl−n-modules on Uλ [BGV92, Proposition 9.10].
By the Atiyah–Bott–Shapiro construction [ABS64], H<λ determines a class in KO−n(Uλ).
Furthermore, these classes come with compatibility data on overlaps Uλ

⋂
Uµ for λ < µ via

the canonical inclusion of bundles of Cl−n-modules

gλµ : H<λ ↪→ H<µ(153)

that on the orthogonal complement to the image of gλµ has a canonical extension to a
Cl−n ⊗ Cl−1-module. This extension is determined by the invertible odd endomorphisms

eλµ|Hνb =
1√
ν
/D|Hνb , Hνb ⊂ (H<λ)⊥ ⊂ H<µ(154)

that define the action of the generator e ∈ Cl−1. The data (152), (153) and (154) provide
an example of a Cl−n-module, defined below. For an open cover {Ui}i∈I and σ ⊂ I a finite
subset, let Uσ =

⋂
i∈σ Ui denote the intersection.

Definition 7.1 ([BE22b, §4]). A Cln-bundle on a manifold M is data

(1) an open cover {Ui}i∈I of M ,
(2) for each finite subset σ ⊂ I, a metrized super vector bundle Wσ → Uσ with Cln-

action such that the fibers of Wσ are self-adjoint Cln-modules;
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(3) for each σ ⊂ τ , a Cln-equivariant, injective map of super vector bundles gστ : Wτ ↪→
Wσ, together with a Cln⊗Cl−1-action on W⊥τ ⊂Wσ on the orthogonal complement
of the image extending the Cln-action.

For σ ⊂ τ ⊂ ρ, we require an equality of maps gστ ◦ gτρ = gσρ : Wρ ↪→ Wσ, and that the
Cl−1-action on W⊥ρ ⊂Wτ ↪→Wσ restricts from the Cl−1-action on W⊥τ ⊂Wσ.

Extending ideas of Atiyah–Bott–Shapiro and Hohnhold–Stolz–Teichner [HST10, Theo-
rem 7.1], concordance classes of Cln-bundles over M can be identified with KOn(M) [BE22b,
§4]. A Cln-bundle can be refined to a differential KO-class by adding the data of a super
connection.

Definition 7.2 ([BE22b, §5]). A super connection on a Cln-bundle is a Cln-linear, self-
adjoint super connection Aσ on eachWσ together with a differential form ησ ∈ Ω(M ;R[α, α−1])n−1

of total degree n− 1, |α| = −4. For σ ⊂ τ , we require the compatibility properties

g∗στAσ = Aτ , (Chn(Aσ) + dησ)|Uτ = (Chn(Aτ ) + dητ ),(155)

where for a Cln-linear super connection A,

Chn(A) := sTr(u−n/2Γ ◦ exp(−uA(u)2)), A(u) = u−1/2A0 + A1 + u1/2A2 + . . .(156)

for u a formal variable of degree −2 and Γ ∈ Cln is defined in (147). When A is self-adjoint,
Chn(A) ∈ Ω•(M ;R[α, α−1])n for α−1 = 2u−2 [BE22b, Lemma 5.8].

We often abbreviate the data of a Cln-bundle with super connection to (W,A). Such

data determine a class [W,A] ∈ K̂On(M). A pair of Cln-bundles with super connection
determine the same class if there exists a concordance between them with exact Chern–
Simons form [BE22b, Theorem 1.2].

Using the work of Quillen [Qui85] and Bismut [Bis86], the index bundle data (152), (153),
and (154) may be refined to a differential KO-class. There is a unitary Cl−n-linear con-
nection ∇π∗(S⊗E) on π∗(S ⊗ E), constructed from the Levi-Civita connection on S, the
connection on E, and the mean curvature of the fibers of π : X → M [BGV92, Proposi-
tion 9.13]. The Bismut super connection is defined as [BGV92, Proposition 10.15]

A = /D ⊗ E +∇π∗(S⊗E) − c(T )

4
(157)

where c(T ) is Clifford multiplication by the curvature 2-form T of the bundle π : X → M .
This incarnation of the Bismut super connection is real and Cl−n-linear: each of the three
terms on the right of (157) independently commutes with the Cl−n-action (the operator
c(T ) uses the Cl(T (X/M))-action, which commutes with the Cl−n-action).

Now consider the Cl−n-linear connection on each finite rank bundle H<λ → Uλ gotten
from the projection of the unitary connection ∇π∗(S⊗E) to H<λ,

∇H
<λ

:= pλ ◦ ∇π∗(S⊗E) ◦ pλ, pλ : H|Uλ → H<λ,(158)

which is a smooth connection because pλ is a smoothing operator [BGV92, Proposition 9.10].
Methods from [FL10, §7.2] construct differential forms ηλ ∈ Ω•(Uλ;R[α, α−1])n−1 satisfying

dηλ = (2πu)−n/2
∫
X/M

Chn(∇E) ∧ Â(X/M)− Chn(∇H
<λ

).(159)

To describe this, let pλ : H|Uλ → H<λ denote the fiberwise projection operator and iλ : H<λ →
H the fiberwise inclusion. Let ΠH<λ denote the parity reversal of H<λ → Uλ. For
α(s) ∈ C∞(R) a function that vanishes near 0 ∈ R and has α(s) = 1 for s ≥ 1, define
an R-family of super connections Aλ(s) on π∗(S⊗ E)⊕ΠH<λ by

Aλ(s) = sAλ0 (α(s)) + A1 ⊕∇ΠH<λ +
∑
i>1

s−iAi ⊕ 0ΠH<λ(160)

whose degree zero part is defined as

Aλ0 (s) =

[
A0 α(s)iλ

α(s)pλ 0

]
.
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Properties of the Bismut super connection then imply that the limiting differential form

ηλ := lim
s→∞

∫ s

0

sTr(exp(Aλ(s))) ∈ Ω•(Uλ;R[u, u−1])(161)

exists and satisfies (159). All together, the data {H<λ, gµλ, eµλ,∇H
<λ

, ηλ} are the data of a

Cl−n-bundle with super connection that determines a differential cocycle π̂!(E) ∈ K̂O−n(M)
representing the families analytic index. We refer to [BE22b, §7.3] for details.

We now distill the features a general super connection needs to satisfy in order to
admit a families index construction. Self-adjointness of A implies that A0 defines an M -
family of Cln-linear, odd, unbounded operators over M with (dense) domain given by the
subbundle V ⊂ H. The eigenvalues of A2

0 are real and nonnegative. Applying (151) to the
degree zero part of the Cln-linear self-adjoint super connection from Proposition 1.7, one
obtains subsets Uλ ⊂ B for λ ∈ R>0. Similarly, define Cln-invariant subsets H<λ ⊂ H|Uλ
as the union of the fiberwise subsets from the same formula (152) as above.

Definition 7.3. A self-adjoint Cln-linear super connection A admits (energy) cutoffs if for
all λ ∈ R>0,

(1) H<λ → Uλ is a smooth, finite rank vector bundle;

(2) the operator ∇H<λ := pλ ◦ A1 ◦ pλ is a (smooth) connection on H<λ;
(3) for any choice of α(s) ∈ C∞(R) that vanishes near 0 ∈ R and has α(s) = 1 for

s ≥ 1, the differential form (161) exists.

We note that to construct an index map to KO-theory, only (1) is necessary; conditions
(2) and (3) allow a refinement to differential KO-theory.

7.2. Energy cutoffs. With the above preamble in place, we return to the discussion of an
index map for field theories. From a degree n field theory over M , Proposition 1.7 extracts a
Cln-linear self-adjoint super connection A defined on a real vector bundle V →M . We view
the Clifford algebras Cln as real Z/2-graded ∗-algebras. Let H → M denote the fiberwise
Hilbert completion of V → M relative to the real inner product; H is typically only a
continuous bundle on M . The following uses the enhancements of a representation of super
Lie category sPath0(M) from Definitions 6.15 (degree n), 6.22 (pairing), 6.28 (reflection
structure), 6.33 (real structure), and 6.39 (trace structure).

Definition 7.4. Define the groupoid 1|1-eftn(M) whose objects are degree n representa-
tions E of sPath0(M) with a pairing, reflection structure, real structure, and trace class
structure. We further require the conditions that the reflection structure be positive, the
associated real Cln-linear self-adjoint super connection A admit energy cutoffs, and that

Z(E) = sTrCln(exp(−tA2)) ∈ Ω•(M ;C∞(R>0))(162)

for Z(E) as in (148). For simplicity, we will often refer to an object as E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M),
emphasizing the degree n representation of sPath0(M) and suppressing the remaining data.
The morphisms in the groupoid 1|1-eftn(M) are isomorphisms of degree n representations
E ' E′ compatible with the additional structures.

The following uses Definition 1.9 for the category 1|1-EFTn(M).

Proposition 7.5. Assuming Hypothesis 5.8 there is a functor induced by restriction to
sPath0(M)

1|1-EFTn(M)→ 1|1-eftn(M).

Proof. This follows from Propositions 6.17, 6.23, 6.29, 6.34, 6.42, and the fact that the
equality (162) and existence of cutoffs are properties of a field theory (rather than additional
data). �

Remark 7.6. We comment on the conditions imposed in Definition 7.4. For a family of

Dirac operators, smoothness of the bundle H<λ and connection ∇H<λ follows from el-
lipticity, using that eigensections of the Dirac Laplacian are smooth, e.g., see [BGV92,
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Proposition 9.10] or [LM94, III, Theorem 5.8]. As such, the existence of cutoffs in Defini-
tion 7.4 can be thought of as an ellipticity property for field theories. In higher dimensions,
one can formulate similar cutoff conditions for subspaces of H indexed by both energies
and momenta, with the number of cutoff indices equal to the dimension of the field theory.
Condition (162) asserts that the partition function is determined by infinitesimal data. In-
deed, one always expects the entire field theory to be determined by infinitesimal data; this
naturally generalizes to higher dimensions. In the current formalism, this condition need
not hold in general due to the failure of existence and uniqueness of solutions to differential
equations in topological vector spaces; see Remark 1.4.

Proposition 7.7. For the groupoid of self-adjoint Cln-linear super connections on finite-
rank vector bundles, there is a functor sPar

VectACln,finite(M) 1|1-eftn(M)
sPar (V,A) 7→ EV,A(163)

determined by super parallel transport along nearly constant super paths.

Proof. For a self-adjoint Cln-linear super connection A on a real super vector bundle V →
M , consider the representation of sPath0(M) defined on the vector bundles with sections

Γ(V+) := Ω•(M ;VC), Γ(V−) := Ω•(M ;V C)

and super semigroup actions given by

e−tA
2+θA : R1|1

≥0 → End(Ω•(M ;VC)), e−tA
2
+θA : R1|1

≤0 → End(Ω•(M ;V C)).

The above coincides with the value of super parallel transport, e.g., see [Dum12, Theorem 1],
[Sto19, Proposition 6.7] or [BEH16, §2]. A pairing for this representation is inherited from
the hermitian pairing V C⊗VC → C built in the usual way from the underlying metric on V .
The real and reflection structures are evident from the construction, as is the reflection
positivity condition. The trace structure uses that exp(−tA2) ∈ Ω•(M ; End(VC)) is trace
class (being an endomorphism of a finite-rank bundle), and Z` is determined by the Chern–
Simons form for Getzler rescaling, see [BGV92, ??]. The only condition that remains to be
checked is the existence of cutoffs. This follows from the validity of the index construction
in finite dimensions, e.g., see [BGV92, §9.1]. �

Definition 7.8. Given E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M) and λ ∈ R>0, the λ-cutoff theory E<λ ∈ 1|1-eftn(Uλ)
is defined as the functor (163) applied to the super vector bundle H<λ → Uλ with Clifford

linear self-adjoint connection ∇H<λ , i.e.,

E<λ := EH<λ,∇H<λ ∈ 1|1-eftn(Uλ)

in the notation of Proposition 7.7.

Lemma 7.9. The partition function of E and the partition function of the λ-cutoff theory
are related by

Z(E)|Uλ = ZE<λ + dηλ ∈ Ω•(Uλ;C∞(R>0)).

Proof. This follows from the construction of the η-forms (161). �

7.3. Cutoffs and the RG flow. The renormalization group flow interpolates between
different cutoff theories, as the following lemma makes precise.

Proposition 7.10. The existence of cutoffs is preserved under the renormalization group
flow: for E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M), the λ-cutoff of RGµ(E) is canonically isomorphic to the µλ-cutoff
of E

RGµ(E)<λ ' E<µλ.(164)
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Proof. Using Proposition 7.10, the description of the RG-action in terms of Getzler rescaling
allows us to analyze cutoffs. Unraveling Definition 7.4, the µλ-cutoff for E is the same data
as the λ-cutoff for RGµ(E): the cutoff bundles are the same subspace of H → Uλ with
the same connection (note A1 is invariant under the RG-flow). Hence, there is indeed
a canonical isomorphism (164), and furthermore RGµ(E) satisfies properties (1) and (2)
of Definition 7.4. Property (3) follows from the Getzler rescaling description of the RG-
action, where the partition function of RGµ(E) is computed by the Getzler-rescaled super
connection. Finally, by a change of variables one sees that the integral (161) for E and λµ
converges if and only if the integral for RGµ(E) and λ converges. This completes the proof.

�

Definition 7.11. An object E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M) flows to zero under the renormalization group
flow if for all λ ∈ R>0 and compact submanifolds K ⊂ M , there exists µ ∈ R>0 such that
RGµ(E)|K has the zero theory as its λ-cutoff, i.e., K ⊂ Uλ and H<λ|K = {0}.

Lemma 7.12. An object E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M) flows to zero under the renormalization group
flow if and only if the degree zero component of its associated super connection A0 is
invertible.

Proof. It suffices to prove the lemma when M is compact. Let ν ∈ R>0 be the minimum
eigenvalue of A2

0. If ν > 0 (so A0 is invertible), for any λ we may choose some µ� 0 such
that µν > λ. By Lemma 7.10 the λ-cutoff theory of RGµ(E) is the zero theory. Conversely,
if there exists some µ such that RGµ(E) has the zero bundle as its cutoff bundle, then µν
must be larger than λ, and hence ν 6= 0 and A0 is invertible. �

7.4. Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.

Definition 7.13. For E ∈ 1|1-eftn(M), choose a discrete subset Λ ⊂ R>0 such that
{Uλ}λ∈Λ is a locally finite cover. Then define a differential cocycle

Index(E,Λ) = {H<λ,∇H
<λ

, ηλ}λ∈Λ ∈ K̂On(M),(165)

associated with the indicated Cln-bundle with super connection.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. The index map (165) gives a map of the desired type, but a priori
depends on a choice of subset Λ ⊂ R>0 determining a choice of locally finite subcover
{Uλ}λ∈Λ. To show that the differential KO-class is independent of this choice, one applies
the same argument that proves the differential families index is well-defined [BE22b, §7.3].
In brief, for a different choice Λ′ ⊂ R>0, we can compare the resulting Cl−n-bundles on the
mutual refinement {Uλ}λ∈(Λ

⋃
Λ′). For λ < λ′, we obtain inclusions (153) of Cl−n-bundles

with commuting Cl−1-actions on the orthogonal complement to the inclusion. This gives the
data of a stable equivalence of Cl−n-bundles. By [BE22b, Lemma 4.11], the Cl−n-bundles
are therefore concordant and the differential KO-classes agree. This shows that (165) is
independent of the choice of Λ, and the index map is well-defined.

By Lemma 7.12, objects in 1|1-eftn(M) that are sent to zero under the RG flow are
also sent to the zero class under the composition

1|1-eftn(M)→ K̂On(M)→ KOn(M),

since the degree zero part of their associated super connection is invertible, and hence the
underlying KO-class is trivial. This completes the proof. �

Proof of Theorem 1.2. For a family π : X →M of Riemannian spin manifolds and E → X
a real vector bundle, the Cl−n-linear super connection (157) acting on the Fréchet bundle
V = π∗(S×E)⊗C determines an object of 1|1-eft−n(B) via the representation of positively
oriented super paths,

ρ+(t, θ) = exp(−tA2 + θA).

The pairing and reflection positivity data are inherited from the hermitian pairing on π∗(S×
E)⊗C. The real structure comes from complex conjugation on π∗(S×E)⊗C. The standard
properties of the Bismut super connection reviewed in §7.1 imply the existence of cutoffs,
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so we do indeed obtain an object in 1|1-eft−n(M). Finally, applying the index map (165) to
this object of 1|1-eft−n(B) is precisely the (real) family Clifford index [BE22b, Theorem 1.3].
This completes the proof. �

Proposition 7.14. The composition of the first two arrows

VectACln,finite(M)
sPar→ 1|1-eftn(M)

Index−→ K̂On(M)
curv→ Ω•cl(M)

sends a Clifford linear super connection to the expected differential KO-class, and hence the

above composition sends a Cln-linear super connection A to the differential form sTrCln(e−A
2

)
representing its Chern character.

Proof. After possibly choosing an exhaustion function, we may assume M is compact.
Choosing a cutoff larger than the maximum eigenvalue of A2

0, the index construction sends
a vector bundle with Clifford linear super connection to the associated differential class in

K̂On(M), and the curvature of this class is as stated above. This completes the proof. �

Appendix A. Super hermitian structures, ∗-superalgebras, and
supermanifolds

A.1. Real structures and hermitian pairings. The category of super vector spaces is
the category of Z/2-graded vector spaces over C equipped with the graded tensor product.
The adjective “super” refers to the sign in the braiding isomorphism for this tensor product

σ : V ⊗W ∼→W ⊗ V v ⊗ w 7→ (−1)|v||w|w ⊗ v v ∈ V, w ∈W

where v and w are homogeneous elements of degree |v|, |w| ∈ Z/2. Let V ev ⊕ V odd denote
the direct sum decomposition of V into its even and odd subspaces. The grading involution
is the linear map (−1)F : V → V that acts by +1 on V ev and −1 on V odd.

There is an involution on the category of super vector spaces that on objects reverses
complex structures, V 7→ V , i.e., V is gotten from V by precomposing the action of C with
complex conjugation.

Definition A.1. A real structure on a super vector space V is an isomorphism r : V
∼→ V of

super vector spaces such that r◦r = idV . The real subspace associated with a real structure
is the fixed point set VR ⊂ V for r.

For example, complex conjugation gives a real structure ( ) : C → C on C with real
subspace the standard inclusion R ⊂ C.

Definition A.2. A hermitian form on a super vector space V is the data of a map
〈−,−〉 : V ⊗ V → C making the diagram commute,

V ⊗ V C

V ⊗ V C

〈−,−〉

σ

〈−,−〉

( )(166)

or equivalently, satisfying the formula 〈x, y〉 = (−1)|x||y|〈y, x〉 for homogeneous elements. A
hermitian form is positive if

〈x, x〉 > 0, x 6= 0 even and i−1〈x, x〉 > 0, x 6= 0 odd.(167)

A real hermitian form on a super vector space with real structure is a hermitian form that
when restricted to (VR)ev ⊂ V takes values in R ⊂ C and when restricted to (VR)odd ⊂ V
takes values in i−1R ⊂ C.
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A positive hermitian form in the above sense determines a positive pairing (−,−) in
the usual sense on the underlying (ungraded) vector space V by the formula

(x, y) =

 0 |x| 6= |y|
〈x, y〉 x, y even
i〈x, y〉 x, y odd.

(168)

When V is endowed with a real structure, this translation sends a real hermitian form to a
real inner product on VR.

Definition A.3. Let V be a super vector space equipped with a positive hermitian form 〈−,−〉.
The super adjoint of an operator T : V → V is characterized by

〈x, Ty〉 = (−1)|x||A|〈T ∗x, y〉.(169)

In the translation to the ordinary pairing (168), we have

T ∗ =

{
T † T even
iT † T odd

(170)

where (−)† denotes the usual adjoint with respect to the positive pairing (−,−).

A.2. ∗-superalgebras. A superalgebra is an algebra object in super vector spaces. Super
algebras are the objects of a monoidal category, where the tensor product of superalgebras A
and B is the super vector space A⊗B with multiplication

(a⊗ b) · (a′ ⊗ b′) = (−1)|b||a
′|aa′ ⊗ bb′.

The opposite of a superalgebra A is a superalgebra Aop with the same underlying super
vector space and multiplication

a ·op b := (−1)|a||b|b · a(171)

where b · a is the multiplication in A. A ∗-superalgebra is a superalgebra together with a
homomorphism (−)∗ : A → Aop that squares to the identity on A; we emphasize that an
anti-homomorphism in the graded world carries a sign, and hence

(ab)∗ = (−1)|a||b|b∗a∗.

A real structure on a super algebra is an involutive isomorphism r : A
∼→ A, and AR ⊂ A is

the fixed subalgebra. Given a super algebra with real structure, a ∗-structure is real if (−)∗

preserves the subalgebra (AR)ev ⊂ A and sends the subspace (AR)odd ⊂ A to i · (AR)odd.

Example A.4. Let V be a super vector space with hermitian inner product. Then the
superalgebra End(W ) has the structure of a ∗-superalgebra determined by the super ad-
joint (169). A real structure on W determines a real structure on End(W ) for which this
∗-structure is real.

Example A.5. The Clifford algebras Cln defined in (29) have the structure of ∗-superalgebras
using (140). Complex conjugation gives Cln the structure of a real super algebra for which
this ∗-structure is real.

A second notion of ∗-structure on a super algebra comes from endowing the underlying
(ungraded) algebra with a ∗-structure; we refer to this as a Z/2-graded ∗-algebra. This is
equivalent to an antilinear involution (−)† of A satisfying

(xy)† = y†x†.

It turns out that one can pass back and forth between the two versions of ∗-structure by
inserting some appropriate factors of i [DEF+99, page 90]. We review this translation in
the two examples of interest.

Example A.6. For a super vector space V with hermitian inner product 〈−,−〉, the su-
peralgebra End(V ) has the structure of a ∗-superalgebra via the super adjoint. It has the
structure of a Z/2-graded ∗-algebra via the adjoint with respect to the (ungraded) inner
product determined by (168). These two notion of ∗-structure are related by (170).
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Example A.7. In the case of the Clifford algebras Cln, we obtain a Z/2-graded ∗-algebra
via the C-antilinear extension of the map on generators,

f†j = −fj , e†j = ej .(172)

This differs from the ∗-superalgebra structure (140) by a factor of i.

A.3. Modules over super ∗-algebras. Given a superalgebra A, let AMod and ModA de-
note the categories of left and right A-modules, respectively, whose objects are super vector
spaces with a (graded) A-action. These categories have symmetric monoidal structures from
direct sum of A-modules. Similarly, let AModB denote the category of A − B-bimodules.
There are canonical equivalence of categories

ModAop⊗Bop ' AModBop ' A⊗BMod(173)

where a left A⊗B-bimodule W is sent to the A−Bop-bimodule with the same underlying
super vector space and action

a · w · b := (−1)|w||b|(a⊗ b) · w

with similar formulas defining a right Aop ⊗ Bop-module. We often use notation like AW
for an object of AMod, and AWB for an object of AModB .

Example A.8. A Clifford module is a graded module over a Clifford algebra Cln. The
canonical isomorphism Clopn ' Cl−n leads to equivalences of categories

Cln⊗Cl−mMod ' ClnModClm ' ModCl−n⊗Clm(174)

which will allow us to translate any Clifford (bi)module into a left Clifford module.

Definition A.9. A module V over a ∗-superalgebra A is self-adjoint if the structure map
A→ End(V ) is a ∗-homomorphism for a specified hermitian structure on V .

Remark A.10. When A = Cln with the ∗-superalgebra structure (140), the above definition
is equivalent to [BGV92, Definition 3.3] via the translation to Z/2-graded ∗-algebras in
Examples A.6 and A.7.

Example A.11. Define a left Cl1 ⊗ Cl−1-module whose underlying super vector space is
C1|1 with action determined by

f 7→
[

0 1
−1 0

]
, e 7→

[
0 1
1 0

]
.(175)

The assignment (175) induces an isomorphism of superalgebras, Cl1 ⊗ Cl−1 ' End(C1|1).
In other words, Cl1⊗Cl−1 is Morita equivalent to C. This Cl1⊗Cl−1-action is self-adjoint
for the graded hermitian pairing on C1|1 coming from the standard hermitian pairing on C2

under (168).

A.4. Super traces. The super trace of an endomorphism T : V → V is

sTr(T ) := Tr((−1)F ◦ T )(176)

where Tr is the ordinary trace. The super commutator of elements in a superalgebra is

[a, b] = ab− (−1)|a||b|ba a, b ∈ A.(177)

A super trace on a superalgebra is a map of super vector spaces

sTrA : A→ C, sTrA([a, b]) = 0(178)

that vanishes on super commutators, and hence is determined by a linear map A/[A,A]→ C.
A super trace on a superalgebra A induces a super trace on the category of (finite-

dimensional) A-modules. For right A-modules, this super trace comes from the composition

EndA(W )
∼←W ⊗AW∨ → A/[A,A]

sTrA→ C(179)
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where W∨ := HomA(W,A) is the dual (left) A-module, and the map to A/[A,A] is the
Hattori–Stallings trace induced by the evaluation pairing,

eval : W ⊗C W
∨ → A.

One obtains traces for bimodules (and left modules) from traces on A⊗Bop using (173).
Define the Clifford super trace

sTrCln : End(W )→ C, sTrCln(T ) := sTr(Γ ◦ T : W →W )(180)

where Γ is defined in (147).

A.5. (Real) supermanifolds. Let SMfld denote the category of supermanifolds with struc-
ture sheaves defined over C; we refer to [ST11, §4.1] for a brief introduction and [DM99]
for a more comprehensive one. We require a slight generalization of the usual definition
that allows for supermanifolds with boundary. Analogously to the usual case, these are
defined as Hausdorff, second countable locally ringed spaces that are locally isomorphic
to Hn|m, where Hn|m is the restriction of the structure sheaf of Rn|m to the half-space
Hn := {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn | x1 ≥ 0}.

Let C∞S denote the structure sheaf of a supermanifold S, which is a sheaf of Z/2-graded
complex algebras. Global sections are denoted C∞(S). We refer to sections as functions on
the supermanifold. Let Sred denote the reduced manifold of S, i.e., the locally ringed space
with the same underlying topological space and structure sheaf C∞S /nil where nil is the
sheaf of nilpotent functions, or equivalently, the sheaf of ideals generated by odd sections
of C∞S .

Example A.12. The two main examples of supermanifolds with (nonempty) boundary

considered in this paper are R1|1
≥0 and R1|1

≤0. Let R1|1 denote the supermanifold whose

underlying topological space is R, and structure sheaf is the sheaf of sections of Λ•C∨,

where C is the trivial complex line bundle on R. Then R1|1
≥0 and R1|1

≤0 are defined by restricting

the structure sheaf of R1|1 to R≥0 ⊂ R and R≤0 ⊂ R.

Example A.13. For a complex vector bundle E → N over an ordinary manifold N , let
ΠE denote the supermanifold whose structure sheaf of Z/2-graded algebras is given by

U 7→ C∞(U) := Γ(U ; Λ•E∨), U ⊂ N.

Every supermanifold S is isomorphic to ΠE for some vector bundle E → N = Sred.

In computations, we frequently identify a supermanifold with its functor of points, i.e.,
its image under the Yoneda embedding into presheaves (of sets) on SMfld. We use the
notation N(S) to denote the S-points of a supermanifold N .

Example A.14. The supermanifold Rn|m is the locally ringed space with underlying topo-
logical space (Rn|m)red = Rn and structure sheaf the sheaf of sections of Λ•(Cm)∨, the
trivial rank m complex vector bundle on Rn. The S-points of Rn|m are

Rn|m(S) ' {t1, . . . , tn ∈ C∞(S)ev, θ1, . . . , θm ∈ C∞(S)odd | (fi)red = (fi)red ∈ C
∞(Sred)}

where the reality condition on the fi is imposed on the reduced manifold of S.

Many definitions in supermanifolds can be phrased in terms of the functor of points.
For example, a super Lie group is a group object in supermanifolds.

Definition A.15. There is an involution on the category of supermanifolds,

( ) : SMfld→ SMfld, S 7→ S(181)

sending a supermanifold to the same locally ringed space but whose sheaf has complex
numbers acting through complex conjugation. A real structure on a supermanifold S is an
isomorphism rS : S

∼→ S̄ such that r ◦ r = idS . A map f : S′ → S between supermanifolds
with real structure is real if rS ◦ f = f ◦ rS′ .
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Example A.16. For a complex vector bundle E → N , a real structure on E (as a vector
bundle) determines a real structure on ΠE (as a supermanifold) via complex conjugation

C∞(ΠE) ' Γ(N ; Λ•E∨) ' Γ(N ; (ΛE∨R )⊗ C) (ER)⊗ C ' E.
Indeed, complex conjugation is a C-antilinear map C∞(ΠE) → C∞(ΠE), determining an

isomorphism of supermanifolds ΠE
∼→ ΠE.

Given a vector bundle V → M , we obtain a vector bundle p∗V → Map(R0|1,M) by
pulling back along the projection p : Map(R0|1,M) ' ΠTM →M .

Lemma A.17. For any vector bundle V → Map(R0|1,M), there is an isomorphism V ' p∗V
where V →M is a vector bundle on M .

Proof. Let i : M ↪→ Map(R0|1,M) denote the inclusion of the reduced manifold. Given a
vector bundle V → Map(R0|1,M), our candidate for V →M in the statement of thelemma
is V := i∗V. Indeed, the composition i ◦ p is homotopic to the identity on Map(R0|1,M).
For example, consider the homotopy R × ΠTMC → ΠTMC that rescales the odd fibers of
ΠTMC → M by a scalar t ∈ R; in the functor of points this map is (t, x, ψ) 7→ (x, tψ) for
t ∈ R(S) and (x, ψ) ∈ ΠTMC(S) ' Map(R0|1,M)(S). Now we use that pullbacks along
homotopic maps yield isomorphic vector bundles, concluding that p∗V = p∗i∗V ' (i ◦ p)∗V
is isomorphic to V. �

A.6. Super connections. A vector bundle is taken to be a locally free sheaf of nuclear
Fréchet spaces; we make no finite rank assumption. We recall Quillen’s definition of a super
connection [Qui85].

Definition A.18. Let V →M be a complex vector bundle. A super connection A on V is
an odd, C-linear map of Fréchet spaces satisfying a Leibniz rule

A : Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•(M ;V ), A(α · v) = dα · v + (−1)|α|α · Av(182)

where v ∈ Ω•(M ;V ) and α ∈ Ω•(M).

Using the Z-grading on forms, a super connection can be written as

A =
∑

Ak, Ak : Ω•(M ;V )→ Ω•+k(M ;V )(183)

where A1 = ∇ is an ordinary connection on V , and A2k ∈ Ω2k(M ; End(V )odd), A2k+1 ∈
Ω2k+1(M ; End(V )ev) are endomorphism valued forms.

Definition A.19. Suppose that 〈−,−〉 : V ⊗ V → C is a (super) hermitian pairing. Then
a super connection A on V is self-adjoint if

〈A1x, y〉+ (−1)|x||y|〈x,A1y〉 = d〈x, y〉, A∗k = ik+1Ak, k 6= 1,(184)

where A∗k denotes the super adjoint of Ak.

Remark A.20. Translating from super adjoints to ordinary adjoints as in (170), the above
is equivalent to the standard definition of self-adjoint super connection [BGV92, page 117].

Appendix B. Review of Stolz and Teichner’s Euclidean field theories

In this section we review Stolz and Teichner’s definition of twisted geometric field the-
ories following [ST11]. The central definition is that of a geometric bordism category. This
takes as input a rigid geometry (G,M) and outputs a functor from smooth manifolds to
categories internal to symmetric monoidal stacks on the site of supermanifolds,

(G,M)-Bord(−) : Mfld→
{

Categories internal to
symmetric monoidal stacks

}
, M 7→ (G,M)-Bord(M),

where (G,M)-Bord(M) is the category of (G,M)-bordisms over M . Geometric field theories
are then defined as functors out of (G,M)-Bord(M), and twisted field theories are certain
natural transformations between functors out of (G,M)-Bord(M).
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We also introduce reflection positivity data within this formalism (see §B.5), following
the motivational discussion from §2. Although this structure is not required in Stolz and
Teichner’s definition from [ST11], it is implicit in their previous work [ST04, Definition 2.1.1,
Remark 2.1.2], and is related to the definition of positivity that is crucial to the connection
with the KO-spectrum in [HST10, §6], see also [Che07, Definition 1.1.32 part (iii)]. It is
entirely possible that a version of the conjectures (1) holds without reflection positivity,
and so in some sense this condition may not be necessary. However, in dimension 1|1
reflection positive theories connect better with classical objects from index theory, and all
the examples from physics have this structure. So for the time being, it seems reasonable
to include this additional structure when investigating the conjectures (1).

Remark B.1. The d = 2 case of conjecture (1) requires a generalization of the definitions
below to fully-extended 2|1-dimensional Euclidean field theories of degree n. In particu-
lar, this requires that one enhance the 2|1-Euclidean bordism category to (some flavor of)
bicategory. The framework for such a definition is a subject of current investigation, and
likely to depart in various technical ways from the definitions below. Indeed, bicategories
internal to symmetric monoidal stacks are rather unwieldy, whereas smooth bordism cate-
gories inspired by iterated Segal spaces both seem more tractable and inherit a variety of
tools from homotopy theory (e.g., see [DG20, LS21, BEP22]).

B.1. Rigid geometries. Inspired by Thurston [Thu97, Ch. 3.3], a rigid geometry is a triple
(G,M,Mc) where M is a supermanifold, G is a super Lie group acting on M, and Mc ⊂M
is a codimension 1 submanifold. The supermanifold M is the local model for the geometry,
the group G is the isometry group, and Mc ⊂M is a local model for (collared) boundaries.
The data of a rigid geometry is often abbreviated to the pair (G,M).

Definition B.2 (Sketch of [ST11, Definitions 2.33 and 4.4]). A family of (G,M)-supermanifolds
is data

(1) a smooth submersion p : Y → S;
(2) a maximal atlas {Ui} of Y equipped with open embeddings ϕi : Ui ↪→ S×M over S;
(3) transition data gij : p(Ui

⋂
Uj)→ G.

The embeddings ϕi are required to be compatible with transition data gij (using the G-
action on M) and the transition data must satisfy a further cocycle condition. A morphism
between (G,M)-families is a map f : Y → Y ′ over a base change S → S′ with the property
that the restriction of f to an atlas determining the (G,M)-structures is given by the action
of G on open subspaces of M. This structure determines a stack (G,M)-SMfld on the site
of supermanifolds whose objects are families of (G,M)-supermanifolds; see [ST11, §2.8]
and [BBES21, Remark A.23].

A family of (G,M)-pairs is a (G,M)-family Y → S with a codimension 1 submanifold
Y c ⊂ Y over S (whose images in Y need not be disjoint) with the property that in a
chart for the (G,M)-structure, the map ϕi sends Ui

⋂
Y c ⊂ Ui to the subspace S ×Mc ⊂

S ×M. Morphisms between (G,M)-pairs are morphisms of (G,M)-supermanifolds Y → Y ′

such that Y c ⊂ Y is sent to Y ′c ⊂ Y ′. This structure determines a stack on the site of
supermanifolds whose objects are (G,M)-pairs.

We also refer to [HST10, §6.3] for additional discussion of rigid geometries.

Example B.3 (Euclidean rigid geometry). Let Ad be affine d-space, regarded as a Rie-
mannian spin manifold. Its group of spin structure preserving isometries is Rd o Spin(d),
where Spin(d) acts on Rd through the double cover Spin(d) → SO(d). The d-dimensional
Euclidean geometry is defined by the triple (G,M,Mc) = (Rd o Spin(d),Ad,Ad−1), where
Ad−1 ⊂ Ad comes from the standard inclusion of a totally geodesic hyperplane; after a
choice of basepoint in Ad−1 ' Rd−1, this is the standard inclusion Rn−1 ⊂ Rn. The stack
(Rdo Spin(d),Ad)-SMfld of d-dimensional Euclidean manifolds has as objects fiber bundles
Y → S of d-manifolds endowed with flat Riemannian metrics and spin structures. The
stack of d-dimensional Euclidean pairs has as objects fiber bundles Y → S of d-manifolds
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endowed with flat Riemannian metrics and spin structures together with a family of totally
geodesic codimension 1 submanifolds Y c ⊂ Y over S.

Lemma B.4. Fix a rigid geometry (G,M). Given a homomorphism g : G → G and a G-
equivariant map f : M→M relative to g that preserves the image of the inclusion Mc ⊂M,
there is a uniquely determined map of stacks

F : (G,M)-SMfld→ (G,M)-SMfld.

Sketch of Proof. The proof is the same argument as [HST10, Lemma 6.19]. Suppose we are
given an S-family of (G,M)-manifolds Y → S. We obtain a new (G,M)-family f(Y → S)
given by the same fibration Y → S, but where local charts Ui ⊂ Y are modified by
postcomposition with f ,

Y ⊃ U
ϕi
↪→M× S f×idS→ M× S.

Because f is G-equivariant relative to g, the gluing data g−1gijg determines a (G,M)-
structure on Y . Similarly, because f preserves the image of Mc ⊂ M, it determines an
endofunctor on the category of (G,M)-pairs. Since the underlying map on Y → S is the
identity map, these endofunctors of (G,M)-manifolds determine maps of stacks. �

Definition B.5 ([HST10, Definition 6.18]). A real structure on a rigid geometry (G,M) is
a real structure on Mc, M and G such that all the maps defining the rigid geometry are real
in the sense of Definition A.15.

B.2. Categories internal to stacks.

Definition B.6 (Sketch of [ST11, Definition 2.13]). A category C internal to symmetric
monoidal stacks is the data of symmetric monoidal stacks Ob(C) and Mor(C) of objects and
morphisms with source, target, unit, and composition functors

s, t : Mor(C)→ Ob(C) u : Ob(C)→ Mor(C), m : Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C)→ Mor(C)

along with additional coherence data (e.g., an associator and unitors) satisfying compati-
bility properties.

Definition B.7 (Sketch of [ST11, Definition 2.18]). For C, D categories internal to symmet-
ric monoidal stacks, an internal functor F = (F0, F1, µ, ε) : C→ D is defined as morphisms
of stacks F0 : Ob(C)→ Ob(D), F1 : Mor(C)→ Mor(D), and 2-commuting data,

Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C) Mor(C)

Mor(D)×Ob(D) Mor(D) Mor(D)

µ ⇒

m

F1 × F1

m

F1

Ob(C) Ob(D)

Mor(C) Mor(D).

ε ⇒

F0

u

F1

u(185)

These data are required to satisfy further properties involving the associator and unitors.

Definition B.8 (Sketch of [ST11, Definition 2.19]). An internal natural transformation
(η, ρ) : F ⇒ G between internal functors F,G : C→ D is a morphism of stacks η : Ob(C)→
Mor(D) and 2-commuting data ρ

Mor(C) Mor(D)×Ob(D) Mor(D)

Mor(D)×Ob(D) Mor(D) Mor(D).

ρ ⇒

η ◦ t× F1

G1 × η ◦ s

m

m(186)

These data are required to satisfy additional coherence properties. Define an isomorphism
between internal natural transformations (η, ρ) ⇒ (η′, ρ′) as the the data of 2-morphism
η ⇒ η′ between maps of stacks for which ρ and ρ′ are compatible.
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Definition B.9. A super Lie category is a category internal to supermanifolds whose source
and target maps are submersions. For a super Lie category C, let Ob(C) and Mor(C) denote
the supermanifolds of objects and morphisms, and let

u : Ob(C)→ Mor(C), s, t, : Mor(C)→ Ob(C), c : Mor(C)×Ob(C) Mor(C)→ Mor(C)

denote the unit, source, target, and composition maps, respectively. A smooth functor
F : C→ D is a pair of maps of supermanifolds F0 : Ob(C)→ Ob(D), F1 : Mor(C)→ Mor(D)
satisfying the axioms for a functor between categories. A smooth natural transformation
η : F ⇒ G is a map of supermanifolds η : Ob(C) → Mor(D) satisfying the axioms for
a natural transformation between functors. Super Lie categories, smooth functors, and
smooth natural transformations form a strict 2-category.

By regarding a supermanifold as a (representable) stack, any super Lie category deter-
mines a category internal to stacks (see Definition B.6). By the Yoneda lemma for stacks,
functors and natural transformations between super Lie categories are equivalent to functors
and natural transformations between their associated categories internal to stacks. This also
allows us to consider functors from a super Lie category to a category internal to stacks.

Example B.10. Any supermanifold determines a discrete super Lie category, i.e., a super
Lie category with only identity morphisms.

The following notions of internal involution and equivariance data for an internal functor
between internal categories with internal involution expands on [HST10, Definition 6.47].

Definition B.11. Fix an involution on the category of supermanifolds in the sense of [FH21,
Definition B.1]. For a category C internal to (symmetric monoidal) stacks on the site of
supermanifolds, an internal involution is the data of an internal functor τ : C→ C covering
the fixed involution of supermanifolds, an internal natural isomorphism η : τ ◦ τ ⇒ idC, and
isomorphisms between internal natural isomorphisms δ : τ ◦ τ ◦ τ ⇒ τ from applying η to
the first and last pairs of compositions. The data δ satisfies a compatibility condition for
quadruple compositions.

The following generalizes [FH21, Definition B.6] to Stolz and Teichner’s internal cate-
gories.

Definition B.12. Let (C, τC) and (D, τD) be internal categories with internal involution, and
let F : C→ D be a functor. Equivariance data for F is an internal natural transformation φ

C D

C D

φ ⇒

F

τC

F

τD(187)

and an isomorphism of internal natural transformations β : φ ◦φ ' idF , where (in an abuse
of notation) we implicitly use τC and τD to regard φ◦φ as a natural transformation between
the functor F ' idD ◦ F ◦ idC and itself. The data β is required to satisfy a compatibility
condition involving δ.

Categories internal to stacks also have a notion of equivariance data for internal natural
transformations, defined as follows.

Definition B.13. Let (C, τC) and (D, τD) be internal categories with internal involution,
and let F,G : C → D be internal functors with equivariance data (φF , βF ) and (φG, βG.
Equivariance data for an internal natural transformation E : F ⇒ G is an isomorphism of
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natural transformations σ : φ ◦ E ' E : F ⇒ G

C D

C D

φ ⇑

⇓ E

⇑ E

F

G
τC

G

F

τD(188)

with the property that the composition of internal natural transformations

φ ◦ E φ?σ−−→ φ ◦ φ ◦ E β−→ E(189)

equals σ.

B.3. Stolz and Teichner’s geometric bordism categories. Given a smooth manifold
M and rigid geometry (G,M), we now recall the definition of (G,M)-Bord(M) as a category
internal to symmetric monoidal stacks.

Definition B.14 ([ST11, Definitions 2.21, 2.46, end of 2.48, and 4.4]). Define a category
(G,M)-Bord(M) internal to symmetric monoidal stacks as follows.

An object of the stack Ob((G,M)-Bord(M)) is an equivalence class of the data:

(1) a (G,M)-pair Y c ⊂ Y → S where Y c → S is proper;
(2) a partition into two components Y +

∐
Y − ' Y \ Y c ⊂ Y ; and

(3) a map of supermanifolds φ : Y →M .

The supermanifold Y c is called the core. The supermanifold Y ⊃ Y c in which the core sits
is the collar. The collar is partitioned into an outgoing component Y + and an incoming
component Y −. We apply the following equivalence relation to these data:

(Y c ⊂ Y, Y ±, φ) ∼ (Y c ⊂ Y, Y ±, φ′) ⇐⇒ (φ)|W+
⋃
Y c = (φ′)|W+

⋃
Y c(190)

where W ⊂ Y is an open submanifold containing Y c ⊂ Y , and W+ = W
⋂
Y +. In short,

we only remember the data of the map φ on a half-open germ of a neighborhood of Y c ⊂ Y
of the outgoing collar. We often abbreviate the data of an object of Ob((G,M)-Bord(M))
to φ : Y →M .

A morphism in Ob((G,M)-Bord(M)), denoted (Y c0 ⊂ Y0, Y
±
0 , φ0) → (Y c1 ⊂ Y1, Y

±
1 , φ1) is

an equivalence class of open submanifolds V0 ⊂ Y0 and V1 ⊂ Y1 containing the cores, and
isometries f : V0 → V1 in the commutative diagram

Y c0

Y c1

V0 Y0

V1 Y1

M .ff |Y c0

φ0

φ1

These data are subject to the equivalence relation that f : V0 → V1 and f ′ : V ′0 → V ′1
represent the same isomorphism if f |V0

⋂
V ′0

= f ′|V0
⋂
V ′0

.
Disjoint union endows Ob((G,M)-Bord(M)) with a symmetric monoidal structure.

An object of the stack Mor((G,M)-Bord(M)) is given by the data:

(1) a (G,M)-family Σ→ S,
(2) a map of supermanifolds Φ: Σ→M ,
(3) a pair of objects of Ob((G,M)-Bord(M)), denoted φin : Yin →M , φout : Yout →M ,

(4) spans of smooth maps Yout ←↩ Wout
iout→ Σ

iin← Win ↪→ Yin, where Wout/in ↪→ Yout/in

are open embeddings.
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Define the notation

W±in/out := Y ±in/out

⋂
Win/out, i−in = iin|W−in , i−out = iout|W−out .

Then Σc := Σ \ (iin(W−in ) ∪ iout(W
+
out)) is the core. The above data are require to satisfy

(1) the image Win/out ↪→ Yin/out contains a neighborhood of the core Y cin/out;

(2) Σc → S is proper;
(3) i−in and i−out are isometries onto their image in Σ \ iout(W

+
out ∪ Y cout); and

(4) the maps φin/out : Yin/out →M are compatible with Φ: Σ→M .

Similar to (190), we impose an equivalence relation on objects

(Σ, Yin, Yout,Φ1) ∼ (Σ, Yin, Yout,Φ2) ⇐⇒ (Φ1)|W+
out

⋃
Σc = (Φ2)|W+

out

⋃
Σc(191)

so again the equivalence class of Φ is only the data of a half-open neighborhood of the core
Σc →M inside the outgoing collar.

A morphism in Mor((G,M)-Bord(M)) is an equivalence classes of open sub supermanifolds
Ωi ⊂ Σi, Vi,in ⊂ Yi,in, Vi,out ⊂ Yi,out satisfying

Σci ⊂ Ωi ⊂ Σi, Y ci,in ⊂ Vi,in ⊂Wi,in

⋂
i−1
in (Ωi) ⊂ Yi,in, Y ci,out ⊂ Vi,out ⊂Wi,out

⋂
i−1
out(Ωi) ⊂ Yi,out

and isometries fin : V0,in → V1,in, fout : V0,out → V1,out and F : Ω0 → Ω1 in the commutative
diagram of supermanifolds over M

Y c0,out

Y c1,out

V0,out Ω0

V1,out Ω1

Y c0,in

Y c1,in

V0,in

V1,in

fin|Y c0,outfout|Y c0,in fout finF(192)

where we also require F preserves the core of the bordism, F |Σc0 : Σc0 → Σc1 ⊂ Ω1. These
data are equivalent (f, g, F ) ∼ (f ′, g′, F ′) when

fin|V0,in
⋂
V ′0,in

= f ′in|V0,in
⋂
V ′0,in

, fout|V0,out
⋂
V ′0,out

= f ′in|V0,out
⋂
V ′0,out

, F |Ω0
⋂

Ω′0
= F ′|Ω0

⋂
Ω′0
.

Disjoint union endows Mor((G,M)-Bord(M)) with a symmetric monoidal structure. We

often abbreviate the data of an object of Mor((G,M)-Bord(M)) to Yin

∐
Yout → Σ

Φ−→ M ,
or even more succinctly to Φ: Σ→M .

Unit, source, and target functors are given by the assignments on objects

u(Y →M) = (Y
∐

Y
fold→ Y →M), s(Yin

∐
Yout → Σ→M) = (Yin →M)

t(Yin

∐
Yout → Σ→M) = (Yout →M),

with similar assignments on morphisms. For any S, let ∅ ∈ Ob((G,M)-Bord(M))(S) and
∅ ∈ Mor((G,M)-Bord(M))(S) denote the empty object over S, i.e., the symmetric monoidal
unit over S for these symmetric monoidal stacks.

Composition is given by gluing bordisms along collars; see [ST11, page 20] and [HST10,
Definition 6.5].

We now address a small technical issue. The categorical foundations of [ST11] (follow-
ing [MF06]) use strict fibered products of stacks in the definition of internal categories, see
Definition B.6 above. This framework leads to problems whenever one looks to replace an
internal category with one whose objects and morphisms are equivalent (but not isomorphic)
stacks. In particular, generators and relations arguments involve such equivalences which
are not isomorphisms. A simple remedy to this technical issue is to modify Definition B.6,
requiring the source and target functors to be fibrations of stacks. This implies that the
strict fibered product agrees with the homotopy fibrered product. Fortuitously, the source
and target functors in (G,M)-Bord(M) do indeed satisfy this property.
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Lemma B.15. The source and target functors

s, t : Mor((G,M)-Bord(M))→ Ob((G,M)-Bord(M))

are fibrations of stacks.

Proof. A map of stacks is a fibration if it induces a fibration of groupoids over each super-
manifold S, e.g., see [Hol08]. We prove the statement of the lemma for the functor s; the
case for t is similar. It suffices to show that for any isomorphism f : s(Σ0,Φ0)→ (Y1, φ1) in
Ob((G,M)-Bord(M ′))(S) where

(Y1, φ1) ∈ Ob((G,M)-Bord(M ′))(S), (Σ0,Φ0) ∈ Mor((G,M)-Bord(M ′))(S),

there exists an isomorphism (f, g, F ) : (Σ0,Φ0) → (Σ1,Φ1) in Mor((G,M)-Bord(M ′))(S)
with s(f, g, F ) = f . We recall that the notation Σ0 for a cobordism is an abbreviation for
the data

(Y0,out ←↩ W0,out

i0,out

↪→ Σ0

i0,in←↩ W0,in ↪→ Y0,in,Φ0 : Σ0 →M).(193)

Similarly, f : s(Σ0,Φ0)→ (Y1, φ1) is an abbreviation for the data of open sub supermanifolds
V0 ⊂ Y0, V1 ⊂ Y1 containing the core and an isometry f : V0 → V1 preserving the cores.

Using the notation above, we define (Σ1,Φ1) by the data

(Y0,out ←↩ W0,out

i0,out

↪→ Σ0

i0,in◦f−1

←↩ f(W0,in

⋂
V0) ↪→ Y1,Φ0 : Σ0 →M).(194)

where the relevant properties are inherited from (193). Next define an isomorphism (Σ0,Φ0)→
(Σ1,Φ1) by taking V0,out = V1,out = Wout, Ω0 = Ω1 = Σ0, V0,in = W0,in

⋂
V0, V1,in =

f(W0,in

⋂
V0), fout = idWout

, F = idΣ0
and fin = f |W0,in

⋂
V0

. By construction, the dia-
gram (192) commutes with this data and the requisite properties are satisfied to define an
isomorphism in Mor(1|1-EBord(M)). The source functor applied to this isomorphism agrees
with (f, V0, V1) on restriction to V0

⋂
W0,in and f(V0

⋂
W0,in), so this morphism is equal

to f because morphisms are defined as equivalence classes. This completes the proof. �

The following is evident from Definition B.14.

Lemma B.16. A map f : M →M ′ of smooth manifolds induces an internal functor

f∗ : (G,M)-Bord(M)→ (G,M)-Bord(M ′),
(φ : Y →M) 7→ (f ◦ φ : Y →M ′)
(Φ: Σ→M) 7→ (f ◦ Φ: Σ→M ′)

and these internal functors are compatible with composition of maps between manifolds.

B.4. Twisted geometric field theories.

Definition B.17 (Sketch of [ST11, Definitions 2.24, 2.47, §4.3]). Define a category Vect
internal to symmetric monoidal stacks as follows. The stack Ob(Vect) classifies bundles
of Z/2-graded, nuclear Fréchet spaces over C, i.e., locally free sheaves of nuclear Fréchet
super vector spaces. The stack Mor(Vect) has objects maps between vector bundles, and
as morphisms commuting squares

V W

V ′ W ′
' '(195)

whose horizontal arrows are maps of vector bundles and whose vertical arrows are fiber-
wise isomorphisms of vector bundles, i.e., pullbacks along base changes. There are functors
s, t : Mor(Vect)→ Ob(Vect) from restricting to the left and right halves of the square (195).
Finally, endow Ob(Vect) and Mor(Vect) with symmetric monoidal structures from the pro-
jective tensor product of topological vector bundles.

Remark B.18. The above deviates from the definition in [ST11] in two ways. First, we re-
quire sheaves of topological vector spaces to be locally free, i.e., vector bundles. Second, we
specialize from general locally convex topological vector spaces to nuclear Fréchet spaces.
We make this choice in order to guarantee that certain formal categorical structures in
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the functorial definition of quantum field theory agree with standard structures in physics:
Fréchet spaces have the approximation property [Sch71, page 109], leading to a well-behaved
theory for traces of nuclear operators, see [ST12, §4.5]. It also happens that all the desired
constructions in index theory result in vector bundles of nuclear Fréchet spaces, so this
restriction does not any exclude any of the desired examples. We refer to [Cos11a, Appen-
dix 2] for a succinct overview of nuclear Fréchet spaces. Stolz and Teichner’s motivation to
work with more general sheaves of topological vector spaces is explained in Remark 1.13.

Definition B.19 (Sketch of [ST11, Definition 5.1]). Define the internal Morita category Alg
as a category internal to symmetric monoidal stacks as follows. The stack Ob(Alg) classifies
locally trivial bundles of nuclear Fréchet superalgebras and isomorphisms of algebra bun-
dles. The stack Mor(Alg) classifies locally trivial bundles of nuclear Fréchet bimodules over
topological algebras. Composition comes from the projective tensor product of bimodule
bundles,

c : Mor(Alg)×Ob(Alg) Mor(Alg)→ Mor(Alg), c(B,B′) = B ⊗A B′.

Viewing an algebra bundle as a bimodule over itself constructs the unit map u : Ob(Alg)→
Mor(Alg). Endow Ob(Alg) and Mor(Alg) with monoidal structures from the projective
tensor product of algebra and bimodule bundles over the structure sheaf of the base.

Example B.20. Given any category C internal to symmetric monoidal stacks, there is an
internal functor

1 : C→ Alg

defined as follows. For Y ∈ Ob(C)(S), assign the trivial algebra bundle on S, i.e., the
sheaf of algebras whose global sections are C∞(S). For Σ ∈ Mor(C)(S), assign the trivial
bimodule bundle over S, i.e., the sheaf of bimodules whose global sections are C∞(S) as a
bimodule over C∞(S). The 2-commuting data µ is determined by the canonical isomorphism
C∞(S)⊗C∞(S) C

∞(S) ' C∞(S), while the 2-commuting data ε comes from the canonical
identification of the algebra C∞(S) with the identity bimodule over itself.

Definition B.21 ([ST11, Definitions 2.25, 2.48, 4.12]). A geometric field theory is an
internal functor

E : (G,M)-Bord(M)→ Vect.(196)

Definition B.22 ([ST11, Definition 5.2]). A twisted geometric field theory is an internal
natural transformation E

(G,M)-Bord(M) AlgE ⇓

1

T

(197)

where T is a twist functor and 1 is defined in Example B.20. Twisted field theories are
the objects of a groupoid whose morphisms are isomorphisms between internal natural
transformations.

Remark B.23. For the trivial twist functor T = 1, a twisted geometric field theory deter-
mines an (untwisted) geometric field theory [ST11, Lemma 5.7].

Remark B.24. We caution that the above definition of twisted field theory is entirely unre-
lated to the common topological twists in supersymmetric quantum field theory, e.g., the
A- and B-twists in mirror symmetry. Instead, Stolz and Teichner’s terminology reflects the
fact that twists in the sense of Definition B.22 are expected to lead to twisted cohomology
groups under the conjectures (1), with the Z-grading on cohomology being a special kind
of twist.
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B.5. Additional structures. Additional structures in the rigid geometry (G,M) lead to
additional structures on the internal bordism category.

Lemma B.25. Fix a rigid geometry (G,M). Given a homomorphism g : G→ G and a G-
equivariant map f : M→M relative to g that preserves the image of the inclusion Mc ⊂M,
there is a uniquely determined internal functor

F : (G,M)-Bord(M)→ (G,M)-Bord(M).

Proof. The endofunctors of (G,M)-manifolds from Lemma B.4 determine maps of stacks,

F0 : Ob((G,M)-Bord(M))→ Ob((G,M)-Bord(M)), (Y → S, φ) 7→ (f(Y → S), φ)

F1 : Mor((G,M)-Bord(M))→ Mor((G,M)-Bord(M)), (Σ→M,Φ) 7→ (f(Σ→M),Φ),

by taking the same collar data on bordisms, but different (G,M)-structures. By construc-
tion, these maps of stacks are (strictly) compatible with source, target, unit, and composi-
tion functors defining (G,M)-Bord(M). �

Remark B.26. There is an isomorphic description of the functor F above in the special case
that Y or Σ ⊂ S ×M is an open submanifold. In this case, f determines a (non-identity)
isomorphism f |Y : Y → Y ′ ⊂ M × S or f |Σ : Σ → Σ′ ⊂ M × S of submanifolds, and so we
obtain the assignments

(Y → S, φ) 7→ (Y ′ → S, φ ◦ (f−1 × idS)|Y ′), (Σ→ S,Φ) 7→ (Σ′ → S,Φ ◦ (f−1 × idS)|Y ′).

Example B.27 (Bordism categories with flips). In the context of Lemma B.25, suppose
that fl : M → M is an involution commuting with the action of G and preserving Mc ⊂
M. This endows every family of (G,M)-manifolds with an involution. In practice, an
involution fl : M→M comes from a spin flip automorphism, e.g., see [HST10, §6.7, Lemma
6.39], [ST11, Example 2.39 and §4.1] and (42) below. Following [ST11, §2.6], such an
involution fl allows one to regard the bordism category as a category internal to symmetric
monoidal stacks with involution.

Next we observe that every super vector bundle or algebra bundle has a canonical
automorphism coming from the parity involution on super vector spaces,

(−1)F : V → V, (−1)F : A→ A(198)

acting by the identity on even sections and −1 on odd sections. This allows one to regard
Vect and Alg as categories internal to symmetric monoidal stacks with involution. Stolz and
Teichner incorporate these involutions to their field theories as follows.

Definition B.28 ([HST10, Definition 6.44], [ST11, §2.6]). Fix a rigid geometry (G,M)
with an involution fl : M→M as in Example B.27. A flip-preserving geometric field theory
is a functor (196) internal to the category of symmetric monoidal stacks with involution.
Similarly, one defines flip-preserving twists and flip-preserving twisted geometric field the-
ories as functors and natural transformations internal to symmetric monoidal stacks with
involution.

Convention B.29. Whenever a bordism category is endowed with a flip, we will always
take (twisted) geometric field theories to mean flip-preserving (twisted) geometric field
theories.

Example B.30 (Orientation reversal). Fix an orientation on the manifold Mred, and sup-
pose that or : M → M is a G-equivariant map with the property that orred : Mred → Mred

is an orientation reversing map and or2 = fl is the spin flip. Then Lemma B.25 determines
an orientation reversal functor

Or : (G,M)-Bord(M)→ (G,M)-Bord(M)(199)

with a natural isomorphism Or ◦ Or ⇒ id (via the spin flip). Indeed, Or determines an
internal involution in the sense of Definition B.11.
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In 1-dimensional field theories (i.e., quantum mechanics) orientation-reversal is the same
as time-reversal, which is typically implemented on the space of states as a C-antilinear map.
This structure is part of reflection positivity, which can be adapted to functorial field theories
by requiring equivariance data relative to actions generated by orientation reversal (199)
and the functor on vector spaces coming from complex conjugation, e.g., see [FH21, §3].
However complex conjugation is more subtle in the context of supermanifolds, as we explain
presently. There are conjugation functors,

( ) : Vect→ Vect, (V → S) 7→ (V → S) ( ) : Alg→ Alg, (A→ S) 7→ (A→ S)(200)

sending a vector bundle, algebra bundle, etc., to the same bundle but where the complex
numbers act through conjugation; when the input is a bundle over a supermanifold S, the
output is a bundle over the conjugate supermanifold, S̄ (see Definition A.15). In other
words, the natural internal involution of Alg (see Definition B.11) covers the conjugation
functor on supermanifolds. For this reason it does not make sense to ask for equivariance
data mixing (199) and (200), as they are internal functors covering different functors on
supermanifolds (Or covers the identify functor). This is repaired by demanding a real
structure on the relevant bordism category, which can be gotten from a real structure on
the rigid geometry in the sense of Definition B.5.

Example B.31 (Bordism categories with real structures, [HST10, §8]). Given an S-family
of (G,M)-supermanifolds (Y → S), a real structure on the rigid geometry (G,M) gives a
unique (G,M)-stucture for the S-family (Y → S). This extends to an internal functor

R : (G,M)-Bord(M)→ (G,M)-Bord(M), (S ← Y →M) 7→ (S ← Y →M 'M).(201)

The identification M 'M uses that M is an ordinary manifold, and hence has a canonical
real structure when regarded as a supermanifold. Via the forgetful functor (G,M)-Bord(M)→
SMfld that sends an S-family of bordisms to S, the internal functor (201) covers the conju-
gation functor on supermanifolds. We observe that R determines an internal involution in
the sense of Definition B.11.

We observe that the functor 1 : (G,M)-Bord→ Alg has canonical equivariance data for
any choice of internal involution on the source and target.

Definition B.32. Let (G,M) be a rigid geometry with a chosen real structure and orienta-
tion reversing automorphism. A reflection structure for a twist T is equivariance data for
the involutions R ◦ Or and ( ). A reflection structure for a twisted field theory E : 1→ T
is equivariance data for the internal natural transformation E.

Remark B.33. Roughly, a reflection structure stipulates that orientation reversal of bordisms
correspond to complex conjugation of vector spaces (which is data). In tandem with this
structure is the reflection positivity property, which demands that a certain hermitian is
positive. Suggestively we write this pairing as

E(Y )⊗ E(Y )
h⊗id' E(Y )⊗ E(Y )

E(Σ)→ C
where the isomorphism h comes from the reflection structure, and Σ is a bordism with
boundary Y

∐
Y where Y is the orientation reversal of Y . Then the positivity property is

the positivity of this pairing. We delay the precise property until Definition 5.15.

Definition B.34 (Compare [HST10, Definition 6.47]). Let (G,M) be a rigid geometry
with a chosen real structure, and T : (G,M)-Bord(M) → Alg. A real structure for T is
equivariance data for the involutions R and ( ). Given a twisted field theory E : 1→ T , a
real structure on E is equivariance data for the internal natural transformation.

Example B.35 (Renormalization group flow). In many cases, there is a nontrivial R>0-
action on M that commutes with the G-action. For example, the Euclidean rigid geometries
from Example B.3 admit such a structure from the standard dilation action on Rd. Applying
Lemma B.25, this leads to the action of the renormalization group,

RGµ : (G,M)-Bord(M)→ (G,M)-Bord(M) µ ∈ R>0,(202)
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which then acts on the category of (twisted) field theories by precomposition with the
internal functor (202).
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